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Abstract
This investigation of the process of English as an additional language (EAL)
development of a group of 16 Korean university students spans their experiences in
Korea and Canada. Data were collected from semi-structured interviews, written
questionnaires and a final focus group interview. Systematic grounded theory informed
data gathering and analysis, resulting in a diagrammatic representation and narrative
description of the process. Target participants who had been in Canada an average of 4
years, 5 months reported speaking more Korean (55%) than English (44%) during the
week and on the weekends (62% Korean, 37% English). The most salient moderators of
English language engagement were instrumental motivation, absence of choice and age at
leaving Korea. Interview data indicated that, through repeated, shared experiences in
context, participants shifted from language knowledge gained predominantly through
English grammar study and reading in the Korean setting to language use in the Canadian
context. “Acquisition” was discussed as an experience-based, personally meaningful and
lasting type of language learning.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Statement o f the Problem
The 21st century finds Canadian universities aggressively recruiting international
students. Scores on standardized tests such as the Test of English for International
Communication (TOEIC) and Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), assumed
to measure applicants’ English proficiency, are directly employed as admission criteria.
While these standardized scores provide some indication of students’ English knowledge,
they often do not indicate students’ ability to use English in the North American
university context. The seriousness of the situation is highlighted by research that
consistently identifies facility with the English language as the main determinant of
success for international students in North American universities (Erwin & Coleman,
1998; Kilbride & D’Arcangelo, 2002; Tomich, McWhirter, & King, 2000).
While many Canadian universities (e.g., Brock, Carleton, Ottawa, Queen’s,
Toronto, Western, etc.) have established English language learning centres and offer EAL
(English as an additional language) classes to help international students make the
transition to “language in use” (Gee, 1999), few studies have documented the life-long
journeys of international students with respect to pre-Canada English language education
as background information critical to understanding cultural and linguistic transition
experiences. Essentially, “remedies” for these additional language learners have been
devised and implemented from a Canadian-centred perspective, without investigation, for
the most part, of international students’ experiences “before contact” (Smith, 1999).
Thus, an understanding of international students’ pre-Canada experiences is vital
if educators are to reach the students who sit before them, often silently struggling with

1
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the language (a near guarantee for cultural adaptation difficulties). What are needed are
not more Canadian opinions on how best to “treat the problem” or more counts of
international students on campus that reflect the economic “’supply-side’ approach to
internationalization” (Green, 2002, p. 11), but clearer insight to the lived experiences of
international students who attend Canadian universities. These students have unique and
valuable insights into the lengthy p rocess of English language acquisition, beginning
from initial study in their home country and culminating, in the context of the proposed
study, in the Canadian postsecondary setting. Their stories will provide rich and valuable
insight into language development in two different cultures and two different learning
environments (English as a foreign language (EFL) and EAL). In addition to providing
valuable insight to university educators, the present study informs EAL theory for Korean
learners who choose to study abroad.
Purpose o f the Study
The study was designed to gain an understanding of the English acquisition
process as experienced and perceived by a group of students, born and raised in Korea,
presently attending university in Canada.
Research Questions
The central question under investigation is:
What informs the process of English language acquisition as experienced by a group of
Korean university students?
The sub-questions are:
a) How do these students adapt linguistically to life in Canada?
b) Is it possible to identify a transition from English knowledge to English use!

2
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c) What strategies (including the use of Korean) do these students employ?
d) What are the common, differentiating and changing motivations for language learning
among these learners?
Rationale and Background Experiences
Teaching Experiences
In 2001,1 worked at the University of Windsor’s Academic Writing Centre as a
writing consultant. The majority of student clients were from abroad. It quickly became
apparent that these students faced numerous linguistic challenges and that adequate
language support was not available to them on campus. Most of the students said English
language learning in their home countries was formal and intensive with respect to
grammar learning but inadequate to prepare them for spoken and written English at the
university level in Canada. Many described their inability to comprehend Canadian
speakers in general; others identified slang expressions and idioms as barriers to
understanding. With respect to written assignments, these students had little or no
experience in creating their own essays or reports in English, and most were unclear
about professors' expectations. Their struggles with the language brought home to me in a
very real way the difference between additional language knowledge and language use.
The stories were not surprising because they matched those of my students in
South Korea (1997-2001), who had had, on average, six years of English study before
arriving in my first-year university English conversation class. We native English
instructors represented the first direct exposure to “foreigners” of these bright, respectful,
postsecondary students. Their comprehension of English grammar and vast stores of
English vocabulary were as remarkable as their seeming inability to put them to use.

3
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Based on these experiences in Canada and South Korea, I wanted to know, first,
how students moved from knowledge to use o f the additional language and secondly, how
teachers could facilitate that progression from context-independent linguistic knowledge
to contextualized language use. What strategies expedited the transition from reliance on
planned, formulaic utterances progressively toward the ability to communicate
spontaneously? While communicative language teaching (CLT) seemed, from my
Western perspective, to be the solution to bridging this gap, in the Korean setting,
communicative approaches were not always effective. First, certain approaches failed
because of cultural differences of which the foreign teacher was unaware (Brooks, 1997;
C. G. Kim, 1998; Li, 1998; Mitchell & Lee, 2003; Pai & Adler, 1997). In addition, with
90 minutes per week of instruction in classes of 30 to 50 students, the application of
communicative strategies was limited.
Yet some students found a way to converse in English where others failed.
Moreover, it was obvious that attending my class was not the main ingredient in the
recipe for successful English communicators. Had that been the case, all the students
would have been conversant. Personal factors and individual stories were needed to
enlighten the process. What I wanted to find out was how the successful students made
the transition from formal, textbook-driven study to informal, conversational language
use. What strategies had they employed to develop their abilities? These same questions
resurfaced as I spoke with international students at the University of Windsor.
Language Learning Experiences
Another personal experience with additional language learning was, and continues
to be, my efforts to learn and/or acquire the Korean language. Before going to Korea, I

4
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learned how to write the Korean alphabet (Han-gul) and to approximate the
corresponding sounds of the letters. Korean, like English, is a phonetic language, but
much more scientifically phonetic, i.e., there are almost no exceptions to the letter-sound
associations. During my first year in Korea, I studied independently and once a week
with a Korean professor. In year two, I began taking formal classes with other foreign
students at a neighbouring university. This increased my vocabulary, grammar
knowledge and repertoire of survival phrases. The greatest benefit to accrue from
studying the language was the insight I gained into my students' English language
learning. An introduction to Korean grammar immediately illuminated the unique
phraseology that students employed in their English language use. It was obvious that
students regularly transferred grammatical, semantic and syntactic structures from
Korean to English, sometimes effectively, sometimes ineffectively and sometimes in
grammatically correct yet curiously awkward ways. For instance, "It is happy for you to
teach me"; "Sheila Teacher is very kind so I am interesting in your class"; and "I am
coffee for you."
While studying Korean had a great and positive impact on my teaching
effectiveness, I remained unable to converse in Korean beyond formulaic greetings and
questions. In this way, I was in the same position as my students in that I had language
knowledge but almost no capacity for language use. When spending time with Korean
acquaintances, I rarely spoke Korean because of frustration and embarrassment, as well
as a sincere desire to help those who were so anxious to improve their English
conversational skills. It does seem odd that, while immersed in the culture of Korea, there
was more incentive for me to speak English than Korean.

5
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The most significant change in my language ability came when I developed a
close relationship with a Korean friend who encouraged me to speak and write Korean.
For the first few months, I resisted, but slowly began to overcome the fear. In this way,
Krashen’s (1982) monitor model has relevance to me. I was over-monitoring and
consequently, speaking very little. Continued support from my Korean friend was
necessary to help me through those situations and to, in effect, lower my affective
monitor.
The EAL literature claims a number of theories that partially explain additional
language acquisition (ALA). Behaviourists hold that repetition and rote memorization
will enhance acquisition. I concur that repetition is necessary in language learning and as
such, that we should not be unqualifiedly dismissive of behaviourism and ALA. From a
cognitive perspective, Chomsky (1968) has proposed the existence of an innate language
acquisition device (LAD), though his work was not originally intended for direct
application to the field of additional language acquisition. Krashen’s monitor hypothesis,
on the other hand, was developed specifically for ALA and has advanced my
understanding of the process in its attention to input and learners' affective dispositions. It
would seem reasonable to postulate, on the basis of the different models, that
behavioural, cognitive and affective factors will be involved in any account of ALA.
Still there exists no consensus on a theory of ALA and I suspect one of the
reasons is that additional language learners have been considered a single, homogeneous
group. Based on the EAL literature and my experiences as a teacher and adult additional
language learner, I believe more attention needs to be given to particular groups of EAL
learners. In the case of the present study, participants are: a) adults with b) at least six

6
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years o f academic English learning in Korea, where there are c) few opportunities for
contextualized application, and d) who move to Canada and e) attend university in
Canada. Thus, I am suggesting that these students be treated as a unique group.
Critical Reflections and Researcher Positioning
An assumption beneath the text of the EAL literature is the deficit perspective
(Koehne, 2004; McLaren, 1994) wherein international students, like any other minority
group in North America, are subtly depicted through the authoritative imposition of
convenient categories, as deficient. In this case, language deficiency is obvious and
indisputable, some would say, given the native speaker as “the norm”. However, the
native speaker norm has been questioned (Alptekin, 2002; Guest, 2002; Kachru, 1994;
Kramsch, 1998a; Pai & Adler, 1997) as to what “the norm” is. Is it British English,
Australian English, Canadian English or international English? English as an
International Language (EIL) disputes the existence of any norm of English. Zaid (1999)
rightly notes the examples of India and Singapore, where English has its own accent and
reflects the local culture, not that of Britain or North America.
Another concern in the field of EAL is that the vast majority of the literature
written in English has been authored by native English speakers (NES). On the surface
this appears to be an inevitable situation but from a critical stance, it means that the
culture, language and experiences of additional language learners often are not taken into
account. The result is an ethnocentric bias (Brooks, 1997; Heinam, 1994; Hinenoya &
Gatbonton, 2000; Kubota, 2002) that, according to Pai and Adler (1997), “robs people of
respect for and appreciation of other cultural patterns and therefore robs them of the
flexibility to utilize other ways of coping with a wide range of problems” (p. 23).

7
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Accordingly, the present study endeavours to view the situation not solely from native
English speakers’ perspectives but rather, from those of second language learners.
The importance of giving voice to additional language learners became evident
when I conducted a survey, in 2001, of students’ perceptions of cultural influences
operative in the English conversation classroom. The findings revealed that students’
perceptions contradicted my preconceptions of cultural factors that influenced the Korean
EFL classroom. Specifically, I had identified six cultural differences: a) an interplay of
cheymyun (saving face), kibun (mood or inner feeling) and nunchi (ability to ‘read’ a
person’s facial expression plus ‘alpha’ hidden in her or his heart (K. H. Kim, 1975)); b) a
rigid hierarchy based on age, gender and social status; c) high ambiguity tolerance; d)
preference for indirect (circular) discourse; e) reluctance to answer “yes-no” questions
without opportunity to achieve consensus among the group; and f) perceived
meaninglessness of questions about the future, in light of a humble attitude toward human
beings’ ability to control destiny. These generalizations, substantiated by the literature
(Cho, 1999; Kwon, 2001; Meier, 2001; Pai & Adler, 1997), were articulated in an article
titled, From Confusing to Confucian: Towards an Understanding (Windle, 2000). After
having presented my ideas in writing to a receptive English audience, I needed to
determine whether students’ perceptions matched my beliefs about cultural influences on
the conversational English classroom and thus, the pilot study.
I enlisted a Korean Masters student in ESL to help compose and translate the
“Culture Survey” into Korean. We administered the survey to 79 students enrolled in
English Conversation at a medium-sized Korean university. Results of the survey,
however, did not match our expectations. Students did not agree with many of the

8
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statements designed to reflect the cultural differences listed above. This incongruity of
expectations and results prompted analysis of the process, including a critical
examination of my own biases.
Upon reflection, it appeared I was attempting to represent a complex reality with a
binary logic; an oversimplified dichotomization of constructs (Guest, 2002; Kim et al.,
2001). As well, my preconceptions may have been symptomatic of the tendency of
people from individualistic Western countries to hold the attitude that “my behaviour is
first and foremost a personal quality, whereas yours is merely a cultural product” (Guest,
2002, p. 157).
Along a similar vein was the issue of cultural hegemony, or the tendency of
dominant groups to impose their thoughts, values and even ways of knowing on other
groups (Smith, 1999). The survey design revealed a scientific, quantitative focus. The
questions themselves represented the imposition of my views in the sense that the starting
point was my reality, not the students’. From this quantitative, scientific paradigm,
students’ responses were restricted, as if the 5-point Likert-type scale (1 = strongly
disagree, 5 = strongly agree) were a mould into which the students ought to pour
themselves, to substantiate numerically the broad cultural typecasts that had formed in
my mind.
It became clear that, despite good intentions, I was not impervious to a
hegemonic, Canadian-centric perspective. Similarly, in discussing issues of race, Lisa
Delpit suggests, “liberal educators believe themselves to be operating with good
intentions, but that these good intentions are only conscious delusions about their
unconscious true motives” (1988, p. 285). The process and results of that survey study

9
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convinced me that, in attempting to study something as broad yet delicate as a foreign
culture, the best approach is to enter with as few “taken for granted” assumptions as
possible. This is why the focus of the proposed study is on students’ perspectives and on
their language learning process.
Edward Said coined the term “Orientalism” in 1978, describing it as the tendency
of the Western “expert” to create an impression of people from “other” cultures and to
propagate that image until it ultimately became accepted as reality (Said, 1978; 1998). In
a similar way, my generalizations about Korean students’ behaviours had been predicated
to a large extent on Hofstede’s (1986) work, which placed cultures on a collectivistindividualistic continuum. The result of these preconceptions on my part was a reduction
of Korean culture “to a few salient, general principles [that were] bound to end up closer
to caricature than any real understanding or deep analysis” (Guest, 2002, p. 157). The
current study proposes to gain this deeper understanding in the spirit of Carl James:
Exploring questions and issues of cultural identity, diversity and difference,
then, does not mean that we avoid categorizing or naming, nor does it mean that
we eschew commonalities. Rather, it means doing so with a commitment, not to
silence, but opening up dialogue, and to gain insight into individuals’
understanding of themselves and their relationships to the structures of the
society and communities in which they live, go to school and develop
friendships. (1999, p. 26)
On a related point, I believe that it is important to investigate students’
background experiences before coming to Canada. Smith (1999) criticized the
perspective of Western researchers, whose reports suggested that indigenous peoples did

10
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not exist before being “discovered” by Westerners. With regard to advancing EAL
pedagogy, particularly that of students who have lived the majority of their lives in a
different country, I acknowledge that pre-Canada life may have more impact on students’
English language development than their relatively short residency in Canada. As well,
certain learning strategies may be more effective depending on students’ educational and
cultural backgrounds. My hypothesis is that repeated practice (yes, repetition) in context
is required to begin bridging the gap between language knowledge and use. This speaks
to the learned/acquired; explicit/implicit; CALP (Cognitive Academic Language
Proficiency)/BICS (Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills) distinctions (Cummins,
1984). It also speaks to an old-fashioned behaviourist notion. Practice is needed to fill the
void between, or perhaps to “convert” form into function. If, however, one remains in a
setting where language use is neither required nor encouraged, or where opportunities for
use in context simply do not exist, the gap between language knowledge and language
use will never close.
The English language experiences international students have had in their home
countries surely have implications for their experiences once they have moved abroad to
a setting where English is the dominant language. The students have unique, experiential
insight into this phenomenon, having come from Korea where they have studied English
largely in the classroom setting, to Canada, where they must use the language in context.
I believe that the stories of these students will be rich with information about EAL
pedagogy; in particular, enlightening about the leaming-acquisition distinction.
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Summary
I believe that a holistic approach that allows themes and categories to emerge
from the data is required, and this belief stems largely from the results of the pilot study I
conducted in Korea. Having developed a good rapport with students and having been told
by numerous Koreans that I was "half-Korean" or "probably Korean in a past life", I felt
that I was rather "in tune" with Korean culture. However, this may not have been the case
at all. A quote in Scollon and Wong-Scollon's (2001) Intercultural Communication: A
discourse approach, captures my disposition upon entering this study (though not an
ethnography per se), as I seek a deeper understanding of the process of language
development as experienced by Korean university students in Canada:
We know of no ethnographers who do not feel that this is by far the most
rewarding part of his or her research, as painful as it sometimes is to have
people tell you that the little piece of knowledge you think you have produced is
basically all wrong. For the serious ethnographer this is a new starting point - a
starting point for a much deeper understanding of the behavior he or she was
trying to study in the first place, (p. 20)
This introductory chapter has articulated aspects of my personal and professional
background that have influenced my positioning with respect to this study, given it a
meaningful purpose, and cultivated the specific research questions. In the next section I
will review the relevant literature on additional language acquisition theories, models of
cultural adaptation and research methodologies employed in the study.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Introduction
This review of the literature will begin with an examination of selected theories of
second language acquisition (SLA) of particular relevance to the proposed study: the
acculturation model, discourse theory, Krashen’s monitor model, the fundamental
differences model, and Vygotsky’s learning theories as applied to additional language
acquisition (ALA). The role of motivation in ALA is also addressed. Next, discourse
theories broaden the view of acquisition to enlighten context. Research on international
students’ adaptation to North American universities is synthesized and common
adaptation variables identified. Finally, a review of the qualitative methodologies
employed in the proposed study is provided.
Models o f Additional Language Acquisition (ALA)
Acculturation Model
Acculturation refers to “the phenomena that result when groups of people with
different cultural backgrounds come into continuous first-hand contact” (Noels, Pon, &
Clement, 1996, p. 247). The Acculturation Model considers language acquisition to be
only one aspect of acculturation and moreover, assumes that a learner’s level of
acculturation determines the extent of her or his second language development.
Acculturation, and thus, ALA, is determined by the degree of social and psychological
distance between the additional language (L2) learner and the target language (LI)
culture. In the 1980s John Schumann identified factors that determine social and
psychological distance. Social factors include: a) the power relationship between the LI
and L2 groups; b) whether the two groups desire the L2 group to assimilate; c) size and
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cohesiveness of the L2 group; d) attitudes (positive or negative) of the two groups toward
one another; e) how long the L2 group plans to stay in the target language area. Language
shock, culture shock, motivation and ego boundaries fall under psychological factors
(Schumann, 1986).
Another contribution of the theory is the distinction between three broad functions
of language: (1) communicative (transmission of referential, denotative information); (2)
integrative (marks the speaker as a member of a particular group); and (3) expressive (use
of language to display linguistic virtuosity, e.g., for literary purposes). According to
Schumann, initially, L2 learners seek to use the L2 for the communicative function.
Depending on the social and psychological factors listed above, L2 learners vary widely
in integrative language use (Schumann, 1986).
Krashen’s Monitor Model
Rrashen’s model, one of the more comprehensive though controversial of existing
theories, is based upon five premises (Krashen, 1982). First is the distinction between
acquisition and learning. Acquisition is believed to occur subconsciously as a result of
participating in natural, meaningful communication. Learning, on the other hand, occurs
as a result of conscious, formal language study. Acquired and learned knowledge are
stored separately. Acquired knowledge predominates in performance, whereas learned
knowledge is used only by the monitor. Secondly, this model assumes that learners
acquire formal grammatical features in a certain order. Next, the monitor is an internal
cognitive device that edits language performance by judging and modifying, based on
‘learned’ knowledge, utterances generated from ‘acquired’ knowledge. The fourth
hypothesis suggests that acquisition occurs when the learner understands input that is
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slightly beyond her or his current level of competence, a concept symbolized as i + 1. The
final component of the monitor model is the affective filter, which deals with the
affective factors of anxiety, motivation and self-confidence. These factors determine the
strength of the affective filter so that learners with low anxiety, high motivation and high
self-confidence have low filters that allow in a great deal of input. On the other hand, if a
person’s self-confidence and motivation are low and their anxiety beyond an optimal
level, they will filter out most input and consequently, not develop optimally. A
contribution of the Monitor Model is its consideration of anxiety and self-confidence, two
variables that influence language development of all populations but perhaps most
acutely, adults.
While Krashen’s model has enlightened a number of areas of ALA, it has also
stirred much controversy (Archibald & Libben, 1995; Ellis, 1985; McLaughlin, 1987;
Richard-Amato, 1996). The distinction between learning and acquisition is the crux of
one such argument. Some language researchers concur with Krashen’s bifurcation,
though their terminology varies. Bialystok (1972) and Ellis (1990) have used the terms
explicit and implicit as well as analyzed and unanalyzed, respectively, to refer to
basically the same two concepts. Along similar lines, Cummins (1986) has contrasted
context-reduced and context-embedded communication.
On the other side of the argument is the belief that there is no distinction; that the
processes of learning and acquisition coincide (McLaughlin, 1987). McLaughlin’s
position is strengthened by the argument that neither acquisition nor learning can be
adequately quantified, particularly given that the two terms represent subconscious and
conscious processes, respectively. The monitor component model is also problematic.
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Morrison and Low (1983), for example, contend that people are able to monitor their own
speech without explicit rules, whereas Krashen claims that learning has only one role, as
the monitor or editor of speech. Further, Krashen does not consider language use in
context; his focus is on the individual to the exclusion of social and collaborative aspects
of language acquisition (Ellis, 1986). The invariance of the order of acquisition of formal
grammatical features has also been questioned (Richard-Amato, 1996). Finally,
Krashen’s original model did not originally address age as a factor in language
acquisition, something that Bley-Vroman (1989) examined specifically.
Fundamental Difference Hypothesis
Bley-Vroman’s Fundamental Difference Hypothesis was put forth to enrich our
understanding of adult additional language (L2) development by comparing it to
children’s first language (LI) development (1989, p. 65). He identified eight fundamental
differences between child LI and adult L2 acquisition, listed here.
1. Lack of success: children inevitably achieve perfect mastery of their first
language; adult foreign language learners do not.
2. Variation in success, course and strategy: adult learning is like adult skill
acquisition, e.g., tennis or chess, in that people may learn these skills in
different ways in different orders and with different strategies.
3. Variation in goals: adults have a greater variety of goals than children.
4. Fossilization: adult grammars fossilize before attaining the target grammar
whereas children’s do not.
5. Indeterminate intuitions: adults’ intuitions about the correctness in form of L2
strings are frequently less clear than children’s intuitions about LI strings.
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6. Importance of instruction: an entire industry has been built on the consensus
that instruction matters greatly in foreign language learning; in contrast,
children do not require formal lessons to learn a language.
7. Negative evidence: adult L2 learners are exposed to a greater deal of negative
evidence than LI children.
8. Affective factors: adult language learning can be influenced by affective
factors that do not influence LI acquisition. (Bley-Vroman, 1989, pp. 43-49)
The basic notion that adults and children learn languages differently is instructive,
specifically, variation in goal, fossilization, indeterminate intuitions and affective factors.
Asher (1977) also delineated differences in the ways that children and adults learn
languages from a contextual standpoint. Children learn the language as they are being
moved through activities such as bathing, eating, dressing and playing, whereas adults
generally learn the target language in inactive, non-play contexts (Asher, 1977, 1-31).
Asher believed that adults had a relatively impoverished context of learning because of
the lack of body movement. He found that language and body movements were a
beneficial combination for internalizing information, and based on this finding,
developed his Total Physical Response (TPR) language learning method.
Vygotsky’s Contributions
Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development, defined as the distance between
learners’ actual and potential levels of development (Richard-Amato, 1996), blends to a
certain degree with a number of theories of second language development, such as
Krashen’s input (i + 1) hypothesis. Vygotsky likewise believed that input from more able
peers would move the learner to her or his potential level of development. Perhaps as a
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product of his own childhood, in which the Vygotsky family sat around the table for long
discussions each night after dinner, Vygotsky’s learning model emphasized the
importance of social life, especially the presence of more able peers; in his case, this
included parents and other adults. Though Vygotsky did not speak specifically to second
language acquisition, his philosophy of learning has implications for the role of
socialization in students’ experiences with language learning in a new culture. The social
aspect is a large component of the discourse conceptualization of language development,
which will be elaborated next.
Discourse Theory
One of the earliest citations of discourse in the realm of additional language
teaching appeared in Canale and Swain’s (1980) seminal paper on the communicative
competence approach. The authors identified three main competencies of communicative
language learning: grammatical, sociolinguistic and strategic. Discourse, defined as the
rules that govern the cohesion and coherence of groups of utterances, was included as a
part of sociolinguistic competence. Later, Canale (1983) identified discourse as a fourth
essential communicative competency. This shift toward authentic communication in ALA
led to an expanded conceptualization of language that included contextual factors as well
as the formal language itself, based on the premise that language is meaningful only in
context (Burke, 1987; Gee, 1992,1999; Hall, 1997; Scollon & Wong-Scollon, 2001).
Scollon and Wong-Scollon refer to cross-cultural communication as
“interdiscourse communication”, with an emphasis on “people in social interaction with
each other, not on abstract or independently conceived differences between members of
different groups” (2001, p. 13). From this perspective, understanding requires a grasp of
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both sentence meaning and the speaker’s meaning, the former which requires knowledge
of grammar, and the latter, knowledge of context. These two levels of understanding are
related to the Chomskian notions of surface and deep structures, where decontextualized
language refers to the surface structure and has a denoted meaning: “the surface structure
generally gives very little indication in itself of the meaning of the sentence” (1968, p.
27). One implication of Chomsky’s work is that, as a language learner gains more
experience in context in interaction with other human beings, she or he increases her or
his repertoire of connotative information in relation to a word or words.
Alptekin’s (2002) explanation of discourse highlights two aspects of competence
in additional language learners. One is the importance of context and the other is the
ability to understand the whole. This understanding is ordinarily achieved through the
connection of a series of utterances to form a meaningful whole, and these connections
are often quite implicit, i.e., ideas are linked to each other based on general knowledge of
the world as well as familiarity with a particular context. Alptekin posits that in crosscultural situations, where culture-specific thought patterns and organizational differences
meet, formal linguistic cohesive devices that normally establish an overall coherence may
not adequately achieve that goal (2002, p. 58). As such, for international students,
learning to communicate in a social context is extremely complex as they adjust from
what has been termed “decontextualized” language learning in the EFL classroom, where
meaning is attributed predominantly through supposed literal meanings, to a
“contextualized” setting where meaning is gained largely from context.
The conceptualizations of discourse addressed by Canale and Swain (1980),
Scollon and Wong-Scollon (2001), and Alptekin (2002) all differ from one another but all
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could be placed under Gee’s categorization of “little d discourse” as contrasted with “Big
D discourse” (2005, p. 7). According to Gee, little d discourse involves “language-in-use”
employed on site to enact activities and identities, which involves much more than saying
the “right” words:
It is also necessary to get one’s body, clothes, gestures, actions, interactions,
symbols, tools, technologies, (be they guns or graphs) values, attitudes, beliefs
and emotions “right” as well, and all at the “right” places and times. When
“little d” discourse (language-in-use) is melded integrally with non-language
“stuff’ to enact specific identities and activities, then I say that “big D”
Discourses are involved. (Gee, 2005, p. 7)
Thus, “a discourse involves a distinct way of speaking [acting, thinking,
behaving, dressing, etc.] about some aspect of reality” (Fleiras & Elliott, 1999, p. 433).
Analyzing participants’ experiences from a discourse framework brings to light
sociocultural, political, identity, historical, and technological factors (Burke, 1987; Gee,
1999), which may enlighten the researcher to the varied and many influential factors in
language learning.
There are many different approaches to discourse analysis. Gee (1999) analyses
language as it is used to enact activities, perspectives, and identities. For Burke (2001),
this includes, in addition to the workings of social groups within a society, the basic
political, economic and technological structures as well. All of these contextual factors
surely influence motivation, another factor identified as key in language acquisition.
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Motivation
The importance of motivation in additional language learning was recognized by
Gardner and Lambert in 1959 and its complexity has stimulated research for the ensuing
half century (Crookes & Schmidt, 1991; Domyei, 1990; Gardner, Tremblay, & Masgoret,
1997; Gardner, Lalonde, & Moorcroft, 1985; Stipek, 1998; Tremblay & Gardner, 1995).
Out of the profusion of studies has come the well-known intrinsic-extrinsic distinction.
According to Deci (1975) intrinsically motivated activities have no apparent reward other
than inner satisfaction, such as the feeling of competence, while extrinsically motivated
individuals seek rewards from outside themselves, such as prizes, money, career
advancement, etc. It is suggested that intrinsic motivation is more lasting and influential
in learning than extrinsic motivation.
Another duality of relevance to additional language acquisition is Gardner and
Lambert’s (1989) integrative-instrumental construct. Integrative motivation refers to the
desire to leam the language as a means of getting to know the target culture while
instrumental motivation involves a person’s desire to fulfil a practical objective, such as
admission to university, employment, achieving good grades or advancing one’s social
status. Some studies have shown that integrative motivation is more influential than
instrumental in language learning (Gardner, 1985; Shaaban & Ghaith, 2000). Others
(Domyei, 1990; Crookes & Schmidt, 1991) note that learners can be both instrumentally
and integratively motivated.
After identifying the integrative-instrumental duality in the 1970s, Gardner (1985)
proposed his socio-educational model of second language acquisition. This model
conceptualized motivation in terms of three main components: desire to leam the
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language, effort (motivational intensity), and satisfaction (attitude). In subsequent work
with Tremblay, Gardner found it advisable to expand the model further to examine
variables reflecting motivational behaviour, motivational antecedents, expectancy and
self-efficacy, valence (subjective value an individual associates with an outcome), causal
attributions and goal setting (1995). Tremblay and Gardner studied 75 students enrolled
in French language courses in a francophone secondary school in Ontario, examining
these factors as well as students’ French language dominance and achievement as
measured by a French essay and the final course grade. The authors recommended that
the socio-emotional model be adjusted to include goal salience, valence and self-efficacy
as mediating variables to the language attitudes-motivational behaviour relationship
(Tremblay & Gardner, 1995).
Another aspect of language motivation involves interaction and exposure to input,
i.e., highly motivated learners are more apt to interact with native speakers and thus
receive a larger amount of input than less motivated learners, which contributes to
language learning (Krashen, 1982; Scarcella & Oxford, 1992). Seliger (1983) used the
terms, high input generators (HIGs) and low input generators (LIGs) to describe these
two types of language learners, respectively. This aspect of motivation fits into Krashen’s
Monitor Model, where motivation is a part of the affective filter that screens incoming
language based on the learner’s motives, needs, attitudes and emotional states (Dulay,
Burt, & Krashen, 1982).
Results of EFL studies suggest that instrumental motivation predominates in that
setting, given that there is little or no opportunity for integration (Crookes & Schmidt,
1991; Domyei, 1990). Further investigation is recommended in this area, as results are
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neither straightforward nor conclusive. Domyei’s (1990) study of 134 young adult
learners of English in Hungary, for example, revealed the significant role of instrumental
motivation for learners whose target proficiency was intermediate level, but a stronger
integrative motivation in those whose aim was beyond the intermediate level.
While motivation is clearly a key component of additional language development,
few studies have investigated changes in motivation over time, thus implicitly reinforcing
the notion of motivation as a static construct. Further, the division of motivation into
binary constructs, while opening avenues of analysis, also limits our conceptualizations
of motivation. What have not been investigated through the predominantly quantitative
studies cited here are different and changing ways in which motivation works in
individuals’ lives. The proposed study may offer insight into the multi-dimensional
motivation construct and into changing motivations over time and across borders.
Models o f Cultural Adaptation
Ogbu (1998) proposed a different perspective on motivation, which includes
societal and international factors as well as language. Within Ogbu’s cultural-ecological
theory, a framework describing how groups operate within a society (Ogbu & Simons,
1998, p. 6), is an attempt to explain the motivations of three types of minorities in the
United States: autonomous, voluntary (immigrant), and involuntary (non-immigrant).
Within this framework, Koreans who come to Canada for university study are voluntary
minorities because they have chosen to come, as contrasted with involuntary immigrants
who are forced to immigrate. Ogbu suggests that voluntary immigrants arrive with a
pragmatic trust in white institutions and instrumental motivation to succeed in the United
States. Due to “their pragmatically positive attitude toward U.S. society and institutions,
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and the way they interpret cultural and language differences, voluntary minority
communities and parents are strongly committed to their children succeeding in school”
(Ogbu & Simons, 1998, p. 175). Further, Ogbu and Simons suggest that voluntary
minorities experience some problems in school when they first arrive because of society’s
discriminatory educational policies and practices as well as language and cultural
differences, but that these problems are short-lived; a pattern that parallels the u-shaped
process of cross-cultural adaptation (Surdham & Collins, 1984; Williams & Berry, 1991).
The u-shape depicts the level of adjustment over time, with a stage of positive adjustment
initially, followed by a period of increased difficulties that gradually decrease over time,
beyond which positive adjustments resume.
Other general models that explain the phases newcomers generally pass through
when entering a new culture, and which indirectly address motivation and language, are
offered by Brink and Saunders (1976), who identify four stages of cultural acquisition.
The first is the honeymoon or euphoric stage, a period of excitement and optimism in
new surroundings. Next comes culture shock or disenchantment, a time of disorientation,
frustration, social uncertainty and dissatisfaction, a phenomenon akin to Durkheim’s
(1897) “anomie”. During this second stage, people tend to seek the support of fellow
expatriates and take solace in complaining about local customs and conditions. During
the third stage of adaptation, some problems are solved while others continue. General
progress is made as individuals begin to accept the differences around them. By the
fourth stage, the newcomer has overcome the stress of culture shock and is functioning
effectively, either assimilating or adapting to the new culture, and gaining self-confidence
in this environment.
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Berry’s (1997) model of acculturation argues that acculturating individuals are
faced with two decisions. The first involves a decision regarding whether a person’s
culture and traditions are of value and should be preserved. The second decision centres
on contact with, and participation in, the host culture. The person has to determine for her
or himself whether or not positive relations with the dominant society are valuable and
worth pursuing. Based on these two dimensions, Berry identified four modes of
acculturation: separation (almost exclusive involvement with the home community),
assimilation (near exclusive involvement with the host culture), marginalization
(rejection of both cultures as reference groups) and integration (high levels of
involvement with home and host cultures). More specific to the university population,
over the last twenty years, a number of studies have looked at international students’
adaptation to North American universities.
International Students in North America
Senyshyn et al.’s (2000) study of 30 international undergraduate students in the
United States was intended to test the u-shaped curve theory (Williams & Berry, 1991).
The researchers found that recent arrivals (zero to two years) and those in the United
States for at least five years scored higher on adaptation ratings than those who had
studied in the U.S.A. for two to four years. Senyshyn et al. concluded that second-year
students have the most difficulties with adjustment and recommended that
administrations make additional effort to assist them. Based on interviews with five
Asian students, Ku et al. (2001) stated, “Cultural and pedagogical assimilation for
Chinese students can be extremely uncomfortable, especially during the beginning
semesters in a Western university environment” (p. 3). The researchers used Maslow's
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hierarchy as a metaphor to explain that most concerns revolved around basic survival
skills and later, centred on cognitive skills. Specifics regarding the definition of “early
on” and “ultimately” were not provided so direct comparison of the time frames of
adaptation are not facilitated by Ku et al.’s study summary.
Adaptation Variables
Language
In the last decade, numerous studies have investigated international students’
adjustment to post-secondary education in North America (Cooke, 1995; Dee & Henkin,
1999; Erwin & Coleman, 1998; Feiz, 1995; Ku, Lee, Pan, Tao, Wang, Cornell, & Ku,
2001; Senyshyn, Warford, & Zhan, 2000; Sheh, 1994). A number of factors have
emerged as contributors to adaptation, language topping the list. Eighty-one percent of
immigrant students (n=146) at a Greater Toronto Community College reported language
assistance as their number one need (Kilbride & D ’Arcangelo, 2002). A survey of 52
Korean students at a midwestem university in the U.S.A. found language to be the most
difficult adjustment problem of 61.2% of respondents (Dee & Henkin, 1999). Erwin and
Coleman (1998) employed a large sample of 1430 in their exploratory study of crosscultural adaptability at the post-secondary level in the United States as measured by
Kelley and Meyers' Cross-Cultural Adaptability Inventory (CCAI). The authors
concluded that the strongest associations to cross-cultural adaptation were observed for
two language variables: ability to speak a foreign language and possession of a working
knowledge of a second language.” Noels, Pon, and Clement (1996), after studying the
relations between identity, interethnic contact, linguistic self-confidence and
psychological adjustment in 179 Chinese university students, concluded that, “developing
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ease in using the second language is critical for psychological well-being in situations of
contact with other cultures” (p. 260). A synthesis of critical variables in international
student adaptation led Tomich et al. (2000) to conclude, "facility with the host language
is the most important factor to successful international adaptations" (p. 1).
Previous Cross-cultural Experience
Dee and Henkin (1999) contend that previous cross-cultural experience influences
levels and speed of adaptation early in students’ sojourns. Studying Korean students in
the United States, the researchers noted that respondents with higher levels of knowledge
about the U.S.A., more contact with American families and prior exposure to foreign
cultures reported higher levels of happiness at the beginning of their stay in the United
States. However, they do not discuss the students’ level of happiness later on in their stay.
Erwin and Coleman (1998) found that students who had lived abroad for 2-5 years scored
significantly higher than those never having resided abroad on the Emotional Resilience,
Flexibility/Openness, and Perceptual Acuity subscales of the Kelley and Meyers’s CrossCultural Adaptability Index. Overall, that same group (2-5 years) also scored
significantly higher than those who had lived abroad for 6-10 years and 10 years or more.
With regard to the Perceptual Acuity subscale specifically, those who reported living
abroad more than 10 years scored significantly higher than the other two groups. This
suggests that while emotional resilience and flexibility/openness may decrease after five
years of living abroad, one’s acuteness in perceiving and understanding cultural
differences increases.
According to Erwin and Coleman (1998), the definable features of intercultural
competence beyond language ability that have emerged from the research are: a) open-
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mindedness to new ideas and experiences, b) intercultural empathy, c) accurate
perceptions of similarities and differences between cultures, d) non-judgmental attitudes,
e) uncritical observation of one’s own behaviour and the behaviour of others, f) the
ability to establish meaningful relationships with individuals from other cultures, and g)
low levels of ethnocentrism (p. 1).
Other Variables in Cross-cultural Adaptation
Gender has emerged as another influential factor; that is, women tend to
experience more difficulty than men in adapting to the North American university setting
(Dee & Henkin, 1999; Feiz, 1995; Senyshyn et al.,.2000; Sheh, 1994; Tomich et al.,
2000). Age appears to affect how well international students adapt to North American
post-secondary institutions, with younger students faring better (Dee & Henkin, 1999;
Tomich et al., 2000). Other salient factors that have surfaced include interaction with host
members, motivation for coming to Canada or the United States, length of stay, host
environment receptivity and whether the students plan to stay or return home after
graduation (Dee & Henkin, 1999; Huxur et al., 1996; Senyshyn et al., 2000; Tomich et
al., 2000).
Approaching the question from an affective perspective, Ku et al. (2001) found
that their small sample of five Asian students was concerned with being accepted by
American peers, working in harmony with teams, knowing what to wear, shopping for
ethnic foods, developing an understanding relationship with instructors, dating, and
establishing friendships. The authors suggested that students’ affective needs had to be
met before they could attend to academic concerns and that Maslow’s needs hierarchy
was appropriate for conceptualizing international students’ cultural adaptation over time.
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Summary o f Cross-cultural Adaptation Studies
Most studies cited have attempted to identify specific variables that contribute to
or detract from cross-cultural adaptation. While these studies are necessary and valuable,
they offer a narrow view of cultural adaptation. In fact, they typify the positivist tradition
of white researchers identified by Smith (1999). Citing Stuart Hall, Smith articulates how
cultural studies conducted by Westerners tend to: (1) characterize and classify societies
into categories, (2) condense complex images of other societies through a system of
representation, (3) provide a standard model of comparison, and (4) provide criteria of
evaluation against which other societies can be ranked.
It is research which is imbued with an ‘attitude’ and a ‘spirit’ which assumes a
certain ownership of the entire world, and which has established systems and
forms of governance which embed that attitude in institutional practices. These
practices determine what counts as legitimate research and who count as
legitimate researchers. (Smith, 1999, p. 56)
Such approaches also facilitate a deficit perspective (Kim et al., 2001; Koehne,
2004; McLaren, 1994), wherein the dominant cultural group measures other groups in
such a way that differences are constructed as lack and negation. An example of the
subtle manifestation of this deficit perspective is offered by a student sojourner studying
at a Canadian university: “The major concern of Asian students is that their American
professors think less of them because they don’t speak up a lot” (Ku et al., 2001, p. 6). In
this case, the cultural preference for parsimony is interpreted as deficiency in the
Canadian educational context. Koehne (2004) discusses this concept, stating that the
silencing of alternative voices is part of early socialization of international university
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students since they do not yet know the codes or the “rules of the game” for academic
writing and speaking. “And so ‘voices’ are silenced, or in the case of International
students, seen as ‘deficient’” (p. 5). Koehne also notes that when Western learning styles
are taken for granted and privileged, then other ways of learning are constructed as
deficiencies that need to be remedied. He goes one step further, suggesting that, “the
‘deficiency’ may actually be in the taken for granted assumptions made about western
pedagogical practices” (2004, p. 5).
Another theme that weaves its way through Smith’s description of “research
through imperial eyes” is fragmentation, followed by the framing, grouping and
categorizing of the lives and cultures of the “Other.” Smith’s description could, in fact,
describe the majority of studies in this section on international students in North America.
There is a definite propensity toward dividing and categorizing. Though these studies
contribute to the knowledge base, they lack cohesion and a more holistic perspective.
What is missing, I believe, are the lived experiences (Van Manen, 1997) of study
participants as they cross national and cultural boundaries. This includes information
about their lives before moving to a new country, which is completely relevant to their
experiences upon arrival. It seems that there is another hidden assumption in the research,
i.e., that life for the “Other” began when they came into contact with westerners (Smith,
1999). Bateman (2002) agrees that there is a need for descriptive studies to provide
insight into the process of students’ culture learning.
Finally, though “language” has been isolated as the primary factor in crosscultural adaptation, few studies attempt to examine how this factor plays out in the lives
of people. The present study will focus on language development as a part of cultural
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adaptation in the context of lived experiences. Participants’ pre-Canada lives will be
foundational to this study because to understand their experiences and interactions today
requires an understanding of the first 18+ years of their lives. The next section will
provide insight to the South Korean context.
The Korean Setting
Geographically placed between China and Japan, Korea has acted as a land bridge
between the two and has thus been vulnerable to frequent foreign attacks (Kim-Yoon,
2001). Particularly up until the 1880s, Korea lived up to its nickname, “The Hermit’s
Kingdom” in its desire for isolation (C. M. Kim, 2000; Kim-Yoon, 2001) and Korean
people’s view of foreigners as threats to their national safety and racial identity. During
the Japanese Occupation from 1902 to 1945, though the use of Korean was outlawed,
maintaining the Korean language was equated with keeping Korea’s national identity.
Since the Korean Civil War (1950-1953), American armed forces have been stationed on
the Korean peninsula, where they remain in 2006, reportedly protecting the South from
the North of Korea.
In 1954, the year following the truce between North and South Korea, the First
National Curriculum of secondary education was begun, with English as one of the three
most important subjects, along with Korean and Mathematics, to be tested on the
university entrance examination. Though English has infiltrated the educational system
through government policy, through the presence of American forces and American
movies, and through an influx of EPL (English as Primary Language) teachers in Korea,
still, the Korean people take pride in being a unified nation speaking one language (Lee
& Ramsey, 2000). Though politically divided, the people on both sides of the
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“Demilitarized Zone”, which happens to be the most militarized zone, speak one and the
same language.
Since 1954, the National Curriculum has been updated six times such that in
2000, the Development Committee of the Korean Ministry of Education released The
Seventh National Curriculum for middle schools and high schools. In recognition of the
need to improve students’ abilities to converse in English, the new curricula state that
Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) should replace the dominant audiolingual
method. Audiolingualism, introduced as the new “scientific” oral method based on
behaviourism, was based on the assumption that language was acquired through habit
formation and stimulus-response association (Richard-Amato, 1996). After being used as
a component of the “Army Method” in World War II, it gained popularity in teaching
English as a foreign or subsequent language during the 1950s. Specific structures of the
target language were isolated and students repeated dialogues to develop correct habits of
speaking. Listening and speaking skills took precedence over reading and writing. The
main criticism of the audiolingual method was that the content and the listen-and-repeat
drills were not meaningful when students wanted to communicate in the real world
beyond the classroom or language laboratory.
In contrast, CLT places meaning as the number one priority. The focus is on
meaningful tasks rather than grammar study, the tasks are relevant to the students’ lives,
authentic “real-life” materials are used, much work is done in groups and the teacher
attempts to create a secure, nonthreatening atmosphere (Li, 1998). Evolving out of
communicative competence models such as Canale and Swain’s (1980), which includes
grammatical, sociolinguistic, and strategic competencies, CLT implies a socialization
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process and a negotiation of meaning (Richard-Amato, 1996). In essence, the goal is not
only to leam about the language per se, but how to use the language to communicate.
This change in pedagogical approach reflects the shifting needs of English
learners in Korea. As South Korea has become part of the global economy, the need to
communicate using “The Global Tongue” (Hall, 1998) has become increasingly apparent
and has resulted in the new curricula. Given the nation-wide emphasis on English CLT,
studies are needed to inform teachers and students about how this can be more effectively
accomplished (Cho, 1999; C. M. Kim, 2000; Kwon, 2001; Li, 1998).
Before entering university, Korean students have studied English for at least six
years (C. G. Kim, 1998). Much of their previous instmction has been aimed at improving
scores on the TOEIC (Test of English for International Communication), a key criterion
for entry to university and employment with large corporations in Korea. Thus, previous
English instmction has been book-centred and test-focused, with virtually no
conversational component. The findings of this study may prove beneficial not only to
Korea but also to similar settings such as Thailand, China, and Japan, where students
receive extensive “paper and pencil” instmction during their formative years before being
asked to converse in English at university.
Most Korean students admitted to North American universities, having studied
English for a number of years, possess vast reserves of knowledge about the English
language, but little or no experience using the language in context. This is one of the
differentiating factors between ESL and EFL instruction, i.e., that in the EFL situation,
students have few, if any, opportunities to use the language beyond the classroom (Kang,
1998; C. G. Kim, 1998). Given that these adults have meta-cogriitive capacity as well as
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an extensive knowledge of the English language, it is possible that standard EAL
approaches do not effectively engage and exploit the stores of knowledge they possess.
Summary
This literature review has examined theories of second language acquisition,
discourse, motivation, cross-cultural adaptation and has reviewed research methodologies
relevant to the present study, as well as issues in cross-cultural research. This synthesis of
research, as well as my personal experiences as outlined in the Rationale, have informed
my ultimate choice of methodologies, to be expounded in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Introduction
This section provides background information on the methodologies employed in
and then outlines the specific procedures followed in the present study. To gain a holistic
perspective on language acquisition and in order to understand more fully how this
complex process unfolds in participants’ lives, I followed a structured grounded theory
approach. Before beginning data collection, I also underwent a process of self-reflection,
more characteristic of phenomenological inquiry.
Research Methodologies
Phenomenology
“A phenomenological study describes the meaning of the lived experiences for
several individuals about a concept or the phenomenon” (Creswell, 1998, p. 51). The
intent is to describe human experience as it is experienced by the person herself or
himself. As such, phenomenologists attempt to gain entry into the conceptual world of
their subjects to understand how they construct meaning around events in their lives.
Most phenomenologists agree that the meanings we construct of our experiences
constitute reality (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003); and that understanding must precede research
on a human concern such as the process of learning (Bentz & Shapiro, 1998).
In the proposed study, the lived experience or phenomenon under investigation is
learning English as an additional language. Since a phenomenology attempts to answer
what it is rather than what causes it (Bentz & Shapiro, 1998, p. 99), I will attempt to
understand what learning English as an additional language is, as experienced by the
participants. In a sense, the phenomenological researcher becomes the instrument of
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articulation, which requires a deep empathy between the researcher and the participant.
Through the interview process and the participants’ telling of their experiences, I will
gain insight into their constructions of reality, which may enlighten culture-specific
meaning making.
An important aspect of phenomenology that makes it appropriate for this
investigation is that it allows the voices of participants to be heard. In the initial stages of
a phenomenological study, the researcher undertakes a rigorous self evaluation to
determine her or his biases and predispositions toward the study. In light of this inner
search, she or he is challenged to “bracket” or suspend judgment about what is real; a
process Husserl (1970) called epoche. Later, during data analysis, the researcher again
must resist imposing her or his ideas and beliefs. “To the greatest extent possible, the
observer must act to prevent the data from being prematurely structured into existing
categories of thinking” (Bentz & Shapiro, 1998, p. 99).
Another characteristic of this approach, which lends itself to the proposed study,
is that, “Phenomenology is neither mere particularity, nor sheer universality” (Van
Manen, 1997, p. 23). This “in-between” characteristic provides a place to explore delicate
and contentious cultural issues. Within EAL research and practice, there is a call for a
stronger understanding of culture but at the same time, considerable resistance to
“essentializing others”, to robbing individuals within cultural groups of their personal
uniqueness (Guest, 2002). Since phenomenology begins with the specific, spirals out to
the universal and returns to the specific (Bentz & Shapiro, 1998), it has the potential to
explore the particular and universal with regards to culture within English language
development.
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While phenomenological inquiry is ideally suited to the proposed study in various
ways, like any other methodology, it has its weaknesses. Perhaps the strongest criticism
of phenomenological research is that, in using language as the medium for gaining “the
essence of experience”, the “true essence” of the experience is lost (Creswell, 1998). In
other words, if an experience is being mediated by language, it is not representing the
true experience. As such, the goal of phenomenology, which is to gain a deep
understanding of the essence of an experience, is not achievable. Another potential
weakness is the assumption that participants can verbalize exactly the “true essence” of
their experiences.
If one accepts these criticisms, which consider language an obstacle to
experiential essence, it is reasonable to suggest that the blockage would be fortified when
the language of investigation is not the respondents’ native language. It is for this reason,
i.e., to minimize the possibility of language interfering with participants’ expressions of
their experiences, that they had the choice of speaking in Korean or English or both.
From a more opportunistic vantage point, one might posit that in translating
Korean to English, those parts that do not translate directly may approximate the
“intercultural essence” of students’ experiences, if we accept that language is a
manifestation of culture. Tensions that might arise when something cannot be
satisfactorily translated may be the keys to the aspects of culture that EAL teachers and
students long to understand. Analysis of the expressed lived experiences of participants
might unveil commonalities and individual level idiosyncrasies of the language
acquisition process. In the proposed study, while phenomenological principles guided the
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researcher in preparing for the first interview, data analysis followed grounded theory as
described in the next section.
Grounded Theory
Grounded theory was originally developed by two sociologists, Barney Glaser
and Anselm Strauss (1967). A qualitative research method, grounded theory specifies a
set of procedures that enable the researcher to understand processes and interactions and
ultimately to develop a theory about a phenomenon (Creswell, 2002). As the name
indicates, the “theory” that is developed must be “grounded” in the data. In order for this
to happen, the researcher must display her or his biases before going into the study. This
preliminary process, which is emphasized in phenomenological research (Bentz &
Shapiro, 1998; Creswell, 1998; Van Manen, 1997), is important in grounded theory as
well because the researcher must allow a theory to “emerge” from the data, not from her
or his unvoiced and possibly unconscious hypotheses. This reflexive, biased approach is
characteristic of qualitative research (Creswell, 2002, p. 464). Interviews, observations,
documents and trips to the field are common methods of data collection that will
ultimately become the basis of a theory that is grounded in the data (Creswell, 2002, p.
451) and closely related to the context or the phenomenon being studied (Creswell, 1998;
Feen-Calligan, 1999).
While grounded theory is a qualitative methodology, the data can be either
qualitative or quantitative. The criterion for whether data should be used is whether it
informs the emerging theory. Glaser (1998) reminds the grounded theorist that all are
data and recommends not excluding data because they do not fall into a certain category.
If the data contribute to the theory, they should be used.
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Creswell (2002) identifies three types of grounded theory designs: systematic,
emerging and constructivist. The systematic approach, reflected in the work of Strauss
and Corbin (1990, 1998) is more rigorous and prescribed than that originally espoused in
The Discovery o f Grounded Theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Alternatively, the emergent
design promoted by Glaser (1978, 1992, 1998) places less emphasis on rules and greater
emphasis on letting a theory emerge from the data, rather than using specific, pre-set
categories. Finally, the constructivist design, identified most closely with the work of
Charmaz (1990, 2000), acknowledges the researcher’s role in making decisions about
categories and embraces her or his values, experiences and priorities as key components
of the research process. The final constructivist narrative is often more probing and
inconclusive than that of the emergent or systematic designs (Creswell, 2002).
Though the three approaches vary in researcher role, flexibility, coding to capture
participants’ experiences, and results reporting, grounded theory studies generally have
the following characteristics:
1)

study of a process related to a substantive topic,

2)

theoretical sampling,

3)

simultaneous collection and analysis of data,

4)

constant comparison of data with emerging theory,

5)

selection of a core category as the central phenomenon for the theory,

6)

memo writing aimed at the construction of conceptual

7)

generation of a theory to explain the process. (Creswell, 2002, pp. 448-449)

analyses,

Grounded theory analysis procedures are suitable to this study for a number of
reasons, the first being the study’s purpose, which is to describe a process (Creswell,
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2002), in this case, participants’ language acquisition process across two settings. On a
related note, “Grounded theory provides the advantage of not stripping cultural context
from the analysis” (Gales, 2003, p. 131). Thirdly, the grounded theory approach was
originally developed in contrast to “theory generated by logical deduction from a priori
assumptions” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 3). In addition to letting themes and categories
emerge according to participants’ experiences, as Cocklin (1996) found, imposing a
predetermined theoretical framework at the study’s outset can obstruct theory
development. While grounded theorists may hold ideas and hypotheses, the ideal is to not
be constrained by them: “Grounded theorists affirm, check, and refine their developing
ideas, but they do not limit themselves to pre-conceived hypotheses” (Charmaz, 1990, p.
1162). Borgatti (2003) describes this approach, wherein categories are drawn from the
respondents themselves as a commitment to “emic” understandings of the world, which
tends to result in implicit belief systems being explicated.
The pioneers of grounded theory believed that working with the data from the
ground up was necessary for the maintenance of theoretical sensitivity, without which the
researcher commits to one specific preconceived theory, “becomes doctrinaire and can no
longer ‘see around’ either [her or] his pet theory or any other” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p.
46). This is of particular importance to the proposed study, wherein cultural pre
conceptions may exist on the part of the researcher, and may unduly affect data
collection, analysis and results reporting. For this reason, I have chosen the constructivist
grounded theory (Charmaz, 1990, 2000; Creswell, 2002), which discourages the pre
determination of categories in order that participants’ voices and experiences emerge as
clearly as possible.
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Sampling
In both phenomenology and grounded theory, obtaining a random sample is not
the goal. Rather, a selective sample is chosen based on, first of all, participants having
experienced the process under investigation and secondly, what they can contribute to the
emerging theory (Feen-Calligan, 1999; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Glaser and Strauss
(1967) recommend theoretical sampling, whereby the researcher collects, codes and
analyzes the data, and decides what data to collect next in order to develop the theory as
it emerges. Two guiding questions for this process of selective sampling are “what groups
or subgroups does one turn to next in data collection? And for what theoretical purpose?”
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 47).
While grounded theory provides guidelines regarding the process and order of
data collection and phenomenology assists the researcher in approaching the phenomenon
without preconceived notions, attention must also be given to cross-cultural research
issues in the interview setting, as articulated by Briggs (1986) and McCracken (1988).
Cross-cultural Interview Issues
Briggs’s (1986) Learning how to ask, aims at explaining the interview as
communicative event and advancing our understanding of methodological and theoretical
problems, starting from the position that the interview is a highly unusual communicative
event. If not acknowledged as such, he contends, many researchers base their strategies
and interpretations upon false assumptions. Due in part to a reluctance to face some
thorny theoretical issues, and “by leaving the interview situation itself out of the analysis,
we have cleverly circumvented the need to examine our own role in the research process”
(Briggs, 1986, p. 4). To begin to address the multitude of issues surrounding
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ethnographic interviews, the author offers four main recommendations: 1) to examine
interview transcripts in great detail and as a whole, to reveal points at which
misunderstandings between interviewer and interviewee occur; 2) to explore the
communicative roots of the interview using discourse analysis; 3) to articulate steps that
might assist in overcoming communicative obstacles; 4) to rethink and report the
interview as a communicative event that presupposes metacommunicative norms.
Given that the present study employed the constant comparison method of data
collection and analysis, I analyzed some of the potential communication gaps identified
by Briggs (1986) and McCracken (1988), to hone the interviewing process as the study
progressed. Regular memoing, a standard part of grounded theory, applied to the
interview process and the interview as communicative event, contributes to the de“mystification of the interview” (Briggs, 1986, p. 6).
One double-edged issue of relevance to this study involves the relationship of the
researcher to his or her own culture.
It is precisely because the qualitative researchers are working in their own
culture that they can make the long interview do such powerful work. It is by
drawing on their understanding of how they themselves see and experience the
world that they can supplement and interpret the data they generate in the long
interview. Just as plainly, however, this intimate acquaintance with one’s own
culture can create as much blindness as insight. It can prevent the observer from
seeing cultural assumptions and practices. The long interview presented here is
deliberately designed to take advantage of the opportunity for insight and
minimize the dangers of familiarity. (McCracken, 1988, pp. 11-12)
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To take advantage of the benefits of the interview “without taking advantage of
the respondent” (1988, p. 12), McCracken proposes a four-step procedure that involves,
in order, a literature review, review of cultural categories, discovery of cultural categories
and discovery of analytic categories. The purpose of step two is to give the investigator a
more detailed appreciation of his or her personal experience with the topic of interest.
This process assists in establishing distance between the interviewer’s and the
interviewee’s cultural conceptualizations. According to McCracken, the researcher must
first understand the cultural categories and configurations that she uses to understand the
world, to be in a position “to root these out of the terra firma of familiar expectation”
(1988, p. 33). Reviewing cultural categories then, serves two purposes: familiarization
and defamiliarization: “Without the first, the listening skills needed for data collection
and analysis are impoverished. Without the second, the investigator is not in a position to
establish any distance from his or her deeply embedded cultural assumptions”
(McCracken, 1988, pp. 33-34).
Presently, the majority of EAL literature available to native English-speaking
instructors has been written also by people whose first language is English. This means
that the culture, language and experiences of the additional language learner often are not
taken into account, resulting in an ethnocentric bias (Colebrook, 1996; Crookes, 1997;
Pai & Adler, 1997; Zaid, 1999). In this study, I attempted to privilege participants’
voices, and to analyze and report the findings, as closely as possible, from their
perspectives.
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Focus Groups
“A focus group interview is the process of collecting data through interviews with
a group of people” (Creswell, 2002, p. 206). One of the advantages of the focus group is
that it can generate a large quantity of data in a short time from a large number of people.
It also allows the researcher to record and analyze group members’ reactions to ideas and
to each other. Focus groups produce data and insights that would be less accessible
without the interaction found in a group. Finally, focus group interviews often elicit
useful ‘natural language discourse’ that allows the researcher to learn idiomatic
expressions and communication patterns in the community” (Schensul, LeCompte,
Nastasi, & Borgatti, 1999, p. 52).
According to Bogdan and Biklen (2003), the main topic of a focus group should
be one that will evoke multiple perspectives and with which participants have personal
experience. It is also vital that informants know their views are valued and will be kept
confidential. Sequencing the session, from introductions to developing rapport to
structuring the discussion, is also important.
Researchers use focus groups for a variety of reasons: orienting oneself to a new
field of study, generating hypotheses based on informants’ insights, evaluating different
research sites or study populations, developing individual questions for interview
schedules and questionnaires, or obtaining participants’ interpretations of results gathered
in earlier research studies (Schensul et al., 1999, p. 52). In the present study, the main
purpose of using the focus group was to gain participants’ interpretations of the results
from the individual interviews.
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Note to Reader
In this chapter, you are invited to experience what I am calling the “recurring
cycle of research” that composes grounded theory. Recall that data collection and
analysis occur simultaneously, that through the inductive process research questions are
progressively refined, that this refining process then guides selective sampling, which
reinitiates data collection, analysis, and so on. As such, articulation of the process also
involves the reappearance of processes in more than one section. In essence, this chapter
provides the opportunity for a second-hand experience of the cyclical nature of grounded
theory research, which is anything but a clearly prescribed, lock-step process with
discrete stages. Rather, what follows is an integrated description of an inductive research
process.
Contacting Participants
After gaining approval from the Research and Ethics Board in October of 2004,1
contacted by email the president of the Korean Students’ Association (KSA) on campus,
introducing myself and describing the study I was about to undertake. He responded
promptly and extended an invitation to the next KSA meeting. Eleven Korean students
attended that meeting the evening of November 12, 2004. The meeting was conducted in
Korean. I had the opportunity to introduce myself in Korean and in English. I distributed
the Letter of Invitation (Appendix A) and asked any willing participants to contact me.
The following week, three students called to say they would take part in the study. On
November 17 and November 18,1 conducted the first two interviews at the university
library coffee shop. The third potential participant became ill and we were unable to
reschedule before the December exam period.
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I attended the next KSA meeting in February 2005 and joined the members in
assembling and decorating packages of candy to be sold as a fundraiser for the group. At
this meeting, four more people volunteered to participate. Two of these volunteers, Don
and Rob, did not fit the prescribed description of study participants. Nonetheless, since
they had been raised by Korean parents and had chosen to join the KSA, I decided to
proceed with the interview in order to gain insight regarding culture and language
learning context from a different vantage point than the rest of participants. I interviewed
Don and Rob together, and the two friends fed off of one another’s experiences,
observations and opinions. I conducted four more interviews with KSA members, Minoo,
Min, Hyea-jin and Yoon-Hee. Through snowball sampling, I met Jungin, who was not a
student at the university, but who had attended university in Canada. Jungin introduced
me to Haw-Ju, Bo, Kyu, Joohyun, Min-Ji and Hyun, all of whom agreed to participate.
After transcription, analysis and preliminary results writing, there was an abundance of
data to complete analysis of the major categories. However, to complete theoretical
saturation and to finalize the interconnections among categories, I contacted three more
target participants through selective sampling. One of the three had been in Canada less
than two months and could therefore offer a “fresh” perspective. The final two target
participants were graduate students who had been in Canada two to three years and had a
wealth of experience and information to offer. After these three interviews, I was
confident that the individual interviews were complete. I completed the data analysis,
wrote up the results and preliminary discussion, constructed a preliminary model to
describe the process of language acquisition, and began contacting people to participate
in the final focus group interview.
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Participants
Target participants were Korean students who had received the majority of their
education in South Korea (at least until the end of high school) and were, at the time of
the interview, attending university in Canada. Eleven participants fit that description.
Three others had moved to Canada with their families during high school and were
presently attending a Canadian university. Two interviewees, whose parents had
immigrated to Canada, had lived their entire lives in Canada. Finally, two informants,
who requested to be interviewed, were not presently university students but had attended
high school and university in Korea.
The next section contains at least one prototype of each of these four groups. In
keeping with the guarantee of confidentiality, all participants have been given
pseudonyms. The two Canadian-born participants are identified with Canadian
pseudonyms (Rob and Don); all other (Korean-born) participants have been identified
with Korean pseudonyms. Finally, the females have hyphenated names, e.g., Hyea-Jin
and Haw-Ju, while the male names have no hyphens, e.g., Minoo and Jong. Summaries of
all 18 participants’ processes of English learning can be found in Appendix B.
Prototypes o f Participants
Target participants (11): finished at least high school in Korea, now attending
university in Canada
Bom in Seoul in 1976, Joohyun studied English for one year in elementary
school, 3 years in each of middle and high school and one year of university. He attended
a private institute for six months as well. At 25, he moved to Canada, attended college for
three years and then began studying Business at university. At age 29, he was finishing
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his first year of university in Canada. He estimated speaking 30% Korean and 70%
English on weekdays; 80% and 20%, respectively, on the weekends. Of five choices
(never, rarely, sometimes, usually, all the time), Joohyun stated he was comfortable
speaking to native English speakers “sometimes”.
Yoon-Hee is a female, 27 years old at the time of interview. She began learning
English in Korea at the age of 13 in her hometown of Jin-Ju, a city in south-west Korea.
She studied English for three years in middle and high school and for two years in
university, where her major was Arabic. She also studied English at a private institute in
Korea for three years. Yoon-Hee came to Canada at 22 years of age, went to college for
three years and worked a number of part-time jobs to improve her English. At the time of
the interview, she was in her second semester of university, studying Business
Administration - Marketing. She reported speaking 70% English and 30% Korean during
the week; 90% Korean and 10% English on weekends, and “usually” being comfortable
speaking to native English speakers. Yoon-hee stated that the best way to improve
English as a subsequent language is through conversation.
Han, a Busan native bom in 1972, was introduced to English at age 14. English
was a staple in his education for 10 years (3 years middle school, 3 years high school, 4
years university), after which he graduated with a university degree in Physics. Two
years after arriving in Canada (2004), Han had finished his Masters of Computer Science
and was, at the time of the interview, completing his first year of doctoral study in
Computer Science. He estimated speaking English and Korean 50% of the time on any
given day, and being comfortable conversing with native English speakers “usually”. His
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main belief about language learning was, “Try to learn the culture. That is the bottom
line.”
Born in Canada, o f Korean descent (2)
Don was bom in Chatham, Ontario, Canada in 1984. He recalled racial namecalling as a regular part of growing up. Most of his friends were second-generation Asian
Canadians, i.e., Korean, Vietnamese and Chinese Canadians. Twenty-one years of age on
interview day, Don said most of his friends were Korean. When he was in grade four, his
family moved to Korea but, seeing that he and his brothers were unable to adapt to the
Korean language in school, his parents decided to return to Canada that same year. Don
appreciated Canada’s multiculturalism, but believed racial discrimination still exists; he
shared a number of personal experiences with racism in childhood and as an adult.
Though English was his dominant language, he reported speaking some Korean: about
10% during the week and on the weekends, an estimated 40%. His university major was
Criminology.
Learned English in Korea, not currently students (2)
The two oldest participants in the study were not presently students. Jungin was
bom in 1957 and began learning English in middle school. After being physically
punished by his teacher during English class, he developed a loathing for English. Having
completed his Masters Degree in Spiritual Studies in Korea and, wanting to advance his
studies, he followed the advice of his mentor, who told him to move to North American
to pursue advanced studies. He was granted admission to a Canadian university but was
then dismissed because his English writing ability was not acceptable. After studying
English intensively, he was re-admitted to the program and eventually graduated. His
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family (wife, daughter and son) then joined Jungin in Canada and stayed, because his
children did not want to return to school in Korea. Jungin was a gracious assistant, who
introduced me to a number of participants and insisted on being interviewed himself. As
it turned out, Jungin’s descriptions of his experiences learning English in Korea were
very rich in detail and insight.
Came to Canada during high school (3)
Su-Jin, a female student bom in Seoul in 1983, started learning English in Korea
at age 10. She studied English one year in elementary school, three years in middle
school, and half a year in high school. Su-Jin was 15 when her family immigrated to
Canada. She had three years of high school ESL and earned her high school diploma in
Canada. At 21 years of age, Su-Jin estimated speaking 40% Korean and 60% English on
weekdays; 80% Korean and 20% English on weekends. A Music Therapy major, Su-Jin
said she was “usually” comfortable speaking to native English speakers.
Min, a 23-year-old male, was bom in Seoul. At age 10, he studied English for
four months before his family moved to Canada. They first lived in Vancouver and then
moved to Toronto. At the time of the interview, Min had been in Canada 13 years. He
approximated speaking 70% Korean during the week and 80% on weekends. He is
comfortable speaking to native English speakers “all the time” and was pursuing an
Honours degree in Biological Science.
Individual Interviews: November 2004 - October 2005
When scheduling the interviews, I allowed participants to choose the location: at
the coffee shop on campus, a similar location near campus, in my office or at their own
homes. Interviews with Su-Jin, Jong, Don, Rob, Min-Ji and Hyun took place at the coffee
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shop on campus. Interviews with Jungin, Haw-Ju, Bo, Kyu and Yungoo were held in
their homes; Minoo, Min, Hyea-Jin, Yoon-Hee and Joohyun chose to come to my office.
Each interview began with informal conversation about life in Canada, life in
Korea, and university life, which usually led into a discussion of the present study. I
explained the purpose of the study and answered fully participants’ questions, which
often revolved around my motivations for studying Korean students specifically. Then I
explained that participation was completely voluntary and that the interviewee could
withdraw from the study at any time or decline to answer any questions. I gave
participants the Consent to Participate form (Appendix C), pointed out the key points and
gave them time to read it. Next, I asked their permission to record the interview on
audiotape, assuring them that this was their choice. If they said yes, I gave them the
Consent to Audiotape form (Appendix D) to sign. Only the final interviewee, Eunchan,
expressed a preference to not be recorded on audiotape; therefore, I made notes during
and immediately following the interview.
I informed participants that I would be asking questions in English, but could also
ask them in Korean if they preferred. I invited participants to respond in Korean or
English. Most participants spoke only in English, though some used Korean when they
could not think of the English expression or when there was no adequate translation for
the Korean expression.
The first section of scripted interview questions (Appendix E) addressed English
language learning experiences in Korea. The second thrust of questions probed
participants’ language experiences during and since the move to Canada. Interviews were
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carried out in a semi-structured format, such that the questions were starting points for
discussion.
After each interview, while the participant was filling out the Background
Questionnaire (Appendix F), I wrote memos in my research logbook. In addition to
interview content, these memos included: a) general impressions of the interview; b)
meta-analysis of the interview as communicative event, i.e., memos that reflected
impression management, topic avoidance, deliberate distortion, minor misunderstanding,
and outright miscomprehension (Briggs, 1986; McCracken, 1988); and c) specific
environmental conditions or observations, such as interruptions, noteworthy body
language, noticeably warm or cool temperatures, etc. Most interviews lasted
approximately one hour; some went longer.
Increasing Sensitivity toward Participants
To show respect and appreciation for the participants, I added another component
to the study. For the interviews in the library coffee shop, I asked the participants if they
would like a tea, coffee or snack. For the participants who invited me into their homes, I
left a small gift when I departed. I offered to treat the participants who came to my office
to lunch. On three occasions, when participants accepted this offer, we were able to talk
on a less formal basis and I had the chance to put into action my gratitude for their
participation.
In the interest of reciprocity (Smith, 1999), after the interviews, I invited
participants to contact me if I could be of help to them. Two participants accepted the
offer, stopping by my office to have me edit their papers before they printed them out the
final time. This was an ideal opportunity to give back to the participants as they had
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given to me. Though not a part of data collection, having an opportunity to read what
these participants had written increased my knowledge of their linguistic capabilities.
These unofficial but essential parts of the research were related to insider-outsider
issues. Having lived in Korea four years, I learned a great deal about the culture and was
able to bring this knowledge into the present study, particularly in the way I conducted
the interviews. For instance, while in Korea, I witnessed the importance of food at any
gathering, be it a class reunion, a tennis game, a business meeting or a sight-seeing
adventure. Food was a central part of every significant occasion, business or pleasure.
Knowing this, I wanted to offer something that I knew they would enjoy so food was a
natural choice. Secondly, gift giving was a big part of showing respect and gratitude. In
Korea, it was not necessary and in most situations not appropriate to say, “thank you.”
In Korea, one does not praise another’s generosity, kindness, hospitality, and
honesty. For instance, we have no phrase like, “How kind of you, It’s very
generous of you, How honest you are,” etc. Instead of verbalizing directly we
just appreciate kindness, generosity, and hospitality or others indirectly from
our inner hearts. (K. H. Kim, 1975, pp. 7-8)
There are ways to show one’s respect and gratitude without the use of words, and I felt
that nonverbal actions were an important part of this study.
As the study progressed, I became aware that the written questionnaire (Appendix
F) took longer to complete (15-25 minutes) than expected. I knew that most participants
were busy with their studies so to expedite the process, I had the questionnaire translated
into Korean in time for use in the final three interviews. Though the new bilingual
questionnaire (Appendix G) did not make a remarkable difference in time to complete, it
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made an obvious impression. It appeared that the Han-gul script set participants at ease as
their facial expressions relaxed into pleasantly surprised smiles. Each of the last three
participants commented on the quality of translation, and made comments about
appreciating this effort.
Transcription Conventions
During interview transcription, when participants spoke emphatically or with
great emotion, the words were emboldened. A dash indicated a one-to-two-second pause.
Pauses of three seconds were indicated by “ . . pauses that were longer than three
seconds were described in words. When a participant laughed or made a body movement,
e.g., wrote on a paper, these actions were described and placed inside [square brackets].
Data Storage and Management
For each participant, I created a personal folio (Cocklin, 1996) containing all that
person’s information: how contacted, contact information (email, phone number, address
if available), interview audio tape, written transcription of the interview, photocopy of
any relevant log book notes, print-outs of email correspondence, and the completed
questionnaire. These personal folios remained locked in a filing cabinet in my office. I
transcribed the interviews myself, word for word. After saving the entire transcript in a
word file, I imported it into Nudist N6 (2002) software, where I conducted the rest of the
data analysis.
Using the Nudist software program meant that all of the data were well organized
and easily accessible from start to finish. After each interview transcript was imported as
a document, Nudist automatically numbered each line of the transcript. This number
referencing system allowed expeditious referencing of interview segments back to their
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original context so that data analysis was never done “out of context.” This advantage
operated throughout the data analysis process, including the final stages of theory
construction, when it was crucial to ensure that the theory was representative of
participants’ experiences and not only my ideas of how these pieces could fit neatly
together. Nudist software also facilitated two other important facets of grounded theory
methodology, memoing and journaling, through the use of Memos. In document and
node memos, I could explore ideas and articulate my thoughts, questions, and my
growing understanding of the participants’ experiences. When I reached the stage of axial
coding, these memos provided information about the connections between categories. As
well, when it was time to write the data analysis, much of it was already written in
memos.
Two main components of the Nudist (2002) data management system are “free
nodes” and “tree nodes.” One free node corresponds to a single category that emerges
from the data, e.g., first impressions of Canada, culture, or not being understood. In the
early stages, most of the concepts were placed into free nodes as single categories. As the
study progressed and categories grew to a point where they needed to be divided into
sub-categories, the original free nodes became tree nodes, where their sub-categories
were the branches. In other circumstances, categories had to be abandoned either because
there were not enough subsequent data to support them or because they were too general
or too specific.
For example, the category, “culture” was too large and vague. Therefore, I
divided culture into two free nodes (categories), experiences and beliefs. As these free
nodes developed, they became tree nodes with branches (sub-categories). For example,
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underneath “experiences”, eating, not understanding, moving to Canada, racism,
socializing in Canada, not being understood and pronunciation all grew. Under the
“beliefs” tree node, branches included age, respect, context, advice, teachers, discipline,
developing “English” identity, and Korea-Canada comparisons. In short, the Nudist
system of tree nodes and free nodes facilitated the merging, dividing and reorganization
of categories.
One other function within this software package that I used often was the text
search function, which allowed me to search single documents or all documents
simultaneously for words or phrases. The report produced by the search function
provided the frequency and percentages of text finds, as well as the line reference number
of each. Having the line reference number allowed me to investigate the context in which
words and phrases were used, and, through constant comparison among participants’
interview responses to determine whether the intended meanings (single or multiple) of
such words from context.
Data Analysis
Since various different forms of grounded theory methodology have evolved since
1967 (Charmaz, 1990; Cocklin, 1996; Creswell, 2002; Glaser, 1998; Glaser & Strauss,
1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1998), it is important to identify which authors and publications
guided my research (Babchuk, 1997). In this case, I followed the procedures outlined by
Strauss and Corbin (1998), considered to be at the more structured and rigid end of the
grounded theory spectrum (Babchuk, 1997).
During December of 2004,1 transcribed the first two interviews and began the
first stage of analysis, open coding. Open coding involves naming or “conceptualizing”
words and passages from the interview data. Concepts were intended to be abstract
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representations of events, thoughts, actions and interactions that I identified as significant
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998). For each concept, I then identified properties, dimensions and
ultimately, ranges, of the properties (Creswell, 2002). After conducting open coding on
the first four interviews, it became clear that, despite “bracketing”, I had not really been
able to remain aloof from my own preconceptions. Emerging categories were “English
learning in Korea” “English learning in Canada”; “culture”; leaming-acquisition”. My
advisor noted that these categories more or less replicated some of the areas addressed in
the preliminary literature review. As such, there was a danger that the concepts and
categories may have been subconsciously predetermined rather than having earned their
way into the analysis.
To gain greater distance from the data, I returned to the process outlined by
Strauss and Corbin, and employed more rigorously the analytical techniques designed to
afford greater sensitivity to the data. Specifically, this involved the techniques of
questioning, comparing and memoing. Spending a great deal more time with the data
resulted in an elevated level of conceptualization; using the analytical tools allowed me to
look at the data more thoughtfully and to adopt an “emic” perspective toward the data
(Borgatti, 2003). By stepping back from the data I saw that what I had recorded were
participants’ beliefs about language and their perceptions of their own life experiences.
As such, many of the data that had been previously categorized as, for example, culture,
were re-categorized as experiences, understanding, language beliefs, etc., to acknowledge
that these were participants’ perceptions and beliefs and thus, to implicitly accept the
stance of multiple realities (Charmaz, 2000). In describing their language learning
processes, participants often blended their own beliefs about language learning with their
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lived experiences. The analytical tools enabled me to distinguish between the two and to
re-categorize “language learning” into “language beliefs” and “experiences”. Through
this intensive qualitative analysis, categories that emerged were: language beliefs,
cultural beliefs, motivations and experiences. The category, “experiences” became so
large and all-encompassing that it had to be broken down into sub-categories. These
were: studying English, moving to Canada, speaking English, emotions, and socializing.
After three more interviews and ongoing analyses, “discourse” emerged as a category
into which “speaking English” and socializing were placed, with emotions being an
important property thereof. Other common properties and dimensions revealed through
open coding were time, choice, usefulness, parental influence, difficulty, and comparison.
By the end of the seventh interview, as I continued analyzing data and reflecting
on “what is going on here?” it seemed that what people were trying to do was to
understand or be understood through the use of language. Yet understanding on its own
did not show the integration of the core categories and their properties and dimensions.
Alternatively, discourse accounted for and had the capacity to show the interconnections
of all the categories that had emerged as well as the properties and dimensions.
“Engaging in discourse” was what was going on here. With discourse as the overarching,
unifying phenomenon, I began axial coding, which involves identifying common
dimensions of concepts (which had already been done during open coding) that explain
the connections between the categories.
May and June afforded much uninterrupted time to delve deeper into the concepts
and to begin axial coding of the data. I did a great deal of data analysis, writing memos
and journals that ultimately became parts of the Results and Discussion sections. In
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September, I began writing formally about the results that had emerged. In the writing, I
summarized the components of the model, but it was apparent that I had just that: a
number of descriptions of theory components but I had not integrated the parts into a
comprehensive whole. Following Glaser’s advice, I returned to each concept within each
category and answered more meticulously the question, “With what consequences?”
Then, the connections between the components began to appear. During this phase of
revisiting the data, I began to draw diagrams to illustrate categorical interconnections, an
early stage of theory development.
One of the strengths of grounded theory is its promotion of the inductive process,
which allows the researcher to successively narrow and refine research questions while
concurrently gathering and analyzing data. In this study, information about English study
in Korea demanded further probing, e.g., the practice of translation in the English
classroom. It was important to know whether this translation was from Korean to English
or English to Korean in order to gain insight to the meaning making process in that
setting. I added a specific question regarding the degree to which participants listened to
and watched English media in Korea, and the context in which this took place. I asked
more explicit questions about students’ socialization experiences in Canada. As well, the
Korean concept of “jeong” arose. When Koreans become familiar or feel intimate with
individuals, they say they “have jeong” with them (Choi & Choi, 2001, p. 69).
Furthermore, according to Choi and Choi (2001), western models of social relations are
insufficient to account for the socioemotional characteristics of Koreans. Theorizing that
“jeong”, as a key part of relationships in Korea, might influence socialization in Canada
too, I added a question about “jeong.”
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While coding and analyzing the data, because of the breadth and depth of
material, it was important to memo (Charmaz, 1990; Cocklin, 1996; Creswell, 2002;
Strauss & Corbin, 1998) and eventually, to use headings that identified developments and
provided structure to evolving ideas and deepening understanding of the process under
study. The inductive nature of qualitative research allowed me to delve deeper into
specific parts of the process; grounded theory’s simultaneous data collection and analysis
facilitated the refining of interview questions, resulting in a clearer understanding of the
process.
Triangulation
After completing analysis of the first 15 interviews as described above, I was
ready to examine more closely the Background Questionnaire data. The questionnaires
provided detailed descriptions of English study in Korea, short answers regarding
language experiences and motivations, comparisons between Canada and Korea, and
participants’ biographical information. Originally, the purpose of these data was to ensure
that what I had heard the participants say during the interviews was what they had meant.
As such, the written questionnaire data served as one form of triangulation (Lather,
1986). Most written responses corresponded with the verbal responses given in the
interviews. In the two instances of discrepancy between the interview and questionnaire
data, I emailed or telephoned the participant to follow up on the information.
Secondly, it was obvious the survey data were valuable not only as a checking
tool but as an insightful database on their own. For example, detailed information about
English class in Korean middle school, high school and university were enlightening
regarding early language experiences (Appendix I). As well, estimated percentages of
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English and Korean spoken currently in Canada (Appendix J) were insightful to language
experiences in Canada. After compiling the quantitative data into charts, I gleaned
information from short-answer items that pertained specifically to the major categories
that had emerged from the interview data. The meshing of survey data with interview
data resulted in a strengthening and deepening of analysis.
Theoretical Saturation
After having interviewed 15 participants and written up the results to the point
described above, I was unsure whether the point of saturation had been reached. Then I
referred to the general rule espoused by Strauss and Corbin (1998), which is that, when
building a theory, theoretical saturation is achieved when the following is true of each
category: a) no new relevant data are emerging, b) the properties and dimensions are
solidly developed, and c) relationships among categories are well established (Strauss &
Corbin, 1998, p. 212). While the first two criteria had been met, I had not determined
conclusively the relationships among categories. Accordingly, I conducted three more
interviews and it was after the eighteenth that I was certain of theoretical saturation.
Focus Group Interview: November 2005
As one means of ensuring “face validity” (Lather, 1986, p. 67), I held a focus
group interview in order to recycle the analysis through a subsample of respondents. This
was important for confirming whether or not I had grasped the meanings of what
participants had told me (Shank, 2002). In addition to confirming the data gathered to that
point, this method of member checking allowed me to probe further some areas that
needed clarification. Specifically, I needed to look further into the area of participants’
experiences in the university setting, to find out where they were using the English
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language, with whom, and where they went for language support when they needed it. I
also inquired after participants’ experiences of speaking to EPL speakers.
Two of the original 18 interviewees had expressed particular interest in the
study’s findings and had also offered to help me in any way they could for the remainder
of the study. Accordingly, when it was time to set up the focus group interview, I asked
these two volunteers to assemble a group of between five and eight students who had
completed high school in Korea and were now university students in Canada. In other
words, I asked them to assemble a group of people who fit the description of target
participants. On the appointed date, six participants attended the focus group interview,
which was held in a meeting room at the Faculty of Education. Two interviewees (Minoo
and Yoon-Hee) from the original 18 and 4 new participants (Kyung-Hee, Soonchul,
Iksop, and Kang) attended. Two of my Korean friends volunteered to prepare a delicious
Korean feast for the occasion. I presented the purpose of the study and some of the
results-to-date to the participants. Then I asked questions of the participants (see
Appendix H), and they asked questions of me. This formal part of the interview lasted
approximately 1 1/2 hours. The focus group interview was not recorded on audiotape so
that there would be an informal atmosphere that would encourage honest sharing of
information. I also asked participants to advise me regarding nicknames for themselves
and for the other participants not present. Finally, we enjoyed a delicious Korean feast
together. Following the session, I recorded participants’ responses, questions and made
notes on how the interview had proceeded.
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Summary
This chapter has detailed the procedures followed to contact and interview
participants, given descriptions of participants, noted the process of increasing cultural
sensitivity, articulated the cyclical nature of grounded theory data collection and analysis
employed in the study, and described the progression toward theoretical saturation. The
following chapter reports the results of these procedures.
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Chapter 4: Results
Introduction
This chapter reports the results of 18 interviews, 16 written questionnaires and a
final focus group interview, all of which were analyzed with the goal of gaining deep
insight to the process of English language learning as experienced by this group of
Korean students. The interview data are identified by the pseudonym of the interviewee.
As the interviewer, all of my utterances are preceded by, “S”. One additional referencing
system was employed. Since all of the interview transcripts were loaded onto the Nudist
Software system for analysis, each line of data was given a number. In this paper, “L”
precedes the line reference number of each interview excerpt.
The first three sections of the Results reflect the process of language learning
chronologically, beginning with i) “A Tool for the Test”, which describes participants’
experiences of English learning in the Korean classroom; ii) “Making the move” (to
Canada), which summarizes participants’ transitions to and early English language
experiences within the Canadian context; followed by iii) “My English is not English”,
which explores participants’ English use in Canada. The fourth and fifth sections,
Language Beliefs and Cultural Beliefs, represent two major categories emerging from the
data, which embellish our understanding of the process, while providing a broader scope
from which to view that process.
English in Korea: “A Tool fo r the Test” (Eunchan)
The process of English language acquisition for 10 of the 11 target participants
began in the first year of middle school at the age of 12 or 13. The one exception was
Joohyun, who began one year earlier, in his last year of elementary school. Students
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reported learning the alphabet, then simple words, e.g., apple, book, train, and then
simple sentences. For example, one of the participants, Hyun, had this to say about his
language learning: “I am a student. I am a boy. You are a girl. Uh, I am a student. What
else? Hello. Hi. Those kind of things. First year we learned the alphabet. After that, we
learn different stuff ... we did the grammar” (Hyun, L35-38). An average of five hours
per week was devoted to English instruction throughout the three years of middle school.
Similarly, during their three years of high school, participants studied English daily as per
curriculum guidelines, learning more complex sentences, reading longer stories (two or
three pages, compared to one page in middle school), memorizing more difficult
vocabulary and studying more complex grammar. High school English was reportedly
more difficult and participants experienced more pressure from parents and teachers than
in middle school.
Components: “We did the grammar” (Hyun)
The first section on the written questionnaire asked participants to estimate what
percentage of their English classes involved certain components of study (see Figures 1
and 2). The responses, summarized in Figure 1 and Figure 2, are retrospective estimates
that effectively provide more detail to the view of English classrooms in Korea, but the
percentages themselves should not be taken out of this context nor used as definitive,
precise measures.
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F igure 1: Middle School English in
Korea (Estimated percentages)
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Figure 2: High School English in
Korea (Estimated percentages)
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In middle and high school, grammar dominated English learning, accounting for
approximately 45 and 48 percent, respectively. The grammar component could be more
accurately described as grammar translation, as depicted by another participant, Bo: “The
teacher wrote on the blackboard one sentence and below the first word, she wrote ‘S’
[subject] and the second word ‘V’ [verb] and the third word ‘O ’ [object] you know? Then
we had to translate this” (Bo, L31-33). Describing his high school English experience,
Han illustrated the emphasis on grammar and preparation for the university entrance
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exam: “They usually have a textbook that has the questions from the entrance exam.
They grab the question and they analyze the question and they solve the prob-question”
(L60-61). [Note: “grab” is used as a translation of the Korean word, jabda, which means
“to take” or “to take hold of.”] With respect to reading, Su-Jin said, “We just read but we
don’t understand”, a sentiment echoed by most participants.
Reading was the second-largest component, representing an estimated one-third
of the English curriculum in middle and high school. After grammar and reading,
listening and writing composed the next largest categories, combining for an estimated
16% o f English class time in both middle and high school. In the following discussion
that unfolded in Minoo’s interview, he confirmed that there was “not much” listening in
school:
Minoo: If somebody say the teacher asked a question you’re gonna answer with
a word in Korean.
S: So that would be a lot of listening then?
Minoo: Not much - just read. We don’t have any chance for listening. If I want,
I can listen to English TV, AFKN - Korean news channel. But nobody tried
that. (L78-82)
Hyun, who did not like English at all when he got to middle school because of the threat
of physical punishment and embarrassment, disliked the pressure of the national exams,
“especially the listening part” (L89). He found it difficult to understand the native
English speaker’s voice on the tape because the accent was different from the English he
was exposed to in the classroom. Minoo perceived that Korean students needed more
listening opportunities: “I think Korean students need listening. They’re very good at
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reading and grammar ‘cause there are 6 years in high school and middle school but they
don’t have the chance to listening” (Minoo, L144-146). Hyea-Jin estimated that 20% of
her high school English involved listening to tapes. When asked if she felt this improved
her English listening abilities, Hyea-Jin responded, “Not much. ‘Cause there’s some school right? - they have some limits. The conversation is less than a minute. There’s
nothing right but some vocabulary, some grammars” (L347-349). I interpreted that
“right” meant the contextual parts of language learning, which could not be realistically
provided in the classroom setting.
Kyu reported that the most helpful part of his English learning in Korea was
listening to tapes, an endeavour he undertook independently, outside of school, during
third-year university in Korea. While walking or taking public transportation, Kyu
listened to tapes that had English as a Primary Language (EPL) speakers going about
their daily business, such as waking up in the morning, going to school and discussing
what they learned at school. He listened and repeated over and over what the EPL
speakers said on the tape.
Joohyun, a Seoul native, laughed when describing his high school teacher’s
“Busan English accent.” Busan, Korea’s second-largest city, is noted for its distinct
Korean dialect, which, according to Joohyun, transferred to his English teachers’ English
speaking as well. He identified his teacher’s Busan English accent as a barrier to his own
English listening and speaking development. “If he’s from the east part of Korea, he has
east side accent in English so I don’t really think I had a listening class or a speaking
class at all; just reading” (L295-297). When Joohyun was not able to keep up with high
school English, his parents sent him to a private language institute after school. He
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described the institute teachers as very professional and their style of teaching as being
similar to that of his high school teachers: “Not like in speaking and listening and talking
conversation - no. Just they taught us reading and grammar. That’s it. No writing”
(L314-316).
Most of Yoon-Hee’s English learning in Korea was directed toward testing. She
calculated that if there were 20 questions on a test, on average, 3 of those would be
listening questions. In reference to the TOEFL, which measures listening, reading,
writing and grammar, Minoo stated, “Korean students are almost perfect in grammar and
reading but they get about 50% in listening and the very hardest thing is essay writing”
(L154-156).
Students mentioned writing with listening, as something that was uncommon in
English class. It appeared that most of the writing was done for the purposes of grammar
study. When I asked Joohyun if they ever wrote essays in English, he said “No. ... Just
grammar and reading.” Minoo explained why he thought teaching writing in Korea was
problematic: “I think the problem of essay writing is ... not many teachers can mark it
‘cause they’re good at grammar and reading but they’re not good at essay writing either
so they don’t try” (L158-160). By “they don’t try” Minoo was suggesting that since some
teachers felt unable to mark the essays adequately, they did not require students to write
the essays. While participants combined listening and writing together as minor
components of English study in Korea, English conversation was in a category all its own
as something rarely or never done.
The near absence of speaking opportunities is as noteworthy as the dominance of
grammar and reading in English class for when asked if they ever spoke or engaged in
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conversation, participants responded strongly in the negative, e.g., “Absolutely not”
(Yoon-Hee, L77); “Never. Never” (Haw-Ju, L29); “No. Never. We just read the English
and said in Korean” (Bo, L35). In Yoon-Hee’s case, “When I learn English in Korea I
learned maybe five or six years but I don’t speak. I just speak a few vocabularies. I can’t
- couldn’t speak” (L40-41). I asked Hyun if there was any conversation component at his
middle school. “No. Repeating - like the teacher reads and then we have to repeat back.
There’s an English word; for pronouncing it, the teacher suggests we write it in Korean at
the bottom of the English word so we can pronounce it” (Hyun, L43-44).
There was practically no conversation and the vocalizations that did occur were
based on Korean phonetics. Han-gul, the phonetic-based Korean writing system, contains
sounds that correspond directly with most English letter sounds. However, some English
words are almost indistinguishable when approximating with Han-gul. For example, the
“i” sound and the “ee” sound of English have only one corresponding Han-gul sound, so
that Korean as primary language (KPL) users often do not distinguish aurally between
words such as “ship” and “sheep” or “hit” and “heat.” Another English sound distinction
absent from Han-gul is “1” and “r”. The Han-gul symbol,

could be described

phonetically as a sound half-way between the English “1” and “r”. As such, for most KPL
users, pronouncing words that contain “1” and “r” requires much effort, as does training
the ear to distinguish between the two. Additionally, Han-gul has no “f ’ sound, the
closest approximation being the “b” or “p” sound. Approximating the “f ’ sound can
cause confusion to EPL (English as a Primary Language) listeners when, for instance, a
KPL speaker asks for a “coffee” but pronounces it as “copy” or, when in need of a “fork”
asks for “pork.” Similarly, the “th” blend does not exist in Han-gul, which explains the
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difficulty in distinguishing, for example, “thirty” from dirty” or “other” from “udder”. In
addition to individual sounds, the suprasegmentals, i.e., stress, intonation, and rhythm of
English, are very different from Korean. Jungin’s description is insightful:
So we tried to memorize the English vocabulary and you know like this pronunciation [shows me the English-Korean dictionary with pronunciation
guidance with accents, etc.] - we tried to follow this, and then I knew ... I knew
that was a different sound now after coming Canada. Even though we memorize
this - ya - and it's a different sound. Very different. (L40-44)
Similarly, Joohyun described a great deal of vocabulary memorization, translation and
again, he remarked on his teacher’s “interesting” Busan accent: “Memorize first. I had to
memorize all the vocabularies and all the conversations first from the textbook and then I
went to class the teacher read in front of us and the accent is really kind of interesting”
(L286-289). Kyu conceptualized his English learning in Korea as “study” but not
conversation. Jong stated that in middle school, “the English teachers are not good at
pronunciation so we cannot learn - just grammars and reading structure - that’s it. We
cannot speak like this” (L60-62).

Figure 3: University English Class in Korea
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Speaking
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Reading
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Listening
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Nine of the 11 target participants also studied English at university in Korea. At
most Korean universities, English conversation was a required course for first- and
second-year students, regardless of their major. English conversation was often taught by
a foreign EPL instructor; students received approximately 28 hours per year of English
conversation instruction for each of two years. With a student-to-teacher ratio of between
30:1 and 60:1, these classes met once a week. Compared to middle and high school, the
components were more balanced. Reading (36%) comprised the largest category,
followed by grammar and listening (both 21%), speaking (13%) and writing (9%).
In summary, English learning in Korea was geared toward high school and
university entrance tests, involved a great deal of grammar and reading, some listening
and writing and little or no speaking. Another common aspect of English learning in
Korea, not mentioned on the written survey but emerging from the interviews, was
memorization. With a great deal of memorizing, it leads one to question whether students
were able to achieve deep understanding of English or whether they relied mainly on rote
memorization. This question of understanding will be explored in the next section.
Understanding: “You just read but you don’t understand” (Su-Jin)
Descriptions of English learning in Korea indicated that understanding was
achieved through direct translations, most often from English to Korean. Korean was the
language of instruction, used to explain English grammar and difficult vocabulary. The
following interview data enlighten our understanding of the contexts and processes
involved in understanding English in Korea.
For Su-Jin, in middle school, "You just read but you don’t understand and you
have to look at the dictionary to find the word to understand” (L39-40). When asked
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about English conversations in class, Su-Jin said, “No, we just read them - so I think read - but not understand at the same time just because we were just reading” (L33-35). It
appears that Su-Jin was able to recode the English symbols into English sounds but not
able to make sense of the content simultaneously.
Minoo (L78-79) said that when the teacher asked a question in English class,
usually students gave the answer in Korean. He also stated that when he wanted to read
an English book, he would read a few pages in English and then, if the book were
available in Korean, read both the Korean and the English versions because “it’s better to
understanding than just English book” (L126-127).
Jungin’s illustration provided access to English meaning making in the Korean
middle school classroom (L16-27):
S: What would you do during English class?
Jungin: Usually uh ... how can I explain? Not easy to explain. Ya, we had text
book. We need text book and we try to understand what does it mean and
usually the English word it means with Korean - with Korean. For example,
book - chaek; book - chaek; father - apa; father - aboji; do you
understand?
S: Yes.
Jungin: Like this we understand sentence and sometimes you know the
paragraph - and we try to understand what does it mean the paragraph ... some
questions in the paragraph and we seek the means according to question we
have to answer.
S: Were the questions in English or in Korean?
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Jungin: Usually in Korean.
Like all the participants, Jungin’s depiction of his classroom experience identified
the Korean language as the major conduit to understanding English. Haw-Ju, Yoon-Hee,
Hyun, Yungoo, and Han concurred that during English class, the teacher spoke in Korean
to explain. “S: And did your teacher ever explain the grammar using English? Yoon-Hee:
No - always Korean” (Yoon-Hee, L123-124). On his own, Hyun used a book with
translations to understand the English stories that he liked:
We had the textbooks and there’s translation for textbooks and cham go saw cham-go-saw is there’s textbooks explaining about the textbooks. Bunch of
questions in there, for example, questions - study guide. So in the study guide
there is translation section so what I do is I like the stories. I just read the
translated section of the stories. When I get the textbook, I read all the stories
but not English. (Hyun, L140-145)
When asked specifically how he understood the meaning of English in Korean
class, Yungoo said that teachers “tell the meaning to student” in Korean using cham-gosaw (study books that explain English grammar in Korean) and the teacher’s textbook.
Regarding the use of dictionaries in class, Han said, “It’s allowed but I don’t use that
much ‘cause teacher explain the difficult words in Korean” (L33-34). To do his
homework, however, Yungoo said he used the dictionary and the cham-go-saw to
understand. Most assignments involved translating from English to Korean.
Regarding difficulty of understanding, Kyu found the English stories in middle
school, usually a page or less in length, not difficult to understand but the longer ones in
high school (one to three pages in length) harder to understand: “simple dialogue and
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simple reading some story book - simple book, easy to read, easy to understand. But high
school, a little bit higher level than middle school” (L52-54).
All of the evidence to this point portrays a situation in which the ability to
understand was dependent on cognitive capacity, based on one’s ability to translate from
English to Korean. At the middle school level, this was achievable, but in high school, all
of the students but one found it extremely difficult. Students had learned to understand
and analyze chunks of English by summoning the Korean translation to mind. Most test
questions were multiple-choice, which accommodated and promoted the pursuit and
investigation of isolated pieces of English text. However, when the passages became
lengthier and more semantically complex in high school, it was extremely difficult for
students to comprehend all the translated pieces simultaneously. Without experience
using the language, they did not possess the intuitive abilities to reach a holistic
understanding. To the extent that they could maintain the separate pieces of knowledge in
mind at once, they could “understand” the English put before them in the classroom.
When a foreign, EPL teacher entered Yoon-Hee’s high school, Yoon-Hee said
that the students just stared at her. The teacher’s accent was “totally” different and she
spoke “sooo fast” (L99) that with respect to the language, the students could not
understand. However, Yoon-Hee expanded her notion of understanding to include
cultural understanding, saying that it was difficult, “because she doesn’t understand the
Korean culture because she just came from America. So she doesn’t have any
background, any knowledge of the Korean people or the Korean student. So it’s tough”
(L141-144). She explained how, through the language, the teacher did not achieve
understanding due to accent and speed, and how, through her lack of understanding of
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Korean people, it was tough for the students. Here, Yoon-Hee’s observations pointed not
only to language-level and cultural-level understanding, but they also implicitly
expressed her belief in the language-culture connection.
Beyond the classroom, when participants watched English language movies, they
reported watching with Korean subtitles in order to understand. There was one allEnglish radio station, AFKN (Armed Forces Korea Network), which was run by the
American military. English television was also available, but Minoo believed that almost
nobody took advantage of these all-English media. For instance, when I asked if he ever
listened to AFKN, he replied,
Minoo: Sometimes I tried it but it’s not interesting to me because I can’t
understand it. I got the Korean credits for English movies.
S: Subtitles? In Korean?
Minoo: Yes. I think it’s not very good for me but it’s very comfortable for me.
(L84-87)
Although he admitted this was not good for his English language development, he chose
to read Korean subtitles so that he could be “comfortable” while watching the movie,
which meant, at a more basic level, understanding the movie. The use of Korean subtitles
for understanding movies was comparable to the classroom practice of writing the
Korean word under the English word for understanding. The next section probes
students’ enjoyment of, or, more aptly, lack of enjoyment of English learning in Korea.
Difficulty: “I t’s too hard, it’s too hard” (Haw-Ju)
In general, participants did not enjoy studying English in Korea for a number of
reasons: the pressure of exams, the difficulty level (especially of high school English),
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and the threat of punishment. Yoon-Hee did not enjoy middle school English; she studied
because,
I hhhad to do i t ... because with my English teacher if we do not speak English
very well, he, I mean if we do not memory them, he just punish us so that’s why
I hate my English teacher. Therefore I hate English too. (L69-71)
Most participants at some point stated that learning English was difficult. For
example, when asked if she enjoyed learning English in Korea, Haw-Ju answered, “No,
it’s too hard. It’s too hard” (L23). Four others mentioned the difficulty Korean students
experience in learning English relative to Asian languages. Eunchan (L52-61) compared
his English-leaming process to that of Chinese, which he acquired in Taiwan and found
much easier; much more natural. In Jong’s opinion, “English itself is very different from
the Asian language in general - Korean, Japanese, Chinese - not only the dialect but
culturally it’s very different” (L13-15). Consequently, Jong said, he found it difficult to
learn English. Bo compared learning English to learning Japanese:
The problem is that Korean language and English is different sentence you
know, [takes out paper and writes S-V-0 (subject-verb-object); S-O-V (subjectobject-verb) on paper] The English grammatically as S-V-O- [writing on paper]
but Korean language is S-O-V, you know? So old people speak English is very
hard but many many Korean people learning Japanese is very fast because the
sentence - Korea and Japanese same. So if I know the Japanese word
vocabulary only tch tch tch it’s very easy. So many Korean people - six months
Japanese - they can speak Japanese. But English is ...

(Bo, L204-212)
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Min-Ji’s experience at university corroborates Bo’s beliefs about the relative ease of
learning Japanese as compared to English. The oldest of target participants, Min-Ji,
attended university at a time when students were protesting the study of English. She
wanted to study some other language, “so I decide I learn Japanese, [loud and with
surprise:] So ... I study just one year ... and ... I can speak Japanese! I could speak
Japanese” (L149-150).
Eunchan, who came to Canada with his Chinese wife when he was 29 years of
age, identified phonetics as his main challenge in learning English because many of the
English sounds changed according to the letters they are surrounded by, whereas with
Han-gul, the Korean alphabet, sounds were comparatively consistent (L101-104). He also
believed some of his difficulty with English was a result of the pressure he and his
classmates experienced, i.e., the pressure of having to be perfect and not make mistakes
(L49-53). For Yoon-hee, situational variables such as class size affected her learning of
English in Korea:
But I guess it’s so hard to learn, too many students in the one classroom - not
right now but in my - in my - in ... when I was in middle school, we have
almost 60 student in the one classroom and one English teacher right? In the 10
classroom so only one teacher for the whole level. (Yoon-Hee, L91-94)
In Han’s experience, “High school - they only focus on the examination - university
entrance examination - so that was a little boring” (Han, L40-41).
Four participants mentioned physical punishment as a contributor to their dislike
of English learning in Korea.
S: So what was it like when you got to middle school? What did English
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class involve?
Hyun: A lot of memorizations, a lot of beating up.
S: Oh - punishment for ...
Hyun: Ya punishment if you don’t memorize it, the teacher’s going to beat
you up. And embarrassment. (LI9-24)
In high school, Jungin’s English teacher took the class outside for punishment
after one-third of the class had performed poorly on an English test. On the way back to
class, Jungin was consoling his classmates:
I said to them “Don’t worry. You know? Don’t worry - hey, don’t worry.”
And then the teacher saw me and that made him get angry. And so he called
me and he hit me so many you know? So after that, I cried. I cried so that class
is cannot couldn’t do anything you know. After that I hated English - 1 hate the
English teacher. (Jungin, L90-93)
In discussing English in Korea, I asked Min-Ji, “Did you enjoy it?” She replied:
Min-Ji: Nooo. I, I like - first time I like it but after that I met some bad teacher so I hate English.
S: If a student got a wrong answer, did they get punished?
P14: Yes. In my case many things punish or make embarrass in front of
other student. (L119-124)
Despite the fear of punishment experienced by some participants, two students
indicated enjoying certain aspects of their English class. Hyea-Jin hated when her teacher
from the language institute called her early in the morning to lead her in English
conversations over the phone but she also reported liking English because she wanted to
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be “a person who uses English well” (L106). Joohyun did not enjoy middle school
English because he had many questions about the English language but was not allowed
to ask.
No. I didn’t like it first time because I had to memorize everything. And I don’t
know. When I ask to teacher, why is it, why is i t ... I had so many questions
about English. The order is so different in English so I want to ask to teacher but
my English teachers were not qualified English teachers so I don’t think they
could answer my questions because they know how to teach in Korean way.
That’s it. (L304-309)
By high school, however, Joohyun had become adept at memorizing. He was the
best English student in his school so he liked English at that time.
Ahhh ... it’s ... ya it’s shame on me but English was the best course to me. I
could get a highest mark in the school so I liked English very much at that time.
Ya, ya, it was easy. Just memorize everything and then I could get a good mark
on the English test. (Joohyun, L355-358)
This excerpt demonstrates the importance of memorizing and the centrality of testing
embedded within a comparative/competitive educational system. What is less clear,
however, is the meaning of “shame on me” in reference to English being his best course
in high school. The meaning of this statement can be interpolated through other interview
segments. At the interview’s outset, for example, when Joohyun said he had been in
Canada four years, I remarked that his English speaking was very good. To this he
responded, “No, not at all. I’m really shameful - that’s my problem” (L31) and went on
to compare his present English ability unfavourably with that of international friends in
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Canada. At another point, Joohyun compared himself to a high school classmate who had
moved to the United States and was now better at English than he:
In high school, I was in top 10 and he was in top 20 and then he is better than
me right now because of English and because of his circumstance in the U.S.
Okay, what if I change my situation and my environment. Ya, I’m gonna be
better than him. Okay. And he chose United States; I’m gonna choose Canada
(laughing). (Joohyun, L372-375)
Thus, the shame that he felt was resultant of his perceived English ability in
comparison to others and his present ranking as compared to his number one ranking in
high school. This excerpt also demonstrates the strength of the comparative/competitive
view of the situation, which also made his “liking” of English tenuous. That is, Joohyun
enjoyed English when he was number one in high school but experienced shame in the
Canadian setting, where he perceived his abilities as inferior. While Joohyun and HyeaJin reported some liking of English learning, among all participants, there was far more
dislike than enjoyment of English learning in Korea due to reasons already expressed.
Given students’ negative experiences with English in Korea, the question arose: what
motivated these students to continue studying English? This question is addressed in the
next section.
Motivation to study English in Korea: “To pass exam and get a jo b ” (Eunchan)
Given that students had no choice but to study English in Korea, motivation was
predominantly extrinsic. One of the questionnaire items read, “In Korea, what were your
main motivations to develop your English language ability?” In eight interviews as well, I
asked, “What was your motivation to learn English in Korea?” Table 1 presents
participants’ responses.
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Table 1: Motivation for Studying English in Korea
Name

Questionnaire response (written)

Interview response (spoken)

Su-Jin

To go to university I had to learn
English.

Jong

Nothing motivated me - it was in
my course - 1 had to take it.
English media influence.

Minoo

To watch movies.

Min

Hyea-Jin

No choice. Too young to decide
when I moved to Canada. Just
following my parents.
Myself and social environment.

Haw-Ju

Travel to Canada.

Yoon-Hee

To get a higher mark on test.

Kyu

After military service, I was
interesting about study English.

Joohyun

To get a good mark on the test.

Min-Ji

In the school, we have to do it.

Just mandatory so I just (laughing).

Hyun

Pass tests.

To get into high school, to get into
university.

Yungoo
Han

Many kind of industry needs English
well people.
To study books written in English.

Eunchan

To pass exam and get a job.

Well my dad tried to push me to
learn English.
Mom - my mom made me like
some - she want to offer some
higher education for me and my
younger sisters
In middle school, just we have to.
In high school, we have to.
S: So It’s mandatory.
Haw-Ju: Mandatory. Right. No
choice.
I hhHAD to do i t ...
I have to study. I think motivation mandatory. I have to learn and I
have to take the exam for go to the
university so I think that’s the
motivation (laughing).
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The most common motivation was to perform well on tests in order to advance in
school and the job market. The second-most common observation was the absence of
choice. Choices were made for Korean students at two levels: societal and family. At the
societal level, English was seen as an essential ingredient in the recipe of economic
growth. Hyea-Jin said that Korean society was changing during the 1980’s: "And social
environment they just change it. They more concentrate on study English ‘cause we need
it" (L176-77). Here, the need is an economic need, which the citizens accepted in their
commitment to country.
At the family level, it was usually parents who pressured or, as most participants
said, “pushed” their children to study English. In order to give their children an advantage
academically, some parents paid for additional after-school English study at private
institutes. A comparative factor also emerged, i.e., parents comparing their own children
to friends’ or relatives’ children. In reference to her mother, Su-Jin said, “She didn’t force
me but she ... hmmmrn ... how can I say ... because my aunts and my uncle lived in
Austria and Switzerland and they both could speak English” (L125-127). Min’s father
“pushed” him to study English before the age of 10: “When I was in Korea, he had a
great selection of novels in English and he made me read it and try to write something
after” (L65-67). Also, “he made me go to the library and read books there for English
‘cause they had those tape-recorded books you know with the cassette and the book”
(L71-73). In Hyea-Jin’s case, at age 11, the trend in English language institutes was for
the teacher to call students’ homes and have a conversation over the phone early in the
morning:
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Hyea-Jin: And then, you know, when I was 11 years old, they kind of vvoom
for English learning so somebody would call at home and then I pick up the
phone and follow them. So they say, “Hi, how are you?” And so I have to say,
“Hi, how are you?” Like that. “So today is we going to learn the weather. It’s
shiny” or something and “blah blah blah,” and I have to say “blah blah blah.”
And I have some sentence: “Today is really shiny,” she said, so I have to follow
- repeat: “Oh today is really shiny.”
S: On the phone?
Hyea-Jin: Ya, on the phone. It was vvoom - everyone have it. And then ... quit.
(L68-76)
Hyea-Jin used the expression, “vvoom” to describe trends in Korea. She
explained that “vvoom” was a trend that started suddenly and involved everyone of a
particular age engaging in, purchasing, wearing or saying the same thing. The speed and
all-inclusiveness with which trends were taken up was astonishing. Where education was
concerned, as in the case with English over the phone, parents were particularly
competitive and placed great pressure on their children to outperform others. Though
Hyea-Jin enjoyed learning English in general, she pleaded for permission to stop the
daily, early-morning English instruction over the phone. She said she hated it because it
made her “really tired” and “They made me sick so I don’t wanna do that. So two years
later I just quit. I don’t wanna do that mom please. I don’t wanna do that” (L98-99).
Hyea-Jin’s voice at this point suggested desperation, for a number of possible or
combined reasons: for two years, she had endured something she hated; her mother
would not permit her to stop; the daily practice was making her sick; everyone else her
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age was doing the daily “phone English”; she was fearful of her parents’ reaction if she
were to quit.
Thus, with most of English learning in Korea being mandatory, motivation was
predominantly external. There were a few exceptions to this generalization, however.
Specifically, English language media were identified as motivators in the Korean setting.
For instance, Minoo wanted to watch English movies and Su-Jin’s mother bought her
Disney movies with no Korean subtitles and she reported singing along with them. Han
became internally motivated during his fourth year of undergraduate study, when he
decided to study abroad:
Preparing to study abroad - 1 made a decision to study abroad. So, senior fourth year of the undergraduate student, I made a decision that I would come to
Canada or U.S. After that I studied a little more hard. (Han, L85)
Joohyun decided he wanted to travel to the United States and learn English immediately
upon finishing military service, which all Korean males must attend for 26 months.
Similarly, Kyu reported having ample time to think about his future while in the Korean
military. It was during this time that he made a decision about his life ambition, i.e., to
become a corporate executive. He realized that to achieve this goal, he would need to
speak English well so his professional goal became the instrumental motivation for
improving his English. Hyea-Jin began wanting to learn English at the age of 10.
Recounting the story of watching a television program with her mother, she saw a Korean
diplomat speaking English and decided then that she wanted to be “that kind of person”
(L159). Later in the interview, I asked if she still held the ambition to be a diplomat, she
replied, “Ya, I wanna do that” (L181). Therefore, future career goals were also a
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significant motivator for learning English in Korea. This speaks to the power of English
globally, even within a racially and linguistically homogeneous country like Korea.
Summary
Grammar and reading dominated participants’ six years of English study in
Korean middle and high schools. Participants gained understanding of English grammar
through teachers’ explanations in Korean, dictionaries, textbooks with English and
Korean text, and through the use of study guides called “cham go saw”, which contain
Korean explanations of English vocabulary, grammar and stories. Interactions with
English were almost exclusively through text and most often supported by Korean words
and explanations. Students read, translated and wrote (the English alphabet, grammar
exercises, comprehension answers) but were rarely if ever required to create, verbally or
in written form, their own thoughts in English. Outside the classroom, participants did not
use English. Though American movies were popular, they were always shown with
Korean subtitles. Nine participants attended university in Korea, where they had limited
opportunity for conversing in English, but more than in middle and high school.
In general, participants did not enjoy learning English in Korea and found it
difficult. Their main motivation was to do well on the tests in order to advance first
educationally and later, professionally. I was also interested to know what motivated
participants to move to Canada. Responses to this question are contained in the following
section.
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Making the Move
Motivation fo r Moving to Canada: “To study computer science. To experience different
culture” (Han)
Overall, the motivations for coming to Canada pointed to gaining new
experiences beyond Korea, seeking a better life, and studying in the Canadian system.
Table 2 condenses participants’ written responses to the survey questions, “What were
your main motivation for moving to Canada” and “Other motivations?”
“Study” was identified by 4 (Su-Jin, Min, Yungoo, Han) of the 14 respondents as a
motivator for moving to Canada. By corollary, for the majority of respondents (71%),
study was not listed as a main motivator, an unexpected finding given that all were
students. Six participants were motivated by the prospect of gaining new experiences in
Canada: generally (Haw-Ju, Min-Ji), globally (Jong, Yoon-Hee), and culturally (Minoo,
Han). Others anticipated that life in Canada would be somehow “better” than life in
Korea, be that with respect to education (Su-Jin, Min), environment (Joohyun), or life in
general (Rob, Kyu). Only two people mentioned the pursuit of English as a specific
motivator for moving to Canada. Furthermore, in both of these cases, language was
positioned as a means to gaining a new or global experience, e.g., “Having a global
opportunity since English is becoming global” (Jong) and “Get some experience. Get
some English” (Min-Ji). The wording used by Jong and Min-Ji suggested that they
viewed English as a commodity that one can “get”; something that one must attain in
order to have a “global opportunity”.
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Table 2: Motivation for Moving to Canada
Participant

Motivation for moving to Canada

Su-Jin
Jong

Wanted to study in more free of pressure school.
Wanted to come out of Korea.
Having a global opportunity since English is becoming global.

Minoo

Make me a multicultural person. Make friends of Canada.

Rob

My parents’ motivation was a better life.

Min

Less stress. Better education. In Korea, studying in high school is really
hard (even applying to university is worse) compared to Western
education.
Adventure. Experience for big world.

Haw-Ju
Yoon-Hee
Kyu

Don’t want to stay in Korea anymore. Want to see other world and learn
other things outside of Korea.
Get some better life.

Joohyun

Education. To live in better environment than Korea.

Min-Ji

Get some experience. Get English.

Hyun

Immigration with family.

Yungoo

Study.

Han

To study computer science. To experience different culture.

Eunchan

To live.

Taken together, these data provide two important findings. The first is that the
pursuit and development of English were not the primary motivations for moving to
Canada. The second finding, related to the first, is that participants viewed English from a
utilitarian perspective, as a means to an end. These findings provided guidance to the
researcher regarding emic and etic positioning. That is, while language is the primary
concern of the researcher and the focus of this study, it cannot be assumed to be the main
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focus o f participants’ lives as students in Canada. The emerging model must then
illustrate the process of English acquisition as couched within larger forces directing
participants’ lives. Motivations for “making the move” also inform interpretation of data
in the next section, which analyzes participants’ first impressions of Canada.
First Impressions: “I t’s all different” (Jong)
The first impression participants mentioned after arriving in Canada was
difference: different people, different colours and a different environment. “Everyone’s
foreign. Just foreign people like just white, red, whatever” (Hyea-Jin, LI 92). “I mean
everything from left to rig h t... it’s all different” (Jong, L78-79). Reference to “colour”
appeared to indicate race since, throughout the interviews, participants used “white
people” to identify white Canadians. The multicultural makeup of Canada is the opposite
of racially homogeneous Korea so that it is not surprising that this was the first
impression. Participants came from a place where their sense of Korean identity was
secure and unthreatened; but in Canada, they were faced with the proposition of being a
member of a racial minority. They may have begun to question their place within this mix
of cultures and races, i.e., “colours.” Besides people, things that participants noticed as
being different were houses, parks, buses, streets, space, the traffic system and the pace
of life.
Haw-Ju: Oh lots of things different. Here more slowly. Slow and slow. I live
in Seoul - capital city.
S: Is it your hometown?
Haw-Ju: Yes so pretty busy and traffic and everybody busy busy busy but here
everybody slow - “You go first,” stuff like that. (L170-174)
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The pace of life and the traffic systems, even in Toronto, are very different from Korea.
This is largely due to population density in that there are many more people in Korea
using public transportation and little space for vehicles on the road. In general, there is no
time or space in Korea for, as Haw-Ju said, “You go first” because of population density.
It is also important to note that 9 of the 14 Korea-born participants were natives of Seoul,
Korea’s largest city, with a population of approximately 10 million. Three others were
bom in Korea’s second-largest city, Busan, with almost half the population of Seoul.
While Toronto might approach these two cities in terms of development and population,
Canada’s largest city contains a vastly greater proportion of parkland and greenspace,
wider roads and sidewalks, fewer people on public transportation, and overall, a much
slower pace of life than either of the Korean cities. From my own experiences in each of
these settings, I argue that this is why participants were impressed with the difference in
pace of life when they came to Canada. During the initial days and weeks in Canada,
while noting racial and environmental differences, participants also reported a range of
emotions.
Emotions: “Ya, I love it and not strange ...ju st English is the problem” (Haw-Ju)
The emotions expressed by participants who came to Canada as adults were
overwhelmingly positive while participants who immigrated to Canada with their parents
at a younger age reported feeling trapped, being bored, staying inside and not knowing
anyone or anywhere to go. This was Su-Jin’s experience at 15 years of age:
It was exciting that I came to Canada because it’s a different environment and
the people - and then after two days I got bored, like, I knew nobody and
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nowhere to go so I finally went to a few places together for two weeks with my
family. (L81-86)
Su-Jin reported not speaking English at all for two weeks; it is likely that this period
corresponded with the travel time with her family. Then, when she went to high school,
she said she began speaking English the first day because, “I had to” (L102).
Min, who immigrated with his family at age 10, experienced a longer period of
not speaking English: “I think it took me about six months to speak and listen to what
they were saying” (L28-30). During these first months, Min anticipated the weekends,
when his family travelled to his uncle’s home near Seattle. There, he could speak Korean
to his cousins, “So I was always anxious to go down there. I guess that happened ‘til I
made friends from school and started playing games” (L238-240). Thus, during Min’s
transition to Canada, he welcomed the comfort of Korean family and the Korean
language. Gradually, after observing and listening to his Canadian classmates for months,
he began to play games with them.
I started playing dodge ball and stuff, four-squares. Like, they tried to teach me
all those games and I guess I learned. I think I learned by looking at it - 1 don’t
think it was them teaching me but I was basically watching them play and
learning what happened. (L241-244)
Participants who came with their parents at a younger age than target participants
reported English “silent periods” (Krashen, 1982) of differing lengths. Min-Ji reported
that her four-year-old son remained silent at school for one year because he was very
nervous. In contrast, participants who moved to Canada as adults reported enjoying the
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freedom and adventure of being in a new environment. For example, Joohyun found
humour and adventure in his own early experiences:
Okay, the college residence is just beside highway 401. Right there. And then
there was only one thing that I could see ... McDonald’s (laughing). And then I
went there the whole week and I could say one thing: can I get a combo number
one please ... coke ... (laughing) you know? Just beside the gas station there
was a new McDonald’s. So I went there for first week and then I took the bus
and it was really quite adventure. I lost my way you know.
S: When you got lost, were you scared?
Joohyun: Ah no way.
S: No?
Joohyun: Because I knew I could speak a little English at first and second, I
thought it’s kind of funny to me. I enjoyed it. (L329-340)
Haw-Ju’s description highlighted different emotions connected to the
environment (culture) and the language:
S: Now I’m going to ask about when you came to Canada. Can you tell me what
it was like when you came to Canada? What did you think, how did you feel ...
maybe the first week?
Haw-Ju: My husband and me we married and after seven days - after one week
we came to Canada so almost new life, we marriage life and with another
culture but I really enjoy it. Ya, I love it and not strange or no ... shocking
culture no ...
S: Ya, culture shock
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Haw-Ju: Culture shock and no ... just English is the problem.
S : ........ so ... how long have you been here?
Haw-Ju: Almost 3 Vi years.
S: 3 V2 years ... still no culture shock?
Haw-Ju: You know, English forever.
Haw-Ju articulated clearly that she did not experience culture shock but that English
would be, in her opinion, a challenge forever. Target participants expressed excitement at
the newness of the environment and the freedom of being able to do whatever they
wanted. While this experience of euphoria pertained to the environment, it did not carry
over to experiences with English language usage. Emotions associated with English use
had a decidedly different flavour, e.g., fear, embarrassment, a “terrible” feeling,
discouragement and frustration.
Minoo felt silenced by fear even before arriving. He reported being very thirsty on
the Air Canada flight from Korea to Canada but being so afraid to speak that he did not
request a drink from the stewardess. The same participant gave another example of how
fear affected his cousin’s attempts at English use. Minoo’s cousin was visiting Canada for
the first time and they were in a McDonald’s restaurant. Minoo urged his cousin to go up
to the counter and order. His cousin was petrified and would not let go of the chair. He
continued to coach her about the specific words to use but when she went up to the
counter, she forgot what to say. Finally, she pointed at the placard and said, “Give me
this.” Minoo (L171-172) criticized his cousin’s difficulty with speaking English, saying,
“That’s Korean student’s English.” He was disappointed at his cousin’s ability after
having studied English for years in Korea.
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After six or more years of English study in Korea, participants expected to have
some speaking ability when they arrived in Canada. These expectations may have
contributed to the intensity of participants’ early language experiences in Canada,
described as disappointing, embarrassing, or terrible, as in the case of Haw-Ju’s first visit
to Canada: “After I visited Canada so I think [with strong emotion - alarm] oh my
goodness - 1 studied since I was middle school but I can’t speaking any English so I feel
very ... terrible” (L84). Kim-Yoon’s (2001) investigation into Korean EFL students’
beliefs and motivations regarding language learning sheds light on the situation. From a
large sample of 664 (235 high school students, 227 university students and 202 whitecollar employees), Kim-Yoon concluded:
Many interviewees found it frustrating to realize that more than 10 years’
formal education and personal efforts turned out a failure in effective
communication in English and that it was too late to change. ... Many whitecollar employees and some university students repeatedly expressed their
disbelief in formal education including strong disapproval of grammar, since
they had spent inordinate amounts of time studying English but were still barely
‘getting by’ in terms of English communication. (2001, p. 166)
In the present study, Bo illustrated the extent of his frustration graphically by
drawing two circles. The larger, outer circle he identified as all the English he knows; the
smaller inner circle, labelled 10%, was what he could express verbally. It appeared that
the source of his frustration was the 90% differential.
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Yoon-Hee, in a very quiet voice, described her first few days in Canada as
horrible. She could barely say, “Hi.” The sudden, quiet trepidation in her voice at this
point in the interview seemed to replicate her disposition when she was first in Canada.
S: Do you remember your first few days in Canada?
Yoon-Hee: Yes, that’s horrible, (speaking quietly, slowly) I barely say hi when I
came to Canada. It’s June 8, 2000. After that day, I have to go to the classroom
by myself. It’s University of Waterloo. That’s a huge campus. I have no idea
where I am. Before that I went to Williams the coffee pub. Do you know in
Korea, we just say milk coffee, right? I order milk coffee. They don’t
understand what I say. I tried to say milk coffee. They say what? Milk coffee.
What? Milk coffee. They just gave the milk! (nervous laughing) Just gave me
milk so I j u s t ... okay. I couldn’t complain. I did not speak English very well
and I just afraid to speak. I just grab the milk and the money.
S: And what was the feeling when that happened?
Yoon-Hee: It’s so embarrassing. Ya. Because that’s not what I wanted. And the
main problem is they do not understand what I am saying. (L229-242)
Yoon-hee’s description of her early encounter illustrated a number of characteristics
common among participants. First, she was not understood because of her pronunciation.
Next, when she was given something she did not want, she just accepted it. Third, out of
fear and the belief that she could not speak English very well, she did not complain.
Finally, she felt very embarrassed. When the server repeatedly asked, “What?” it was “so
embarrassing.” It is possible that this embarrassment was amplified due to the fact that
Yoon-hee was accustomed to people’s face-saving strategies, which are a part of cultural
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norms in Korea. For example, if this scenario had arisen in Korea, the server would be
careful not to speak louder, knowing that this would attract attention to the customer and
therefore cause both the customer and him/herself to lose face. The Korean word for this
is “tchaemyun.” In this situation, Yoon-Hee was becoming aware that saving face, a
norm of paramount importance in Korea, was not a part of the shared understanding in
this new setting. Being repeatedly asked, “What?” would draw attention to Yoon-hee,
which explains why this would be very embarrassing for her. However, all face-saving
concerns aside, the main problem in this entire scenario, according to Yoon-Hee, was that
“they” did not understand what she was saying. The need to be understood may have
been exceptionally acute in her early days in Canada, when everything was new and
unfamiliar, and when the comforts of home, including people and linguistic scaffolding,
were not accessible.
A New Language? “My English is not English” (Jungin)
Another possible contributor to participants’ negative emotions in regard to
English after arriving in Canada was that the sound of English they heard was unfamiliar.
In fact, a number of participants alluded to discovering a new language in Canada. For
example, “After I came to Canada, I didn’t speak for like two weeks - it was like a
different language even though I heard everything” (Su-Jin, L71-73). Min-Ji related a
similar experience on her first day of classes, when she saw the teacher’s mouth moving
and wondered, “Is this English?” (L8). Jungin said, "so I came here and then you know,
my English is not English (laugh) so I had to do many things to speak English, to learn
English” (L172-174). Han described his difficulties upon arriving in Canada: “Yes, some
sounds very hard to pronounce and also hard to catch. Especially the “r” and the “v”
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sound. Some pronounce, they don’t have any Korean alternative. That was hard” (LI 12114). For Min-Ji, “Especially T and ‘r’” were difficult (L32). Han believed that it was
his own responsibility to understand: “There is some problem but it’s up to me. The
accent of Canada is just my lack of experience in hearing English” (Han, L120-122).
Minoo offered a different perspective in his evaluation of the two distinct settings
as he described “the difference between English in Korea and Canada” and the cause:
“because Canadian people don't keep the grammar when they talking." Minoo’s
assessment is unique in that, unlike other participants, he did not blame the Korean
English education system or assume complete personal responsibility himself but instead,
observed that Canadians did not always adhere to proper grammatical conventions. It is
important to recognize this perception that most Canadian conversations were not
grammatical. In Korea, people learned English predominantly from books but in Canada,
native English speakers had the freedom and ability to adjust their style of speaking
according to the situation. This situation implicates the symbolic power associated with
language, where the dominant population “can make deliberately or accidentally lax use
of language without their discourse ever being invested with the same social value as that
of the dominated” (Bourdieu, 1977, p. 653). As such, the notion that “my English is not
English” could also be expressed in terms of discourse. Participants were encountering a
much wider range of English language discourses in the Canadian setting than in the
Korean context, where their experience with English was confined almost exclusively to
the classroom. Thus, it was important to uncover to what extent participants were, in fact,
engaging in some form of spoken English in Canada. The answer to this question follows.
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English in Canada
How much English? “I didn’t speak fo r like two weeks” (Su-Jin)
On the background questionnaire, participants were asked to approximate how
much Korean and English they spoke on an average weekday and weekend. Results
revealed that, on average, participants spoke approximately 50% Korean and 50%
English during the week; 60% and 40%, respectively, on the weekends. Taking into
account only estimates of the 11 target participants, the averages work out to 55% Korean
during the week and 62% Korean on the weekend. In short, participants were engaging in
more Korean than English speaking, a surprising finding, given that students were
immersed in a predominantly English-speaking environment for an average of four years
and five months, and were, at the time of data collection, studying at an English language
university. Furthermore, the amount of English spoken did not correspond consistently to
length of stay in Canada. Min, for example, came to Canada at age 10, had been here
almost 13 years and spoke fluent English, yet estimated speaking Korean 70% (during
week) to 80% (weekend) of the time. Similarly Hyun, after living in Canada 14 years,
reported speaking more Korean (60%) than English (40%) during the week. On the other
hand, some participants in Canada a relatively short time reported speaking English more
than long-time Canadian residents: Eunchan, in Canada two years and three months,
estimated speaking English 70% of the time, regardless of the day of week. There was
some correspondence, however, between age at arrival in Canada and comfort in
speaking with native English speakers (NES).
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Comfort with English: “I just afraid to speak” (Yoon-Hee)
The survey question that attempted to tap into participants’ comfort levels was:
“Do you feel comfortable speaking to native English speakers?” The five prescribed
responses were 1) never, 2) rarely, 3) sometimes, 4) usually and 5) all the time. Of the 16
participants who completed the survey, 4 (Jong, Don, Rob, Min) circled “all the time”
(see Appendix J). Each of these respondents had been in Canada at least 12 years.
Contrarily, Hyun, who had been in Canada 14 years at the time of the interview, said he
was comfortable speaking to native English speakers (NES) “sometimes”. A notable
difference between Hyun and the other four was his age (21) at immigration to Canada,
The others who reported being comfortable all the time, arrived in Canada at age 10
(Jong and Min) or at birth (Don and Rob). Those who said “usually” (Su-Jin, Hyea-Jin,
Haw-Ju, Yoon-Hee, Kyu, Han) had been in Canada between 2 years, 3 months and 5
years, 3 months. Minoo (4 years, 3 months), Joohyun (4 years, 3 months), Min-Ji (5
years) and Eunchan (2 years, 3 months) said they were “sometimes” comfortable
speaking to NES. Yungoo, in Canada two months, was the only participant who circled
“never”. Though there was great variation among participants who replied, “sometimes”
and “usually,” if we look at the participants who said “all the time,” these results support
the critical age theory, assuming that fluency with English and comfort speaking to NES
go hand-in-hand. To offer insight as to where, why and with whom participants spoke
English and Korean, socializing behaviours are reported in the next section.
Socializing: “They have the same shoes” (Hyun)
Nearly absent from the data were experiences in which Korean participants
described friendships or socialization with Canadians. Jong (L569-571) suggested that
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many Koreans felt isolated when they came to Canada because they did not feel
comfortable: “A lot of people try to isolate themselves. They come here but socially, they
don’t go drinking with English friends and don’t hang around because they don’t feel
comfortable” (L569-571). Hyea-Jin responded, “For me, mostly just Korean friends
‘cause I don’t know why ‘cause Toronto there’s so many Koreans there and ... you know
... “ (L352-353). Min knew many Koreans who came to Canada for one year to learn
English, “but usually they always gather together - Koreans by Koreans - and all they do
is speak Korean so they don’t learn anything” (L275-276). Later in the interview, he
explained how, over time, his own socialization had moved in this same direction: “S: Do
you socialize now more with Korean or non-Korean people? Min: Almost all Korean
now” (L379-380). Min moved to Canada with his family in grade three and in his
formative years, socialized almost exclusively with non-Koreans, was heavily involved in
sports and became successful academically. Now, a 23-year-old university student, he
socialized mostly with Koreans. This pattern mirrors that of Don and Rob, who were
surprised to find their parents’ predictions coming true:
My parents told me that when I went to university that most likely that the
friends I’m gonna make will be Korean. It’s like they knew it’s gonna be like
that. I don’t know why but it’s just happened that it’s turned out that way. (Rob,
L8-11).
I remember my dad actually a long time ago when I was a kid, actually in high
school, he said, “By the time you’re in university all your friends are gonna be
Korean.” Like, I didn’t believe him at the time. It’s just funny it worked out
like that. (Don, L19-22)
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Growing up in Southern Ontario, Don and Rob socialized mainly with second-generation
Asians. Though they were of different cultural backgrounds, they all spoke in English,
and in English, enjoyed “making fun o f ’ one another’s cultures. Rob and Don clarified
that the joking was very open, nobody got offended and this was part of the way they
interacted.
This comfort with Asian people was echoed in Eunchan’s interview. According to
Eunchan, a person had to first be comfortable with the people to whom she or he was
talking (L41-42). He described his experiences in Taiwan, saying that the people looked
similar to him, with similar skin colour, so language learning was fun. He could have fun
learning the language there; it was natural to make mistakes. But with English, he felt
intimidated by white people so he did not feel comfortable. Even at the time of the
interview, after being in Canada more than two years and speaking fluently, he was afraid
to make mistakes. It was not fun, he said. Another difference was that he never studied
Chinese before going to Taiwan. He did not have the same learning experience with
Chinese as he had with English in Korea, i.e., studying and being afraid to make mistakes
because the tests were so important (L43-52). Eunchan proposed two reasons that English
was neither fun nor comfortable for him: one was the colour of the skin and the
appearance of the face (eyes, hair, colour, etc.) of EPL speakers and the other was his
initial learning with the English language, where everything had to be perfect. He said his
experiences and feelings around English learning were completely different from those
he had with Chinese people, learning the Chinese language in Taiwan. Also in Taiwan,
he used only a phrase book; all his other learning came through talking to people.
Similarly, Hyun described enjoyable travel experiences in Asia:
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Oh, when I was in Thailand actually, I was talking about that, ya, it's fine. It's
more free than other foreign countries. You become a friend with anybody. I
like those kind of things. Eating and trying new food. So friendly. Like I was in
Malaysia, Thailand, even Japan ... so nice. (Hyun, L408-412)
Following up on the perceived comfort in communicating with Asian people, I asked
focus group participants their views about the relative ease of speaking English with
other Asians or second-generation Asians compared to whites. This was met with smiles
and nods of agreement, as if the suggestion itself brought comfort to the students.
Participants agreed wholly that it was much easier and more comfortable talking to other
Asians than whites. Minoo and Kang agreed that they could understand Asian people
better and that Asian people understood them. The interviewees did not get any more
specific than saying that, for example, “It was a ‘different feeling’” (Kyung-Hee).
Probing further, I asked why, since it was the same language, it was more difficult to talk
to white Canadians. At this, the participants were silent, until Kyung-Hee said, “maybe
it’s possible to have that same comfort with them over time, if you get to know the person
- even the Canadians - you can have that comfort with them.” When I then asked KyungHee if she had a Canadian friend, she said “No.”
It was clear the participants had closed up because they thought I had been or
would be offended at their expressed reluctance to speak to white people. Filling in the
blanks, I recalled Hyun’s saying the following:
It’s for me it’s easier to talk to other nationality students. They have the same
shoes. They don’t know how to speak, they don’t know how to speak, I’m not
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embarrassed to talk to them but the problem was the sentence structures. (L230232)
In Jong’s opinion, the lack of cross-cultural socializing was due to culture: “So I try to
have multicultural friendships with westerners and Koreans but Koreans don’t want to ...
I guess they both don’t want to learn each other’s culture because it’s difficult, you
know?” (Jong, L254-256). Minoo experienced this cultural difficulty in trying to talk to a
Canadian female student. A Communications major who studied movies in particular, he
explained that neither he nor the female student had the prerequisite information to
discuss movies and as such, conversations remained at the surface level. The following
passage is a pointed example of cultural difference as impediment to deeper
communication.
Minoo: I can talk to them now and say some ... how to say ... I can say about
classes and ... just outside talking b u t...
S: Like superficial?
Minoo: Ya, superficial and surface level. They don’t want to talk about it to me
and I don’t want to talk about it to her because she cannot understand it. She
cannot understand Korean actors and I don’t know any Canadian ... I think
cultural differences is big barrier between Canadian and Korean people.
(Minoo, L188-192)
When asked in what situations she was comfortable speaking English, Yoon-Hee also
contrasted surface and deep (inner) expressions:
The daily routine I speak English comfortable but if I speak of my inner life and
just detail of what I feeling ... not j u s t ... easy one, not just for the surface ... I
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mean the more inner ss ... mind. That time I’m just not comfortable. Or some of
the details. (Yoon-Hee, L309-312)
Another instance in which surface level arose was Rob’s description of his interactions
with other Asian Canadians:
Vietnamese - well, it’s not just Vietnamese - Chinese, Asians - second
generation Asians - it’s just more ... we don’t care - our main language is
English ‘cause you know it’s different cultures, right? So we just speak and we
make fun of each other’s cultures - but just on a surface level - and it’s just
funny ‘cause we’re open like that. (L33-38)
It appears from participants’ responses about socializing that they did interact a great deal
with other Koreans. The quantitative data bear this out as well, with more estimated
English speaking during the week than on weekends, when there was more time and
more personal choice around socializing. A specific obstacle to communication with EPL
speakers was slang.
Slang: “Nobody teach m e” (Minoo)
Slang is a special kind of in-group speech, a kind of jargon marked by its rejection
of formal rules, its comparative freshness, its impermanence and its marked use to claim
solidarity (Spolsky, 1998). Slang surfaced a number of times in the study, often in
relation to not understanding. As Su-Jin said,
I’m not really comfortable in English-speaking settings still - because I don’t
understand a lot of words and when I’m speaking with my friends I don’t
understand slangs - it’s hard to learn slangs so in that way it’s not comfortable
speaking to my friends all the time. (L208-212)
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Minoo shared his experience with attempting to learn slang:
They say something, “Oh man, man ...” I say, “What are you talking about?”
And they don’t teach me. If I don’t understand, “Never mind.” Just say “Never
mind” ‘cause it’s just joking right? It’s joking for them but not for me. I want to
learning but nobody teach me. (L99-102)
Minoo was not invited into the conversation; he was denied access. He lacked the codes
and when he asked for an explanation, "they” said “never mind” because it was a joke.
The powerful exclusivity of slang results in Minoo’s not being able to enter the discourse.
In addition to discourse, this is about understanding: understanding on Minoo's part, i.e.,
jokes and slang; and understanding (lack thereof) on the part of the others. His roommate
and floor mates did not understand him and did not seem to try to understand.
In reference to her friends in Canada, Su-Jin said, “when I’m speaking with my
friends I don’t understand slangs - it’s hard to learn slangs so in that way it’s not
comfortable speaking to my friends all the time” (L210-212). Minoo mentioned not being
able to understand about 30% of American movies because of the slang. Later in the
interview, however, Minoo recalled that his Korean-Canadian English teacher in
Vancouver, who knew both Canadian and Korean culture, taught him all the slang he
knew. Han contrasted his ability to understand the vocabulary of his major, Computer
Science, with the difficulty he had in understanding the slang used in movies.
Some movie - when I watch some movie it’s very hard to understand, but in the
Computer Science classroom, its’ easy ‘cause they have the same kind of word
so I already got used to it but some movie use slang, especially slang I can’t
understand well. (Han, L199-202)
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Because the meaning of the technical and academic vocabulary used in Computer
Science does not change from one context to another, and because those same terms were
used repeatedly, he found it easy to understand. Another difference between movie slang
and Computer Science slang was that Han had textbooks to support his learning of the
academic language whereas with movies, the viewer usually gets but one chance to
“catch” the meaning. Han also had the benefit of having learned many key terms while
studying in Korea, where his undergraduate major was also Computer Science. Han was
not the only participant to mention slang in movies as difficult to understand.
On the other side of the language coin, Rob, who was bom in Canada and was not
fluent in Korean, described his desire to understand Korean slang in the Canadian setting.
He discussed his experiences in the Korean Students’ Association (KSA), where Korean
students were the majority and Korean was spoken almost exclusively:
And while I hang around those people, I adapt to them ‘cause they’re the
majority and I kinda ... I wanna be a part of the KSA so adapt - 1 wanna learn
the language more, I wanna understand their slang, I wanna have fun. I’m a
typical university student, you know? (Rob, LI 1-15)
Rob’s desire to learn Korean slang illustrated that slang is not only an English
phenomenon but an inclusive or exclusive part of Korean discourse as well. He
highlighted wanting to “be a part of;” wanting to have fun with members of the KSA.
Further, he believed that achieving this objective would require him to “learn the
language more” and “understand their slang.” Rob’s desire mirrored that of Korean
students in Canada, who wanted to be a part of the discourse but who experienced slang
as a barrier.
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Participants in this study had a great deal of experience with decoding grammar
and memorizing vocabulary, but this kind of deductive understanding did not foster the
development of implicit language understanding. If, as discourse theory would have it,
language gains meaning through shared experiences, participants did not have a great
number of such experiences, even in the Canadian setting. The data on amount of English
and Korean spoken in Canada support this reality, since between 50% and 80% of
participants’ spoken interactions occurred in Korean, and the majority of their English s
reportedly occurred in the classroom. Therefore, in Canada, students were learning the
language predominantly in an academic setting, but not necessarily gaining implicit
knowledge of the language, which was needed to understand slang.
I asked Joohyun if there were times when he wanted to say something in English
but felt that only Korean would give proper expression to his thoughts or feelings. He
responded that he understood the vocabulary but not what they were talking about, thus
underscoring the distinction between language knowledge (vocabulary) and contextual
understanding (what they’re talking about), which, according to Gee (1999), comes from
people sharing experiences and constructing meaning together. It may also relate to the
"simple" words and simple conversations of which Kyu spoke, which implicates the one
dimensional, denotative characteristic of textual learning in the classroom in contrast with
the multi-layered, contextual, connotative settings of multiple discourses. Even within the
university setting itself, there were a number of different discourses to negotiate, e.g.,
written academic discourse, spoken discourse with professors, spoken discourse with
Asians or second-generation Asian Canadians, and spoken discourse with EPL speakers.
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Negotiating the University Setting: “Ya, it’s some kind o f phobia. I ’m afraid” (Hyun)
As mentioned in the previous section, most of participants’ English interactions
took place on campus. Yungoo, who had been in Canada for only two months, did almost
all of his English speaking at the two language schools he was attending, one at the
University and one off-campus:
I go to one more school. Language school - every day I go to that school morning time so that time, 3 hour time, all speaking English and one time,
university English language program, Tuesday Thursday, two class, that time I
use English and I follow the University Community Church - there use the
English. (Yungoo, L I43-148)
In the focus group interview as well, all six participants said their English interactions
took place almost entirely at school. This result is in keeping with an investigation into
intercultural contact and interaction among multicultural university students in the United
States (Halualani, Chitgopekar, Huynh, Morrison, & Dodge, 2004), where most
intercultural interaction occurred on campus. Halualani et al. also found that, when they
asked participants about their most recent encounters, the majority of Asian American
participants specified that their interactions with racially/ethnically different people
during the last two weeks were with other Asian American groups (i.e., Korean
Americans, Chinese Americans, Filipino/as).
With respect to understanding, eight participants in the present study had
difficulty understanding lectures, particularly during the first semester. They found power
point presentations extremely helpful, especially when the professors spoke fast. For
Haw-Ju, “Oh class, lots of problems - listening some professors so fast - speaking so fast
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- 1 couldn’t catch up” (L152-153). Focus group participants reiterated comments made
by Kyu and Min-Ji, that EPL professors were easier to understand than those with nonCanadian accents, and they found professors who spoke slowly and clearly relatively
easy to understand.
Participants reported being reluctant to speak in the classroom. Hyea-Jin, for
instance, said she only spoke to professors after class, ‘“ cause during the class I don’t.
I’m kind of shy and everyone else is there” (L292). Haw-Ju did not speak during class,
but if needed to ask questions, opted to visit the professor during official office time. In
these cases, “Uh, they speak slowly. If I couldn’t understand I say speak slowly and ya
...” (Haw-Ju, L149-150). When asked if she had any desire to speak in class, Haw-Ju
responded,
Uhhh ... I don’t want to speak something in stranger ... I’m not good for
English so I don’t want to talk during when I was speaking so I’m just quiet and
if I don’t know something, after class and I use office time. (L I64-166)
Yoon-Hee also acknowledged intentionally not speaking and instead, speaking to her
professors during office hours. From Yoon-Hee’s perspective, meeting the professor was
a better strategy than emailing because she believed that she would need to write an
entire page, which would take a long time. Minoo, on the other hand, found it
intimidating to talk to his professor because this might negatively affect his grade, so he
preferred to use email:
Actually I’m in Communications so I have to say English with my professor but
I’m not good so usually I send emails. That’s better than speaking low level
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English right? So I can find a dictionary or something so I send an email ‘cause
I’m too scary. Too scary. (L313-316)
Hyun found that his English was “okay” for daily communications such as going
to the store or the bank. However, when he tried to “explain something to other people or
professors, this is really bad” (L388-389). When probed further about anxious speaking
situations, he described the classroom:
Hyun: So whenever I try to talk in the class, I'm not afraid to public
speaking - 1 can do public speaking but when I raise my hand to ask a
question, I ... j u s t ... screw up.
S: It's difficult.
Hyun: Ya, it's some kind of phobia. I'm afraid. (L393-397)
In Min-Ji’s case, even though she had difficulties, she did speak in class, where her
professors understood and tried to help.
S: During class, do you speak to the teacher sometimes?
Min-Ji: Yes.
S: And it’s no problem?
Min-Ji: Problem! But they understand me very well so they help me. (L302305)
I asked participants about specific strategies they employed when they could not
understand certain words or parts of a lecture. Yungoo replied, “I use dictionary and I
meet Canadian friend and another ... English first person and question them” (LI 16117). Su-Jin’s primary strategy for understanding high-level vocabulary in the Canadian
academic setting was the same as in Korea, i.e., using the English-Korean dictionary. In
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Su-Jin’s major field of study, Music Therapy, she regularly encountered complex,
compound words from the fields of psychology and medicine. She found it stressful in
class when the words were difficult.
S: When the vocabulary is difficult in class, how do you deal with it?
Su-Jin: I don’t bring my dictionary to my classes because if I have my
dictionary ... every word - so, I don’t bring them but I try to understand from
the sentence by understanding the sentence I try to understand what they’re
saying but if I don’t understand I ask my friends. (Su-Jin, L217-221)
Later, Su-Jin said that part of her homework involved finding the Korean equivalent in
order to understand new English vocabulary. When she was able to find only parts of
compound words in the dictionary, she tried to find explanations on the Internet.
However, she found that she did not have enough time to do all the vocabulary work and
the course assignments. Min-Ji also mentioned the lack of time as an obstacle to getting
assistance in her courses. A single mother of two, she usually had to leave campus
immediately after her classes. At home, Min-Ji used the Internet to find the Korean
version of complex vocabulary, and then put the Korean word beside the English word in
her class notes, to make sense of the English through Korean. She found this strategy
effective when studying for exams: “If I have exam, that night, I got it. ... Just I prepare
for exam. Just like this - but I forget so I look for Internet for Korean site and I got the
Korean word. I choose that way” (Min-Ji, L284-287).
Han’s first strategy was “mostly guessing” during class and if he had time after
class, he looked up terms on the Internet. But in class, “I just guess and memorize ‘cause some words they show over and over again” (L175-176). Having completed the
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Master of Computer Science in Canada, in his second semester of Ph.D. study in
Computer Science, Han had a strong grasp of the vocabulary in his field, but this was not
the case during his first year in Canada, which he described as difficult.
Han: The first semester I was having a hard time understanding and writing
English because I was mainly focused on TOEFL examination but here was the
real English education so I have to write in English and I sometimes I have to
present my oral - give my oral presentation - that kind of experience I never
went through in Korea so that was tough. But I was getting used to that as time
goes on.
S: About how long do you think it took until it was no problem to listen to
lectures?
Han: Up until now I have some problems sometimes (laugh) because I mix up
the grammar and sometimes I can’t speak the right words right away but it is
getting better. But mostly the Computer Science they don’t require a lot of
advanced English skill. They use the same vocabulary usually. (L I25-136)
When writing his Masters thesis, Han hired a tutor who was very helpful: “I paid him so
he gave me how to organize sentences and how to write a good sentence” (L206-207).
Han was the only participant who reported hiring a tutor in Canada, although other
participants reported the need for assistance with their writing. In the focus group
interview, participants said the academic writing centre on campus was the one place they
knew of to get writing assistance. However, because the student demand was so high at
the writing centre, they had to make an appointment one month or more in advance.
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Consequently, since they found planning that far in advance impractical, they usually did
not attempt to utilize the services of the writing centre.
Another area identified by students as being especially difficult was doing oral
presentations. In the focus group, I inquired about students’ strategies for doing
presentations. They practiced the pronunciation extensively on their own and kept written
assistance on hand during the presentation.
Focus group participants said their Canadian classmates did not talk to them.
They wanted to know how they could speak with Canadian students.
How can we make friends with Canadians? Even when they’re talking about
sports, and I’m very interested in sports too, but they don’t listen to me. What
can I do, just go over and join in and start talking? [shakes head] (Kang)
Kyung-Hee, a Business Marketing major, perceived that Canadians did not want
international students in their groups because they would get a lower mark. This
observation relates to research conducted by Lindemann (2000), who investigated the
attitudes and perceptions of EPL speakers toward Korean university students in the
United States and found that the students judged the intelligibility of Asian students as
low, regardless of their pronunciation abilities. The researcher goes on to suggest that
native listeners often make “foreign conclusions,” e.g., “This ‘foreign English’ may be
evaluated as ‘faulty’ English and attributed to lack of intelligence and/or education”
(2000, p. 18). It appears such stereotypes and assumptions were at play in the present
study. Another focus group member, Kyung-Hee, suggested it was not only the students’
fault but also the professor’s fault if s/he let that (ostracizing; silencing) happen. This
aspect of the socialization experiences of international students in North American
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academies is also described by Koehne (2004): “The silencing of alternative voices is
part of the socialization of students as they begin University” (p. 4). With respect to
writing tests, Kyung-Hee stated that some professors allowed her to write essay responses
in point form, but other professors did not make these accommodations, thus
demonstrating how the “rules of the game” are connected to power (Koehne), i.e., that
those with power have the choice of whether to accommodate those without it.
Summary
In general, students tended to avoid speaking English in the classroom and used
various strategies that they had employed in Korea, e.g., using a dictionary, searching the
Internet for Korean translations of terms, and writing the Korean term next to the English
word. They faced great difficulty and a heavier workload than their Canadian
counterparts because of the extra time needed to understand the English content. The time
commitment required for studying sometimes resulted in fewer socializing opportunities.
The general consensus of the focus group was that Canadian students were not interested
in talking to them. The Business Marketing majors, who were often required to do group
work, felt that Canadian students did not want them in their groups out of fear that they
would lower the group mark.
The first semester was the most difficult time for understanding lectures, after
which the students reported understanding progressively more, though never completely.
Professors with non-Canadian accents were found to be difficult to understand.
Participants reported not speaking, for the most part, during classes, because they were
unsure or embarrassed of their English language abilities. If there were a need to
communicate with their professors, they did so during office hours or through email.
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Understanding and accommodation of language needs was sporadic and inconsistent;
completely dependent on the individual professor. Oral presentations were considered
extremely difficult. Despite the presence of the academic writing centre on campus,
participants perceived their chances at getting help there as minimal and unreliable.
Overall, the picture that emerged in the university setting was one of academic
opportunity in a multicultural setting, little writing assistance, little social integration and
occasional pockets of acknowledgement and accommodation, on the part of professors,
of their unique language needs.
Language Beliefs
Introduction
One major category emerging from the data was language beliefs. Some of these
beliefs were solicited through direct questions while others emerged as participants
shared their experiences and thoughts on learning English. Participants expressed their
beliefs about the usefulness of their English learning in Korea and about the best way to
learn a subsequent language.
Beliefs around English learning in Korea
Usefulness: “To be honest, nothing - not much” (Jong)
One of the interview questions queried what part of their English language
learning in Korea had been most useful or helpful. Most respondents stated that little or
nothing had been helpful, e.g., “Not helpful. Doesn’t help me now” (Yungoo, L227).
According to Su-Jin, “I don’t think at this point - it was helpful. Back then, I thought I
had learned something back then but after coming to Canada and learning English, no”
(L59-61). When asked what part of English learning in Korea was helpful in being able
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to communicate in Canada, Jong responded, ‘T o be honest, nothing - not much" (LI 14).
Elaborating, he said he had learned the alphabet and basics but forgotten most of it: “I
don’t remember much but they taught me ABC so I guess the foundation was useful but it
wasn’t a solid foundation - it was kind of vague in a way. Nothing deep - just shallow
aspects of English” (Jong, LI 19-122).
For Minoo, “Learning English in Korea is useless I think” (L162). However, he
believed that vocabulary and grammar were somewhat useful for essay writing and that
“most Korean students came here - they can write down but they cannot say anything”
(Minoo, L I62-163). He explained that even though “now is very hard time”, “I think very
helpful for my life”, thus iterating a utilitarian perspective toward English learning. When
asked what part of English learning in Korea was beneficial, Hyea-Jin responded:
Well I can say almost nothing, ‘cause when I was in high school and middle
school they don’t consider speaking. They just consider reading. I’m just reading
some article, some paragraph and I figure it out. So they consider grammar,
reading, writing, that’s it. So I just background and alphabet and how grammar
works. And that’s it. (L139-144)
Haw-Ju said that at the language institute she attended, one hour of the two-hour class
involved listening to a native speaker on tape. When asked if she thought that was
helpful, she replied:
You know, learning English in Korea, nothing ... nothing to me was I mean is
... I learn English in Korea and here but I think living here and learning English
is better than before so I think helpful but not big. (Haw-Ju, L98-100)
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Jungin said the vocabulary was useful for a person to “know the words” (L151)
though he qualified its usefulness, describing his post-high school experience: “After that
is ... you know memorizing ... gone!” (Jungin, L154-155). Similarly, Hyun found
vocabulary study useless because he forgot after the tests, though he did believe grammar
to be helpful. Haw-Ju felt her six years of middle and high school English were “just a
little helpful but not much” and the two years of English study at university, “not
necessary I think” (Haw-Ju, L40). Haw-Ju did, however, find the private language
institute, where students were not allowed to speak Korean, helpful:
Haw-Ju: No Korean. It’s really helpful but so tough so ... very strict so we have
to pass quiz every week and we have to memorize every sentence. And
so strict.
S: And was your teacher a Korean teacher?
Haw-Ju: No it was English teacher. Canadian I think. (L56-60)
Yoon-Hee responded indirectly to the question about whether English learning in Korea
was helpful, saying she never had opportunities to speak so she was always afraid until
she had to speak English in Canada. Yungoo felt his English education was not helpful,
except for his time at a private language institute, when he spoke to EPL speakers. Hyun,
who studied English in college in Korea, had this to say:
S: Was it useful do you think?
Hyun: No. Not at all. (Laugh) Not at all. Not at all like ... I got a C on i t ... but
... that guy asked me to read - it was uh, 300, uh, 300 students and uh, I was
200 female - the nursing. And he asked me to read two paragraphs. And my
pronunciation - 1 didn't know what I was doing so everybody was quiet [says
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"quiet" in exaggerated whisper sound]. So that's my experience in English. It
wasn't helpful. I don't remember any stories. It's about the ... ju s t... some kind
of text book. It wasn't a story - some other Business something. It wasn't fun.
(L430-439)
Han said the grammar and listening were helpful and Eunchan (L35-40)
elaborated on why some people thought study in Korea was not necessary. He said that
all of the study and work was for the tests, which were the entrance criteria for education
and the job market, despite the fact that, after entering the work force, most people never
used the language in Korea. Nonetheless, having secured fulltime positions, many
Koreans attended night school to improve their English scores with the goal of getting a
promotion, all the while knowing they would likely never use English. Eunchan pointed
out that English was a criterion for advancement in Korea’s highly competitive society,
but that, in most jobs and daily living situations, it was useless.
A similar question was posed on the written questionnaire, i.e., “Looking back on
your own English learning before coming to Canada, what strategies were most effective
in improving your ability to have conversations with native English speakers?”
Su-Jin: watching movies in English without Korean captions
Jong: having confidence and accepting mistakes as a part of a learning process
Minoo: speaking with native English teachers in hakwon (private institute)
Min: grammar - if I didn’t learn it, I could not say any words
Hyea-Jin: test
Haw-Ju: learning vocabulary
Yoon-Hee: knowing vocabulary
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Kyu: listening
Joohyun: listening to conversation from TV, movies
Yungoo: oral talking with teacher
Han: grammar and listening
Eunchan: not at all
These responses indicate that, although participants tended to negate the usefulness of
their English learning in Korea on the whole, when asked to identify specific aspects of
their learning that were helpful, all but one interviewee identified something beneficial.
Listening, speaking to teachers at the private institute, learning vocabulary and grammar
were strategies listed more than once.
The perceived uselessness of language learning in Korea may be explained by two
factors. First, based on participants’ descriptions of learning in Korea, where speaking
was rare, they found no obvious benefits because of the limited verbal communication.
According to Kyu, “English uh, I thought it’s n o t... learning. Not conversation I mean that’s study - not the conversation” (L40-42). In his experience, English involved
stressful studying for exams, but “not language learning” (Kyu, L48). Thus, although
some parts of their English learning were helpful, those parts were minimally helpful in
authentic linguistic interactions in Canada. Since meaning had often been conveyed
through the Korean language in middle and high school, this approach to meaning
making was not helpful whatsoever in the Canadian context, where there was no Korean
scaffolding. Students had become expert at taking the language apart and understanding
pieces of it, but lacked experience in putting the language together and constructing
meaning from English in context. As well, the English pronunciation they had learned in
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Korea was vastly different from the Canadian-accented English, not to mention the
ubiquity of slang, so several factors contributed to participants’ overall impression that
none of the English learning in Korea had been helpful.
Another possibility is that the participants may have been comparing their own
English abilities to that of the researcher, who is an EPL-speaking Ph.D. candidate. It is
possible that the response of nothing being useful gave them an opportunity to
acknowledge their poorer English ability. This would be aligned with the results of Park’s
(2004) dissertation, in which he identified two main themes in Korean students’ estimates
of their own English abilities, one being the tendency for self-deprecation. Given the
comparative/competitive background of Korean culture, it is possible that this meaning
making also influenced their estimates of their own abilities in the interview situation,
where they pit themselves beneath the level of the only other conversant, who was a
native English speaker.
Though a self-deprecating comparison may have swayed participants to a small
degree, it was clear, based on the immediacy and clarity of responses that the
overwhelming consensus about English learning in Korea was that it was of little use. In
addition to a perceived uselessness, the absence of choice of whether to speak or not
arose as a common property within the category of language beliefs.
Absence o f Choice: “Ihhhave to speak, right?” (Yoon-Hee)
Though participants did not explicitly state that they only spoke English when
they had to, this pattern emerged from the interview data. For instance, the only part of
Haw-Ju’s English study in Korea that she reported as being useful was when she had to
speak English at a private language institute. The significant part of this scenario, in my
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view, is the absence of choice regarding language usage. It was tough, she reported, but
unlike all her other English learning experiences in Korea, useful. Possibly it was “so
tough” and “useful” because Haw-Ju had to construct meaning in English for the first
time, in contrast to her middle and high school classes, where teachers provided Korean
explanations or where students’ main task was translating English into Korean.
In discussing his most memorable language teacher, Min described his high
school Japanese class in Canada: “the class basically was, a half hour you try to write
Japanese characters and the next half would be just playing games - Japanese games and
you gotta say it in Japanese” (L192-194). While the games lowered anxiety and provided
context, the significance of “you gotta say it in Japanese” cannot be underestimated. In
other words, when students had no choice, they learned to speak the language.
Yungoo identified the private institute where he studied English, as the most
useful part of his language learning in Korea. For the first time, he said, the teachers
spoke only in English, unlike middle and high school settings, where teachers provided
Korean explanations. For Yoon-Hee as well, after she had no choice, i.e., after she
“hhhad” to speak English, she believed she gained confidence to speak more. Yoon-Hee
was in Canada for months, not speaking English, when she finally decided that she had to
begin speaking the language so she purposely took on part-time jobs in which she had to
speak English. “I just so afraid of it but after I do the part time job, I hhhave to speak,
right? I hhave to understand something so after that experience, I learned more
confidence” (L285-287). Similarly, in Hyun’s case, for the first month in Canada, he did
not speak. He stayed inside and watched television. Then, prompted by his brother’s
teasing him for “doing nothing,” he went out and got a job, placing himself in a setting
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where he had no choice but to speak English. It was at the hotel where he began to learn
connotative meanings of English expressions.
Min-Ji reported that she studied English for more than six years, was not a good
student, hated it, and when she moved to Canada, could say no more than “Yes” or “No.”
Her husband had promised to take care of their language needs. It was later on, when they
got divorced and Min-Ji decided to stay in Canada, that she had to speak to take care of
her children. Only when she had no choice did she start speaking English regularly.
Jungin moved to Canada for graduate study but was told soon after beginning that
until his English improved, he could not study at the university. This is when he began
listening to tapes, watching movies, and “living in English” as much as possible. His
motivation was, “just because I have to do. Because I want to study more in the school”
(LI66-167). This signified the sentiment expressed by most participants that they were
motivated by need, not inner desire. First, they had no choice in middle and high school,
while being pressured by parents at the same time. After high school, they only continued
studying English if necessary, either because it was a part of the system they entered or
because it was a means to achieving a personal goal.
Eunchan’s case illustrated how central and closely interconnected choice and
motivation were in his language acquisition. His determination to speak English changed
when his motives changed. The first time he travelled to Canada in 1999, part of his
purpose was to learn English but learning was not essential for survival. Early attempts at
speaking English were “horrible” (L63) so he chose at that time not to speak English
outside the classroom. As a result, he said, his English did not improve noticeably by the
time he returned to Korea. Eunchan contrasted this first trip with his return to Canada
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four years later, when he immigrated with his wife. In his words, he now had “no
choice” ; he had to speak English to function, to survive (L62-67). Despite uncomfortable
and horrible experiences in the first few months, he persevered because he had no choice
if he wanted to survive, and he believed this is why his English improved dramatically.
Even when participants were immersed in English contexts, there was no
guarantee that they would, in fact, engage the language. More than immersion, the crucial
factor in language improvement was the absence of choice. That is, when participants
were forced to speak English, their ability began to increase. In Korean settings, where
students had to construct their own thoughts and carry on conversations without the aid of
books, this was also reported as having been helpful in improving their language abilities.
The next section will reveal whether this finding about having no choice matches
participants’ views about the best way to learn English.
The best way to learn English: “Talk to English-speaking people and don’t be
afraid o f speaking to them” (Su-Jin)
When asked their views on the best way to learn English, most participants said
speaking with native speakers, learning the culture and going to a place where you have
no choice but to speak the language. One survey question asked, “Based on your
experience, what would you recommend to students in Korea who want to improve their
English abilities?” Eight of 12 respondents recommended speaking (with native
speakers), listening, or both:
Su-Jin: Talk to English speaking people and don’t be afraid of speaking to them.
Minoo: Make an English-speaking friend; engage in conversation with English
speaking people.
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Don: Live in an environment where you have no choice but to speak English,
i.e., live in an English dominated country.
Rob: Integrate with people who speak English.
Min: One-on-one conversation with native English speakers; even watching
(English) TV programmes helps.
Haw-Ju: speak a lot.
Kyu: Try listening to English as much as possible.
Joohyun: Listen to English conversation and try to speak it many times, then
record your own voice with recorder.
Only one participant, Don, mentioned his belief in having “no choice” about learning
English. Three other respondents focused on formal learning in their written responses,
e.g., “Get a good score in big exam - TOEFL tapes” (Haw-Ju); “Focus to learn grammar
and mostly writing skill (Hyun); “Very important to learn by heart word and study long
time” (Yungoo). Jong and Han emphasized culture: “Try to be open-minded and try not
to translate English to Korean word-for-word” (Jong); “try to understand the culture”
(Han). In his interview, Joohyun stated his belief about the best way to improve one’s
ability: “I guess the best way to improve is use English more with Canadian friends or co
workers” (L395-396). Similarly, Minoo (L131-132) said, “I think making English friends
is the best way but it’s very hard.” Eunchan remained consistent in stressing the
importance of two emotional dispositions for optimal language acquisition: enjoying it
and feeling comfortable.
Min described a Korean friend who came to Canada and in a short time was
speaking very well. This friend was 21 at the time, and Min mentioned that he “dragged”
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him into social situations with people of a variety of cultural backgrounds. Within one
year, his Korean friend was speaking very good English: “He was my age so anyone who
would actually come here and then they don’t mind being in a group with Caucasians and
hang out with them for a year, I think their English would be really good” (L2B6-287).
The following year, this same friend went to Toronto and “he was hanging out more with
Caucasians than Koreans so ... he got confident” (Min, L292-293). In Min’s view,
confidence was important but most important was a person’s desire to know about other
cultures. He used the word, “intrigue” to describe what he believed to be a prerequisite
for language and culture learning, at least for adults. Min, who immigrated to Canada at
the age of 10, spoke about the usefulness of learning English in the Canadian setting:
“Ya, I guess going to school kinda did help me but talking to friends, hanging out with
friends really helped” (L166-168).
Age also surfaced in participants’ language beliefs. Hyea-Jin says that when she
was “young and bright” she could learn languages more easily, remember and follow
more easily. In reference to coming to Canada, she proposed that if she had come here at
ten years of age, “I can say more native Canadian pronunciation but I can’t” (Hyea-Jin,
L93-94). Joohyun also mentioned the age-pronunciation relationship in describing a
Korean man he met who came to Canada at the age of 35. His assumption of this man’s
inability to pronounce words like a native speaker revealed his language belief in regard
to age:
I have a friend who is senior - not too senior - he’s about 40 years old - car
mechanic and he came here five years before so he came here when he was 35
years and his English was not good when he came here. But right now when I
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hear him, of course his tongue is too hard to follow the native English but his
expressions and his English is quite strong. (Joohyun, L383-387)
Joohyun’s expression, “his tongue is too hard,” demonstrated his agreement with the
critical age theory, which holds that after puberty, it is not possible to attain native-like
fluency in any language. When asked his beliefs about the best way to learn a language,
Bo related his niece’s immersion into the Canadian context at a young age. As a result of
coming to Canada and attending school daily for two months each of the summers when
she was 8, 9 and 10 years old, she was able at 10 to understand about 50% of what the
Canadian teachers said. Min-Ji, a mother of two, believed the best way to learn a
language was in the way her son and daughter did, through playing.
In summary, participants believed the bulk of their English learning in Korea was
not useful. Regarding the best way to learn English, age emerged, i.e., participants
believed the younger the better. The most commonly stated beliefs about the best way to
learn English were living in an all-English environment and conversing with EPL
speakers. The next section will provide a broader view of the cultural influences on
language learning as perceived by participants.
Cultural Beliefs
Introduction
In this section, the cultural descriptions provide background and insight to
participants’ language learning processes. Within the prescribed interview questions,
there was no mention of culture. This omission was intentional because, as a researcher
interested in culture and its connection to language, I did not want to direct participants’
thinking toward culture per se. On the other hand, if participants did initiate discussion
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about culture in connection with their experiences of learning English, I exercised the
freedom to probe that area. Further, naming this category, “cultural beliefs” was an
important reminder to me, while analyzing data and summarizing results, to keep my own
preconceptions of “culture” separate from participants’ constructions. Much of the
discussion on culture was expressed comparatively, since participants naturally compared
Canadian culture to Korean culture. Categories of cultural influences emerging from the
interviews included age, filial piety, solidarity, comparative/competitiveness, conflation
of culture/race/nationality, importance of education, and, most frequent of all the
categories, respect.
Respect
Respect was often mentioned in reference to parents, teachers and in contrast to
the relative absence thereof in Canada.
S: And do you find that Canadian students act differently than students
in Korea?
Joohyun: Rude. Rude to the teacher. Has no respect. I was so shocked the first
time. They put their leg on the desk in front of the teacher. I was so shocked.
(LA 13-418)
Jong provided insight to how respect operates in Korea, through the Korean
language:
You don’t disrespect anyone. What I’m trying to say is if you give respect to
somebody, that person cares for you. You know hyung, nuna, opa, onni, if you
have a hyung, I speak in jone dae mal. The person at the same time cares for
me.
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In this excerpt, Jong described the respect that is built into relationships, predicated upon
age and communicated through formal Korean speech called “jone dae mal.” Informal
discourse in Korean is called “pan-mal” (Lee & Ramsey, 2000, p. 254), though there are
some relationships that will never employ the less formal discourse, e.g., the parent-child
and the teacher-student relationships. Within the formal jone dae mal, “hyung” is what a
male calls an older male and literally means older brother. Nuna is the respectful term a
male calls an older female, which means older sister. A girl calls older males “opa” and
older females (or “sisters”), “onni.” Whether that older person is a blood relative or not,
the same term is used so that, in a sense, everyone is a part of the same family. The term
that older brothers and sisters use for the younger people they care for is “dong-saeng”.
These are terms of respect and endearment combined. “Like, in the Western culture, they
think - oh, why just respect? - this person has to earn respect. It’s not just about giving
respect.” Jong was attempting to clarify that this is not a one-way relationship but rather
one of mutual trust. He went on to explain how respect, values and relationships “work”
in Korean culture:
They make sacrifices to care for those dong-saengs. And in return, those dongsaengs gives them respect because that hyung care for them. That’s how it
works. That’s how the human values work in Korea and that’s something I
really respect and I like and something the westerners don’t have. And here you
don’t see that and it’s really sad and it really bothers me. (L476-483)
As the study progressed and I pursued participants’ impressions of Canadian
students, “disrespectful” and “rude” were the terms used to describe the behaviour of
students in Canada. Indicators of such behaviour included students putting their feet up
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on desks or chairs, sitting back inattentively during class, kissing in the presence of a
professor, eating food, chewing gum and calling professors by their first names. In the
final focus group interview, participants gave most of the same examples of disrespectful
behaviour, including putting their feet up on the desk of chair, eating in class and, as one
student said, “The worst is they get up during the lecture - even right in front of the
professor - not even quiet - and they just leave the class. So rude.” Other participants
nodded in agreement and when asked, stated that these things bothered them about
students’ behaviour in Canada.
Joohyun provided the rationale behind these views, linking unobservable cultural
values to observable behaviours. For instance, he said, it was not polite to eat in class
because something smelling in the classroom might bother other students. Talking in
class was considered disrespectful for the same reason. Kissing was still not acceptable in
public in Korea, let alone the classroom. Leaving the classroom before the lecture was
finished was considered particularly rude because it insulted the teacher-student
relationship. In the Canadian university setting, observable behaviours conflicted with
Korean participants’ unobservable values, particularly in regard to the teacher-student
relationship. Participants’ emphasis on relationship is supported by research on crosscultural politeness. Ambady, Koo, Lee and Rosenthal (1996) investigated linguistic and
non-linguistic aspects of Koreans’ and Americans’ politeness, and found that in both
cases, “Koreans’ politeness strategies were influenced more by relational cues, whereas
Americans’ strategies were influenced more by the content of the message” (p. 996). In
the present study as well, participants’ judgements of Canadian students’ behaviours were
based on relational cues, e.g., certain behaviours are not acceptable in consideration of
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others, whereas one could interpret that the offending Canadian students were first and
foremost concerned with their individual rights.
Hoping to gain an in-between perspective, I asked the two participants born in
Canada their views on respect. Both seemed to accept the notion of discipline as a means
of maintaining respect. To address the issue, Don referred to the year when his family
returned to Korea and he attended grade four:
It might have to do ... uuuh ... I went to school in Korea when I was a kid for
less than a year - grade four ... so, I think it has to do with like discipline from
like your parents I guess when you grow up? and then you show that respect to
your teachers also ‘cause they’re allowed to hit you too - teachers - so ... I
guess you have some sort of discipline and respect for your teachers and maybe
that’s an issue; maybe that’s a factor.
For Rob,
I just generally think th a t... Canada has a lot more freedom and - the kids have
a lot of rights - you know, like apparently corporal punishment - it’s not illegal
if, you know, open hand on the bottom or whatever but I myself was raised by
my dad you know, using a stick; or using whatever he can grab to hit me to
form discipline and me growing up ... I did a lot of stuff - a lot of ... you know
negative things. I did my fair share of crime. And if it weren’t for my dad, I
guarantee you, I would not be in this state right now at university. I woulda
probably been like dropped out of high school et cetera. But my dad - that’s
how he was raised. He was raised by strict discipline and my dad enforced that
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on me. And you know, physically it hurts but I know why he did it: he did it out
of love ... right?
Min-Ji, an older student raising two children of her own in Canada, was adamant
that her children not behave the way her classmates did. Furthermore, because of her age,
she felt that it was her responsibility and right to admonish the behaviour of the female
students in her class:
So I think they are rude. Sometimes I told them that is rude. Why you do that?
Don’t do that. I’m older than them. Someone’s mom almost looks like my age so
I don’t want to say like that. I can’t tell them but oh, you should do like this is
good way, why you do that? I say that but when I come back to my home, my
child, I kill them (laughing). Don’t do that. Don’t do that! It’s rude! No no no. I
... I can, I want my kids not like that. They don’t borrow their behaviour. I don’t
want that. (L348-343)
Jong elaborated on the concept of teacher in Korea after commenting on an instance
where a Canadian student insulted a teacher:
I consider that very rude and disrespectful because the way Koreans see it,
the teacher is like a guide - more than a teacher, whereas here in
Canada, teaching is seen as a job. You teach and that’s about it. Nothing
more to it. Whereas in Korea, if you’re a teacher, you’re like a parent.
It’s not just teaching - it’s teaching them manners, everything that
parents would teach you. (L86-95)
Talking in class was also considered disrespectful. Joohyun described two
separate incidents where students were asked by the professor to stop talking or else leave
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the classroom. In one case, the student threw his coffee cup against the wall and in the
other, the student wrote nasty messages on the class web page. According to Joohyun,
this was “absolutely not acceptable”. Elaborating on the situation, Joohyun himself said
he did not speak while the teacher is lecturing because it might bother somebody else.
“It’s their right to listen to the teacher’s lecture and then I don’t have a right to speak in
the classroom. Sometimes they don’t realize it” (L428-429). In this case, Joohyun
illustrated his propensity to place the group before his own pursuits.
Participants’ responses also provided insight to the reverence with which they
held the student-teacher relationship. As Joohyun stated,
Because we believe the human relationship is really important. And
the student and teacher have a certain kind of relationship. And then
that connection is not just in the school. Maybe after school, when I
become an older man and a senior, but still, he is my teacher. He is 70
years old, and I am 50 years old and I see him, I have to bow big and I
have to say sunsaengnim, sunsaengnim, because he is my teacher. And the
teacher has some sort of duty to teach us not only the knowledge but also
about the life. (L440-447)
Joohyun’s words parallel closely those of Lee and Ramsey (2000), who described
the perspective of Korean students abroad finding the informal address of professors
abominable because:
The only form of address they have ever known for teachers is sensayng-nim
(literally,) ‘respected teacher’. It is not even permissible for the students to add
the teacher’s surname to that title and use, for example, Kim sensayng-nim
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‘Professor Kim’; nor can they use a second-person pronoun, even one that might
otherwise be considered similar to French vous or German Sie. These
interpersonal rules never change, even if the student himself later becomes
president of the teacher’s university or of the nation; the teacher from one’s
student days must always be sensayng-nim. (Lee & Ramsey, 2000, p. 224)
Min, when asked if there was any time when he was comfortable or
uncomfortable speaking English, said that if he had a job interview or an interview with
the Dean, he had to speak formally, “not like I talk to my friends. You gotta put some
respect into that - no slangs” (Min, L346-347). When probed about how he articulated
respect in English, he said he avoided slang terms, and lowered his hands automatically.
Placing the hands down at one’s sides is a form of nonverbal Korean discourse that
demonstrates respect and submission to elders. Min added that, even when he picked up
the phone here in Canada and it was someone older, he automatically bowed his head. “I
was raised that way, like my dad’s really strict manner-wise” (L352-242). The data
reinforced again and again how age, respect and parental obedience infiltrated many
aspects of participants’ discourse in Canada, which also included the placement of hands
and depth of bow. This example also speaks to the lasting strength of cultural norms,
given that Min came to Canada at 10 years of age.
In the focus group, one participant suggested that the teacher-student relationship
was the same everywhere in the world but others in the group disagreed, saying students
at the university in Canada were disrespectful.
Korea is different from Western societies. In Korea, no matter how close one
may be, there are many barriers that cannot be crossed ... no matter how close
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one may be to one’s teacher, one can never use panmal with him or call him by
name. (Lee & Ramsey, 1996, p. 271)
Korean students would never call someone five or six years older, or their
teachers, by their first name, nor would they ever address such a person by the intimatestyle pronoun, ne, ‘you’, which is roughly similar to the French tu or German du (Lee &
Ramsey, 1996, p. 224). Generally, informal pan-mal is used when people of a similar age
become familiar with one another over time. However, the teacher-student relationship is
an exception to this gradual relaxing of formal speech. Unwavering respect for one’s
teacher means that, even when the teacher is younger than the student, honorific register
must still be used (Lee & Ramsey, 1996).
Through participants’ descriptions of their experiences and beliefs around
“respect”, I gained a broader, deeper and more integrated understanding of its importance
in the larger cultural scheme, particularly in regards to the maintenance of mutually
beneficial and harmonious relationships. Most often, discussions of respect included age;
the interconnectedness of these two aspects will be explored in the next section.
Age: “You respect even if that person is one year older” (Jong)
When I asked Jong why age was so important in connection with respect, he
explained,
The reason is that that person lived longer than you. A year - there’s a big
difference there. Let’s say first year and second year university - second year
knows all the stuff that the first-year university are doing - they have already
experienced all the things. That’s why you respect even if that person is only
one year older. (L436-441)
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In Korean society, age is a fundamental organizing principle, governing
relationships, responsibilities and appropriate language usage. Demonstrating respect in
Korean discourse is pervasive: the ending of every verb indicates level of respect, which
is age determined, so first and foremost, people must know the relative age of those to
whom they will speak. There are more than three possible endings for every verb, and the
speaker must always be conscious of age in order to use the appropriate verb form. Thus,
when speaking to or about someone older, a person must use not only different verb
endings but also different vocabulary words. Jone dae-mal includes age-differentiated
terms for: food, age, sickness, birthday, family members, home, alcohol, to speak, to eat,
to drink, to meet someone, to be hungry, to sleep, to ask, to give, to exist and to die.
Whereas, for example, it would be equally appropriate in English to say “Little Johnny is
sleeping” and “Grandma is sleeping,” in Korean, the regular form of the verb for sleep
(jada) would never be used in reference to anyone’s grandmother. The honorific form
(jumushida) would necessarily be used when speaking to or about elders or superiors.
The Korean language strictly reflects hierarchical order. “Speech styles are divided
according to a system of honorifics, and this system is complex and richly textured. In
fact, it may well be that no language on earth has a more finely differentiated system of
honorifics” (Lee & Ramsey, 2000, p. 224). Given that for every utterance in Korean, the
speaker must be conscious of relative age, which determines the appropriate level of
formality to employ, one could say that age awareness is a prerequisite to
communication. It follows that awareness of relationships is an essential component of
meaning making in social settings for people whose first language is Korean.
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Friendship also has a strict age requirement such that, generally, people must
have been bom in the same year to be friends. This influences when, how, in what setting
and with whom one ought to interact and as such, has great implications regarding
language use. In the Canadian setting as well, age had its place within the Korean
community as evidenced by this excerpt from my interview with Min (L85-92), who
came to Canada in grade four:
S: Do you mean when you got to Canada?
Min: Ya, and not til - 1 think it was in grade 11 before I had a Korean
friend. Well, there were some but they weren’t my age so it was hard to
get to know them because in Korea if you’re even a year older or younger
you have to respect them so it’s kinda hard to ...
S: and you can’t really be a friend if they’re more than a year different
in age ...
Min: Ya, more like a brother or older brother.
Another participant, Minoo, illustrated the importance of age-determined group
membership, in this case the importance of age for classroom membership. Minoo came
to Canada during his last year of high school in Korea because he had to “just follow” his
parents. After two years, when Minoo had finished high school in Canada, his parents
decided to return to Korea. Minoo wanted to return with his parents, particularly since it
was not his decision to come to Canada originally, but, he said, "I cannot go back ‘cause
I’m not graduated in high school so I have no choice. I have to stay here" (L32-33). In
Korean culture, Minoo could no longer fit in because of age and cohort membership,
which were severed when he came to Canada and which would render him, should he
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choose to return to Korea, an outcast. “Also my Korean friends Eire graduating
[university] students in Korea but I’m freshman in Canada” (L42-43). Here, Minoo was
caught “in-between” cultures, and recognition of this positionality required “the
negotiation of a dangerous indeterminacy” (Bhabha, 1996, p. 56). When I commented
that he had to sacrifice being with his classmates in Korea in order to have this
experience in Canada (L44), Minoo repositioned himself as agent in the process: “I like
here - it’s better than Korea” (L45). His simple and direct response dissolved the
“temporarily disjunctive and effectively ambivalent” (Bhabha, 1996, p. 56) moment of
having no choice; of having to stay in Canada. At least in that interview moment, the
indeterminacy of his border existence was resolved and he aligned his rationale (it’s
better here) with his geographical positioning. Minoo strategically constructed his place
of attachment, i.e., Canada, as a territory of opportunity. He has thus, in Grossberg’s
terms, created “strategic historical possibilities and activities” (1996, p. 102) by defining
his own agency within this space. I interpreted that Minoo subjectively defined his other
alternative, going back to Korea, as less empowering, mainly because of the importance
of age cohort membership in Korea, which would place him in a socially peripheral
space. The implications of age as a dominant cultural influence in Korea on Minoo’s
subjective positioning as he negotiated border crossings, exemplified “culture’s global
reach” (Bhabha, 2000, p. 310). Age was also implicit in the choices made by other
participants in Canada, particularly socializing choices.
Hyea-Jin, who attended high school in Canada, described her classmates, three
years her junior, in this way: “They’re kind of baby” (Hyea-Jin, L360). In explaining why
she socialized mainly with Korean people, she combined age and culture (L357): “Ya the
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age and I don’t know the culture right?” Age and culture were often mentioned in close
proximity in the interviews. For Hyea-Jin, at university, age differential was an obstacle
to socializing with Canadians: “I don’t know - truly I don’t know ‘cause my roommate is
Canadian but she’s four years younger than me. So we talk but we don’t have some
common things because we are totally different” (L370-372). The connections between
relative age and common interests within culture influenced whether people entered into
discourse with others. In addition to age and respect, filial piety also surfaced as a strong
influence on students’ lives.
Filial Piety: “I definitely believe my father and my mother decision and opinion is much
better than mine” (Hyun)
Another cultural factor that emerged was filial piety, which means obedience to
parents. Similar to the explanation of the relationship between hyung and dong-saeng
offered by Jong, in addition to this being a cultural norm, there was a rationale behind
obeying one’s parents, described succinctly by Joohyun:
And I still respect their decision. What if they say, “Please come back to
home. I want to be with you”? I know my parents will not say it this way
‘cause they respect my future and decision. But a lot of my friends’ parents
say it this way and they just go back to Korea. Because I respect their
opinion and I definitely believe my father and my mother decision and
opinion is much better than mine because of their experience. And then
they - they - they can give me better idea, better advice than any other
people because they know about me much more than the others.
(L490-498)
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The case of Minoo, described earlier, demonstrated the importance of both filial
piety and age. Minoo came to Canada because of the former and he would not return to
Korea because of the latter.
In Korea, many participants stated that their parents had “pushed” them to study
English or that their parents had paid for them to attend an institute or that their parents
had been the biggest influence on their English learning. Min-Ji, now a parent herself,
said she believed there was too much pressure on students to excel in Korea.
Rob said he received severe physical discipline from his father and respected his
dad and became a better person as a result. He also said that in his house, according to his
father, there were four essentials for a good life, the four H ’s: honesty, humility, honour
and happiness. His father said that if your have those four, you are a good person and you
will live a good life. Parents also impressed upon their sons and daughters the importance
of being Korean, as in the case of Rob: “All my parents have to say is look in the mirror,
you know what I mean? You’re Korean. Your blood has Korean written all over it, you
know?” (Rob, L I65-166). In this way, parents also instilled in their children the
importance of racial solidarity.
Solidarity: “Koreans stick together so much” (Minoo)
Another cultural influence coming out of the data was what Hofstede (1986) and
others (Gudykunst, Matsumoto, Ting-Toomey, Nishida, Kim, & Heyman, 1996; Lee &
Boster, 1992; Rhee, Uleman, & Lee, 1996; Triandis & Gelfand, 1998) have articulated as
the collectivist/individualist dichotomization of culture. While the characteristics outlined
by Hofstede apply to the comparison between Korean (collectivist) and Canadian
(individualist) societies, based on participants’ descriptions, the term, “solidarity” more
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aptly reflects the importance of unity and “sticking together.” This also ties in with the
Korean language, which refers to all Koreans as brother or sister, mother or father,
grandfather or grandmother, regardless of blood relation. Another example of solidarity
that manifests itself linguistically occurs when people who have used polite language
with each other switch to panmal when they become closer, “a Mai ul noh nunta ‘putting
down the language’ or Ne-na hanun sai ka taynta ‘getting on ne-na (you-me) terms’. A
feeling of solidarity regulates the level of language this way” (Lee & Ramsey, 1996, p.
271). In contrast to this concept of oneness, it has been suggested that people in western
cultures have a propensity toward fragmentation (Smith, 1999). The present study
supported this generalization as exemplified in Rob’s description of eating out with a
group of people:
If we all go to a restaurant together or something, generally speaking,
Canadian people, they buy their own stuff. Like, I’m gonna get a pizza, it’s
ten bucks, here’s my cut. Whereas, I guess Koreans, they buy for the whole
group. Everyone just orders and everyone splits for the bill, you know? Even
just say I have ten dollars and he only has two. You know? He still eats as
much with his two dollars as I would with my ten. Whereas if I go to a
restaurant with Canadian people, it’s more like, I get two slices of pizza, I pay
for what I order. Right? Like, we don’t really care - like, the Koreans, right?
We don’t really care how much you have as long as you come and eat with us.
You know? Drink with us. I don’t care if you have two dollars or zero dollars,
I got this round, you know? So, that’s how I see it. That’s what I observed.
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Also of note in this passage was that initially, Rob did not identify as Korean:
“they buy for the whole group” but later on, he switched to, “we don’t really care - like
the Koreans, right?” Though raised in Canada, Rob accepted and integrated the values of
sharing and cohesiveness, which he identified as “Korean”. Sharing surfaced as a strong,
taken-for-granted cultural value, especially regarding food and drink. On the written
survey, Minoo wrote, “Individual/united” as the main difference between Canada and
Korea, and during the interview, he related experiences that represented this broad
cultural difference in specific actions. One example he gave involved Minoo drinking his
Canadian roommate’s water. Minoo said that if he lived with Korean roommates and had
no water, he would just drink their water and tell them he did that. However, his
Canadian roommate said, “Why do you touch mine?” It seems his roommate divided up
the world into “yours and mine” whereas Minoo considered it “ours.”
In describing the KSA, Rob said, “There’s a sense of unity - right? There’s a
sense of we all stick together.” This togetherness reflected in the KSA’s mission
statement: “The purpose of this organization is to seek unity amongst Korean students
and second generation Canadian-Koreans within the University through integration and
cooperation between the two parties” (Korean Students Association, 2005). Unity among
Koreans is primary and central to this organization.
A quite different manifestation of solidarity among Koreans in the Canadian
setting was found in Minoo’s explanation of why racism is dangerous:
‘cause you know the Koreans ... Koreans stick together so much so if one white
guy punched out a Korean, all Koreans in the school stick together and beat
him. When I was in the school in Vancouver, there were more than 200 Korean
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guys in the school. So some of my friends met the police ‘cause they almost
killed him. Not me - 1 was not. (L225-229)
This is one example of how the cultural norm of solidarity translated into racial conflict.
Throughout the interviews, participants used terms of culture, race, language and
nationality interchangeably in identifying themselves and others. For example, Caucasian
was used to mean NES, but that terminology omitted the NES in Canada who are not
white as well as white French Canadians. Further, it was reported that Korean parents
attempted to convince their children that their fundamental identity was Korean, even if
they were bom in Canada, lived in Canada their entire lives, and were of Canadian
citizenship. Examples of the conflation of these terms are analyzed in the next section.
Conflation o f race, culture, identity, appearance, context, language
Throughout the interviews, there was much cross-referencing of the terms
nationality, culture, citizenship, race, identity and language. Following are several
interview excerpts that illustrated the conflation of these terms:
S: At this time, if someone says, what’s your nationality, what do you say?
Korean or Canadian?
Hyun: I say both: Korean Canadian. Even though I said Canadian, nobody
believes me. That’s why.
S: Just because of appearance?
Hyun: Appearance and my accent. Even here at university, somebody ask me
where I’m from, I say Korea. And then we became friends, they ask me
what’s your citizenship, I say Canadian. It’s sometimes frustrating too.
(L261-268)
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Though a Canadian citizen who lived in Canada 14 years, people still refused to believe
he was Canadian, suggesting the prevalence of a stereotype of “the Canadian citizen” as
white, with a “Canadian” accent.
Jong, who suffered depression in connection with an identity crisis, shared how
serious this conflation can be:
There were a few times when I had depression to be completely honest with
you. But at the same time I don’t completely fit into one culture. You know,
‘cause everyone wants to be wanted but at the same time I was like, I don’t fit
into one culture. Where’s my identity? Who am I? So who am I? Where’s my
identity? Who am I? I’m not really Korean. Then again, I’m not really
Canadian. (L367-372)
What Jong was describing was the lived reality of Bhabha’s “third space” (2000, p. 312);
articulating with precision, the “disintegrative moment” (p. 310). Moreover, Jong’s
sharing of his interstitial experiences in this study, was, in effect, a response to Bhabha’s
call for the mapping of “a new international space of discontinuous historical realities”;
the enunciation of passages and processes in this globally in-between space (p. 310). In
addition to nationality, culture, and language, Jong entwined appearance and behaviours
into his discussion of identity:
‘Cause say if you were to go to Korea and you are Caucasian, therefore, people
would understand you because of your physical appearance. But for someone
like me, look Korean, you know, show some respectful actions. So, they’d be
like, “Didn’t your parents teach you respect?” You know what I mean? I look
Korean so what can I say? “I’m from Canada.” They’re like, “Oh Bullshit.” So
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ya ... that’s one of the reasons why I went on depression ‘cause I look Korean
but in Canadian culture, I’m not white so they’d be like, “Oh this Asian kid.”
It’s not like I got bullied around or anything but I’m just saying I had my
difficulties. And of course, there is the language barrier as well. (Jong, L734746)
Jong’s powerful descriptions support the notion of “culture’s untranslatability” (Bhabha,
2000, p. 321), and provide experiential background to the eventuality of hybrid
communities. For instance, in the Canadian setting, Korean participants tended to identify
with other Asians or Canadians with an Asian background. Hyea-Jin, Min, Don, Rob,
Yoon-Hee, Hyun, Joohyun and the six focus group members said they tended to socialize
with other Asians. Eunchan reported being much more comfortable speaking to other
Asians, in contrast to Caucasians in Canada, with whom he felt uncomfortable. Even if
the Asian person’s first language was English, Eunchan said, there was an understanding
and a comfort level there that did not exist with Caucasians. This suggests that his
preference was not based solely on the language or accent, but also on an assumed
understanding based on being Asian.
In the interview with Don and Rob, who were born in Canada, when I asked if
they had experienced racism, they laughed because to them, the question was naive. As
children, name-calling was the most common form of racism for both Don and Rob. Don,
who grew up in Chatham and was the only Asian in elementary and high school, said, “I
see racism everywhere ... especially when I was a kid” (L220). When he was older,
however, he was again exposed to racist behaviour in the Canadian army. “They just do it
so openly it’s disgusting” he said, in reference to his Canadian comrades. His reaction:
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That really upset me so I just like, I confronted them. I guess they're just so
open about it. And I got in a lot of arguments ... and I was fed up to the point
where I was just like ss ... like ... well, I don't want to talk about it on tape but I
almost had a confrontation. (Don, L244-248)
In this way, people were excluded because of their appearance, which was
assumed to indicate their nationality and/or race. Hyun related similar incidents that
occurred at the Bible College he attended in Canada, where racist jokes were common
and where, during a multicultural event where singing was taking place, one male student
told Hyun he was never allowed to sing in English. In this incident, language was
implicated, i.e., the racist person was stating, first of all, that because Hyun had an Asian
appearance, he was not Canadian; and secondly, his punishment for looking nonCanadian according to an out-dated stereotype, was that he was not permitted to use this
language. Despite the absence of logic, this incident exemplifies how race, language and
nationality can become entangled in the racist mind. How did these racist incidents affect
Hyun’s sense of identity? It is likely that, since Hyun immigrated to Canada at age 21, he
had a solid foundation in his identity as a Korean. He reported speaking more Korean
than English in an average week and being comfortable speaking to EPL speakers
“sometimes.” After being in Canada 14 years, this low level of English usage may be
partly the result of having come to Canada as an adult and therefore not having been
confident with his English pronunciation. In addition, any reluctance he had in speaking
English would likely have been amplified by the racism he experienced.
It is possible that coming to Canada at age 21 may have helped Minoo to deal
with his anger but for Jong, who immigrated to Canada at age 10, “It was very hard for
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people like me, you know?” Later in the interview, he divulged that he felt depressed
because he did not fit in. When asked what it was like when he first came to Canada, he
responded,
Ya - when I first came to Canada it was very different - different people,
different colours ... I’m trying to think of a word ... it was very hard for people
like me, you know? Different colour ... even though it’s multicultural... but I
mean you know ... and of course the language barrier is always a problem but
on top of that there’s a cultural barrier too right?
Extrapolating from context, Jong appeared to have been avoiding the use of words such
as racism, discrimination or harassment when he paused after saying, “I’m trying to think
of a word” and “Different colour ... even though it’s m ulticultural... but I mean you
know ...” In a sense, “multicultural” serves as a code word for racist. In fact, this is one
of the major criticisms launched against multicultural education (Wright, 2000), i.e., that
it provides a more palatable, though artificial, flavour to the unpleasant taste of racism. In
Jong’s case, his main difficulty, which he distinguished from language and cultural
barriers, stemmed from his different “colour”, another indirect signifier for race.
A native of Canada, Rob was exposed to racism in childhood and adulthood. He
reported that when he was young, the racism he experienced was more overt and now that
he was older, it was more covert. Even though he hated the incessant name calling while
growing up, he preferred it to people who were intentionally, subtly, racist:
I find it worse - like you know, I’ll take someone straight up calling me “Hey,
Chink” - like that might piss me off but if they go out of their way to make it
indirect I think that - that pisses me off more you know? ‘Cause they have to
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think about it whereas if they say “Chink” - boom - you know I hear that every
day - well not every day but if I go to some bar or something like that, I might
hear it once or twice. But if they said it like if they do it in a clever way, you
know like, I don’t know - 1 can’t think of an example right now b u t... if they
thought about it and they do it just for the purpose of pissing me off, I think I
would get into more fights like that. (Rob, L270-279)
What became apparent during the coding of “racist experiences” was that,
usually, there were no consequences for the perpetrators. There were, however,
consequences for the victims of racism: usually emotional consequences such as anger.
Minoo experienced racism from a “white guy” at a gym in Vancouver: “So I was so
angry. But Josh said that’s a crazy guy and never mind to me. Later I know he is crazy
guy. He makes many problem in the gym, doing racism to Asian and Black people”
(L218-220). For Minoo to accept the advice of his white friend, Josh, to “never mind,”
would require suppressing his anger and ignoring the assault on his dignity as a human
being.
The only times when consequences for the perpetrator were reported were when
the victims took matters into their own hands by fighting or confronting. Minoo related
an incident in which the Korean students at a Vancouver high school united and almost
killed a student. In Rob’s case, he had to defend himself physically and Don reported
getting in fights, lots of arguments, and becoming so fed up that he was “ss ...”. Don did
not specify exactly what “s s ...” was but it was serious enough that he chose to not have
it recorded on tape.
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Participants’ experiences and the language they used to describe the events,
illustrated that the construction of social difference is complex and inter-related among
various concepts, including race, language, accent and identity. Some of these same
complexities arose again in discussions of another cultural factor that emerged, the
Korean phenomenon of “jeong.”
Jeong: “Friendship, companionship, love, loyalty” (Jong)
Though it is impossible to capture the essence of “jeong” in English terms, this
concept has been defined as “the emotional links among individuals connected to each
other by feelings of we-ness and exhibiting the humanistic side of their selves” (Choi &
Choi, 2001, p. 69). In attempting to define “jeong,” Jong (L294-301) introduced concepts
of language, nationality, and culture:
The word jeong they don’t have it in English and they asked me to explain that.
And I was thinking, you don’t feel that jeong with English people - you don’t
feel that - ‘cause you know the Western culture is very individualistic - 1 guess
that’s part of why because the word jeong ... there’s a little bit of ... of
friendship, companionship, love, loyalty - there’s definitely a lot of loyalty
there uh, but then again it’s hard to uh, explain how that feels.
As Korean identity emerged from the interviews and reflecting upon Jong’s view
that you cannot have “jeong” with Canadian people, I decided to probe this area.
Specifically, I wanted to know if participants believed jeong to be a phenomenon
exclusive to Korean people, that is, a type of feeling and relationship with others that
only Korean people could share. In later interviews, participants stated their belief that
over time it was possible to experience jeong with people of other nationalities; that the
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main ingredient was time and regular, daily interactions. For example, Han said he
experienced jeong with his advisor, whom he admired greatly, and had known more than
three years. Kyu said he experienced jeong with colleagues he had known for over two
years.
S: And do you think it’s possible to experience jeong w/ Canadians?
Han: Uh yes, especially my supervisor, I highly respect him and he’s the most
intelligent guy I ever met in my life.
S: So you think it’s possible. But is he Korean?
Han: No, he’s Canadian.
Further investigation into “jeong” led to Hyun’s suggestion that factors identified by
Eunchan as being characteristic of Korean culture, i.e., population density, comparison
and competitiveness, were also related to “jeong”. I asked if he thought it possible to
experience jeong with a Canadian person. He thought about it for about five seconds and
then said,
No. Because - the geography is different. In Korea, it is a small country with
lots of people. Okay, imagine you have a can and you have to put 100 people in
the can. Then of course, they are going to see each other every day. But in
Canada, people do not touch one another every day. It’s very broad and wide so
you don’t have the opportunity for developing jeong. Now, in Japan, they have
similar population density but they believe you should keep some distance from
people - don’t touch - don’t interfere with others. But in Korea, the people feel
they should interfere with one another. And many people come to Canada
because they want to get away from that - from the people - but then when they
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get here and see Canada they realize that it’s not the people - it’s the situation
that they wanted to get away from. Here, there is so much space. If you took all
the people in Korea right now and spread them out in Canada, there would not
be jeong because you would not have that everyday touching and passing one
another so you wouldn’t have people comparing and interfering in one another’s
lives.
Comparison/Competitiveness: “As a Korean, everything is competition” (Joohyun)
In describing differences between Canada and Korea, eight participants
mentioned that Canada had a less competitive environment. Much of the pressure and
competitiveness students felt in Korea came from parents in relation to school. Min-Ji, a
parent herself in Canada at the time of interview, believed that parents put too much
pressure on their children in Korea. Su-Jin stated that her mother had the greatest
influence on her English learning, and that sometimes Korean mothers placed too much
pressure on their children. The comparative and competitive mindset was also reflected in
Su-Jin’s main reason for moving to Canada, which was because her best friend was
moving to the United States and another friend was moving to New Zealand. Joohyun
described differences between Canadian and Korean students and society as follows:
I feel like Canadian students don’t have any worries like us when I was in
Korea. Since when I graduated my elementary school and I had to be in the
situation - 1 got the pressure -my parents push me to study study study to go
university. And then for six years - middle school and high school, just thinking
about university is biggest concern; biggest worry. ... Because it’s really
intensive - Korean society. To get a job is really hard, to graduate is hard, to get
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a good GPA is really hard because it’s not like here. Okay you gotta do all that
really well so I will give you A. Maybe like only 10% get A, B, like this so ya too much competition in Korea.
In describing Korea’s competitiveness, Hyun made connections between cultural
and geographical factors, including the most common type of housing in Korea, tall
apartment buildings:
S: If you had to describe Canadian culture compared to Korean culture,
what are two or three things you would say to describe the different cultures?
Hyun: That’s a hard one. Um .... [Long (6 sec.) pause] ... One thing - Korean
culture - is comparison - like if people are in apartment too long - big tall
apartment - tall apartments so they compare - even the houses, like compare
with the neighbours. If the neighbour has a big car - nice car - they want a nice
car. Same thing with my family. My mother’s friend’s son went to this school
so my mom wants me to go to this school - kind of pressure. Same thing with
media. And fashion. Fashion changes so fast. (Hyun, L 319-327)
Thus, he connected cultural factors (cohesion, competitiveness) with geographical
factors (housing, population density). Time was also implicated in Hyun’s analysis, i.e.,
for the comparison to take hold, people must live in the same place for a long (too long)
time. As well, his comment that fashions changed so fast is reminiscent of Hyea-Jin’s
description of “vvoom”, when suddenly everyone in Korea was doing the same thing,
such as phone English in the mornings. The pressure, the competitiveness and the close
living quarters created this kind of environment.
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According to Joohyun, “It’s kind of strange thinking but as a Korean, everything
is competition” (L367-368). Most of the comparing and competitiveness that participants
described came from parents and was often related to school. This indicated not only the
importance of education in Korea, but how this value was passed down from one
generation to the next.
Importance o f Education: “The culture is study study study” (Jungin)
The education system in Korea was very stringent and geared toward, first the
high school entrance exam and then the university entrance exam. According to Jungin,
the Korean system was much different from the Canadian educational system: “You
know my two kids love it here so much. Because very different from Korea school.
Korea school is very hard for student - the culture is study study study” (LI97-199).
Continuing, Jungin said teachers in Canada do not pressure students to study more and
that, “Here the school is like heaven; Korean school is like hell” (L200). In discussing his
perceptions of differences between Korean and Canadian education, Joohyun used the
exact same phrase, “study study study” to describe his experiences in Korea.
Hyun’s motivation to learn English in Korea was “to get into high school, to get
into university” (L I38). He recalled studying hard for six months in middle school in
order to get his English up to a passing grade. Most Korean students remembered their
last year of high school with dread. During this year, they went to school at 7am and after
the regular school day, went to study hall until 11pm. During study hall, a teacher
supervised and students were not permitted to talk. If a student made any noise, she or he
was punished. Study time was devoted to test preparation, one after the other throughout
high school, with the ultimate goal of passing the university entrance exam. “You see, the
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university entrance exam is very difficult to pass. And you know that getting into a good
university is very important for improving one’s ... status” (Bo, L49-52). As in many
countries, education was viewed in Korea as a means of improving one’s lot in life. In
addition to the utilitarian perspective, however, the Confucian tradition of reverence for
education, educators and the teacher-student relationship, was well maintained. These
values were reinforced by other cultural factors, such as the comparative/competitive
aspect of Korean culture, which was prominent and readily measurable in an educational
system where testing was the ultimate end. Acceptance of this test-based system was
reinforced by parents and thus, carried on by the next generation through filial piety.
Summary
By observing the importance of education in Korea, we can see how cultural
influences worked together in this Confucian-based, family-based society. In the same
way that students obeyed their parents, they were expected to obey their teachers.
Respect in general was paramount and relationships were prescribed, beginning with the
fundamental criterion of age. All of these cultural factors were reflected in and preserved
by the Korean language. The Korean concept, “jeong,” provided insight into what was
considered important within personal relationships. Finally, the emphasis on Korean
solidarity shed light on specific behaviours and the culture-specific meaning
constructions behind them. It is likely that this strong sense of solidarity or unity within
Korea has implications for identity, especially when Korean people move abroad. All of
these considerations will be pursued in the next chapter, the Discussion.
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion
Introduction
This chapter will adumbrate a number of central points from the results while
integrating pertinent literature to provide a deeper analysis and synthesis of the process of
language learning as experienced and described by participants. Specifically, I will
discuss the process of learning English in Korea in light of three factors: the goal of
English education, the teacher-student relationship, and emotions around English study.
Next, consideration of the language-acquisition debate sets the stage for the final
discussion of how participants moved from English knowledge to English use. Then,
societal and individual level culture are analyzed, with an acknowledgement of broad
cultural generalizations and the aim of moving to specific terms that identify the hidden
codes which maintain cultural misunderstanding. Finally, the conclusion presents a
diagram that illustrates the process and a narrative summary thereof.
A Tool fo r the Test
English instruction in Korea as experienced by participants in this study was
based on a learning perspective, i.e., breaking language into components and teaching
those parts directly (Freeman & Freeman, 2004). Students learned pieces of English
based on Korean but did not integrate the whole. In essence, students learned the surface
structure of English through Korean but did not gain deep meaning of English, partially
because there were few if any opportunities for authentic communication. This contrasts
with instruction based on an “acquired perspective”, where the focus is on meaning
construction and students develop control of language in the process of trying to
communicate in authentic situations.
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To gain meaning, students engaged in recoding (Freeman & Freeman, 2004),
which involves changing from one code to another and is distinct from decoding, in
which learners get at the meaning of words. The cognitive process of recoding points to a
surface level understanding of English based on the student’s ability to associate the
English text with the corresponding Korean text. This one-to-one association has been
described as denotative meaning making and accounts for participants saying that English
learning required “a lot of memorization”. It also provides insight into why, especially in
high school when the grammatical complexity was greatly increased, English class was
described as very difficult.
Students were often required to translate between the two languages, most often
from English to Korean. The fact that usually the direction of translation was from
English to Korean indicates that Korean students rarely had the opportunity to either
reformulate their thoughts into English, or to construct meaning in English. Though they
were making word-to-word associations, participants did not have the opportunity to gain
deep understanding of the English language itself. They were not “making sense” of
English directly. Indirectly, through the cognitive processes of recoding and associating,
they were constructing meaning through the Korean language. To accomplish this task,
students engaged in a three-stage process: 1) recognizing the English word or sentence
visually or aurally, 2) making the association to the appropriate Korean expression
(recoding), and 3) constructing meaning from their existing understanding of the Korean
language. Beyond the classroom as well, participants reported gaining understanding of
English through Korean, be that in the form of Korean subtitles of English movies, using
an English-Korean or Korean-English dictionary, or reading the Korean version of a book
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because “it’s better to understanding than just English book” (Minoo, L126-127). All in
all, within the Korean context, the Korean language in particular provided much of the
scaffolding for understanding English.
It is difficult to know whether this was rote learning without understanding or
repetitive learning intended for understanding meaning (Biggs, 1996; Wong, 2004). With
Korea being a Confucian Heritage Culture (CHC), it can be expected that students
generally strive for deep understanding (Biggs, 1996; Cho, 1999) but in the case of
English education, that ideal may not have always been realized. The scaffolding for
English understanding was constructed with Korean translations, textual symbols, with or
without verbalization, in a setting where the explanations to facilitate deep understanding
were provided in Korean. Some participants suggested that their teachers did not have the
deep knowledge to explain fully the English language. In Joohyun’s experience,
No. I didn’t like it first time because I had to memorize everything. And I don’t
know. When I ask to teacher, why is it, why is i t ... I had so many questions
about English. The order is so different in English so I want to ask to teacher but
my English teachers were not qualified English teachers so I don’t think they
could answer my questions because they know how to teach in Korean way.
That’s it. (Joohyun, L300-305)
Hyun related his strategy that allowed him to write out the English repetitions in
his book more efficiently. In order to “just fill up” his notebook with English words, he
held three pens in one hand so that he could write three words at once instead of one, to
complete the following exercise: “The teacher asked us to memorize - each page there’s
ten words we have to write it down and memorize it and we have uh empty book and we
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have five pages just fill up with especially English” (Hyun, L73-76). In this instance, it
appears that deep understanding was not taking place; rather, Hyun was developing
mechanical efficiency in copying English words in his notebook. Another common
experience of participants was memorizing English vocabulary for the test and then,
immediately following the test, forgetting what they had memorized. This also points to a
surface level learning that has not become a lasting part of the student’s personal
knowledge base. This process of learning English in Korea is better understood when
contextualized within three factors that also surface in the interviews: the goal of English
education, the teacher-student relationship, and emotions surrounding English study.
The goal o f English study
First of all, the goal of English study in Korea is to obtain high test scores. As
Yoon-Hee stated, “In high school every class is only for the test right? Just learn and
review, preview, reading and do the test at the end of month” (L155-157). Eunchan’s
synopsis of English in Korea was, “English is a tool for the test” (L30-31). High school
English is geared toward the all-important university entrance examination and after that,
TOEFL or TOEIC examination scores determine to a large extent one’s fate in the job
market (C. M. Kim, 2000). Because of the importance of the tests, teachers take very
seriously their role in preparing students. Even after the launch of the “communicative
curriculum” (Mitchell & Lee, 2003) in 2000, an investigation into South Korean high
school English teachers’ code switching concluded that:
Although the maximal English use policy has pressured many teachers to use
more English, the Korean English curricula and tests continue to focus on form
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rather than use, which is causing many teachers to resist increasing their use of
English in class. (Liu et al., 2004, p. 632)
The researchers also found that the most salient functions of Korean language in the
English class of 13 high school teachers were: explaining difficult vocabulary and

grammar, giving background information, overcoming communication difficulties by
expressing in Korean what the teacher had difficulty saying in English, saving time,
highlighting important information, and managing students’ behaviour (p. 616). The
functions identified indicate again that there is little English language usage occurring.
Though the curriculum has changed, it appears that, as Li (1998) found in her study of
Korean classroom teachers, teachers still lack the confidence and/or the ability to teach
the English curriculum in the communicative manner prescribed by Korea’s Seventh
National Curriculum. Related to this reluctance to speak English on the part of teachers,
when it is not their expertise, is another contextual factor emerging in the present study,
i.e., the role of the teacher-student relationship
Teacher-student Relationship
The teacher-student relationship is based on Confucian doctrine and still closely
adhered to in modern-day Korea (Kim-Yoon, 2001; Lee & Ramsey, 2000). In Korean
classrooms, the teacher is the unquestioned authority and where English grammar is
concerned, Korean teachers fulfill their role consummately. Other areas of English where
the teacher is not expert, e.g., conversation, are avoided, however, partially because they
do not have direct application to the test but also because they threaten the traditional
student-teacher relationship which posits the teacher as all-knowing authority and the
student as admiring, listening, respectful recipient of knowledge (Cho, 1999; Park, 1997).
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Having been educated in Korea themselves, Korean teachers, like their students, have not
had opportunity to “construct” English and interact verbally in English. As a result,
participants’ teachers, like the teachers in studies by Li (1998) and Liu et al. (2004), do
not feel confident enough in their own English communicative abilities to pass on
communicative skills to their students.
Emotions around English study
A third factor for consideration is participants’ emotional disposition toward
English in general. Overall, participants conveyed feeling tense and pressured where
English learning in Korea was concerned. Only two interviewees said they enjoyed
learning English, but this enjoyment did not extend to high school English, which was
“too hard.” Some participants reported feeling nervous about always needing to get the
right answer, explaining that the fear still remained with them. Fear of physical
punishment contributed to the anxiety for at least six participants and six participants
identified pressure at a more general level. Due to this “conditioning” for six or more
years in the English classroom in Korea, it is likely that participants’ predisposition
toward speaking English upon arrival in Canada was fearful and nervous, though they
were very excited about their new surroundings. Participants’ experiences of linguistic
and cultural transition from Korea to Canada, which provide rich insight to the leamingacquisition question, are discussed next.
Learning and Acquisition
Acquisition is generally defined as a subconscious process that takes place in a
natural setting with a focus on meaningful communication (Freeman & Freeman, 2004;
Gee, 1992; Krashen, 1978). On the other hand, learning is said to be a conscious process
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that takes place in a formal setting in which information is broken down into component
parts, analyzed and explained. In the present study, the definition of learning describes
participants’ English learning experiences in Korea. One might then anticipate that all
participants experience English “acquisition” in the context of Canada, which provides
the prerequisite natural setting with a focus on meaning. Results indicate that this is
partially true. While Canada provides an ideal “acquisition” environment, it does not
appear that the language learning of participants in Canada is a subconscious process.
Furthermore, based on the data from this study, I would purport that “learning” and
“acquisition” are not distinct processes. Rather, acquisition falls under the category of
learning, but it is a more integrated and holistic kind of learning that requires personal
involvement and life experiences that make language meaningful to the individual and
that results in a deeper, more personal and lasting learning. To the extent that cognitive
engagement is required, as in a traditional, formal, educational setting, the student is
“learning” as defined above; to the extent that other human dimensions are engaged, a
deeper, more human understanding is developing, an understanding that becomes a part
of the person’s makeup; part of that person’s conceptualization of the world; a process
that has been heretofore labelled “acquisition.”
The important aspect of the “acquisition” definition, then, is the “natural”
component. “Acquisition” has been used to describe the experiences of a child learning
her or his first language “naturally.” As a child acquires her or his first language, in what
we call a “natural” environment, not only is the child’s mind engaged but also the child’s
body and emotions. “The association of the child’s sensibility is with the language of his
experience of life” (Ngugi, 1986, p. 14). In this way, learning is natural; it becomes a part
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of the child’s shared experiences. When repeated, the learning takes on meaning for the
child. Much of this natural learning (acquisition) does not require formal instruction, yet
the child is learning and acquiring. In the same way, the second language learner can
both learn and acquire language ability at the same time. Repeated social interactions can
deepen the person’s understanding of English language “learned” in Korea.
In the present study, the students who moved to Canada before 11 years of age
were able to acquire language abilities because they were engaged in shared experiences
with EPL speakers from a young age. The input they heard was voiced in a natural setting
and had real-world meaning. They were learning English in a “natural” environment in
which they were engaged physically and emotionally, as well as cognitively. Jong and
Min both immigrated with their families at 10 years of age and were the only two
participants, other than Canadian-born Rob and Don, who reported being comfortable
speaking to EPL speakers all the time. Jong described his development to “acquisition”
after he had been in Canada seven years:
Like, when I was here in grade 11 and 12, this was right because it
sounded right. And after a while you know, you kind of talk it out - it
just sounds right and people would ask, say, why is this right?
Grammatically - and you can’t really give an example, you just say
“because it sounds right” - that’s why it’s right - you’re used to it not because it’s structured in a certain way. That’s how I see it anyway. (L4753)
Moving to Canada at a young age and having repeated social experiences with the
language, Jong had gotten “used to it” intuitively; not because of its grammatical
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structure. This suggests that age at moving to the English-speaking environment was an
important factor in acquisition-type learning.
In Korea, on the other hand, text-based, grammar-focused English learning
involved reading (with Korean explanations for meaning), a great deal of memorization,
very little human interaction, and a near absence of opportunities for language in use.
Students were expected to remain quiet, concentrating on their English study, unless
asked a question by the teacher. Arriving in Canada, everything was different.
Participating in the language required not only engagement with text but, more
immediately and significantly, with people. Time was needed to make the shift from the
predominantly cognitive realm of language study to include the physical, social, and
emotional realms of meaningful language in use. This involved a shift in level of
engagement in two areas: personal engagement and social engagement. What I mean by
personal engagement in this context involves the cognitive, emotional and physical
engagement on the part of the individual. That is, as a whole person, how involved is the
individual physically, emotionally and cognitively? The body itself has a memory, which
may partially explain the success of Asher’s (1982) Total Physical Response approach to
additional language learning. Emotional investment also reflects how completely (or
partially) one is personally engaged. The second areas of engagement is social
engagement, or engagement with other people. While the social aspect is also a part of
the holistic view of the individual, it has been separated here because it differs from the
other personal aspects in that social engagement is not dependent entirely on the
individual but relies on the willingness and ability for social engagement on the part of
others. Thus, social engagement implicates not only the additional language learner but
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also the people in the environment. As such, Berry’s (1997) model of acculturation is
relevant in its emphasis on the relationship between host culture members and
newcomers, and the decisions newcomers make based on their motivations and
perceptions about host community members’ receptivity to newcomers. To repeat, the
reason I have separated what I am calling social engagement from personal engagement
is in recognition of the fact that personal engagement is largely in control of the
individual whereas social engagement is necessarily dependent on willingness of others
to engage in English language discourse with the additional language learner. In the
present study, at least in the university setting, participants voiced their perceptions of
EPL speakers as being generally unwilling to include them in their social or academic
discourses. It is important to recall that Hall (1996) and Gee (1999) stress the social and
cultural aspects of language learning, identifying shared experiences as requirements for
language understanding in context. Shared experiences ignite emotional responses, which
can enhance recall. Shared experiences with language also often involve the physical
body, be that walking to a destination, sharing a meal, shaking hands, or bowing. Ngugi
(1986) wrote that the transmission and evolution of culture was based upon
communication between human beings. He emphasized that, by “doing similar kinds of
things and actions over and over again under similar circumstances, similar even in their
mutability, certain patterns, moves, rhythms, habits, attitudes, experiences and knowledge
emerge” (p. 14).
I propose, then, that an important component of language acquisition must remain
in the equation, not as a taken for granted assumption but as a central and guiding
objective. It is the human interaction component. These results mesh with Lave and
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Wenger’s (1991) work with communities of practice. A community of practice involves
much more than technical knowledge and skills. It also involves relationships among
members as well as shared ideas, commitments and memories. Communities of practice
also involve practices: ways of approaching and doing things that are shared among
members. These practices include ways of speaking. Lave and Wenger believe that
learning is enhanced through community participation, where learning is not seen as the
accumulation of knowledge by an individual but as a process of social participation. Lave
and Wenger also assert that learning as conceptualized as increased participation in
communities of practice “concerns the whole person acting in the world” (Lave &
Wenger, 1991, p. 49). Similarly, in the present study, if “acquisition” or what I am calling
deep learning, is a natural process, then the more parts of nature - the more parts of our
natural selves - that are engaged, the more deep and lasting will be language retention.
The more parts of our make-up that we engage in language learning, and the more often
we do so, ultimately, the more naturally we communicate with our fellow human beings.
This process of increasing engagement can also be described in terms of discourse, in the
sense of additional language learners engaging in more and more discourses.
Additionally, while engagement is important, culture can have a great influence on
whether and how one chooses to engage. This will be discussed in the next section.
Cultural Influences
The etymology of the concept of culture derives from nature (Eagleton, 2000;
Williams, 1981), its original meaning emerging from the cultivation of crops and
animals. In the late 1700s, the conception of culture expanded to encompass an entire
way of life of a distinct people (Williams, 1981). A later conception, “culture with a
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capital C ”, refers to the development of the arts, the products or cultural artefacts of
which are hailed as the best a culture has to offer. The mass media broadcasts what is
considered desirable, fashionable, and worthy of pursuit by the general public through
what has been called “pop culture.” The more current uses of the word culture can be
seen to contain a semblance of the original meanings in that capital “C” cultural pursuits
and popular culture are means of cultivating or nurturing one’s self. How one cultivates
one’s self may be a product of what is made available at the cultural level and what the
individual chooses at the individual level. In a similar vein, Tseng (2002) conceptualizes
culture at the individual and societal level in his belief that culture learning is a process of
meaning generation resulting from “a transaction between an individual’s conception of
the world (individual culture) and the world outside the individual (social culture)” (p.
11).

Gudykunst et al. (1996) investigated individual- and culture-level influences on
the communication styles of 753 college students from collectivist (Korea and Japan) and
individualistic (Australia and U.S.A.) cultures and found cultural background to be
predictive of communication style. The authors also concluded, however, that,
“individual level factors (i.e., self construals [constructs] and values) are better predictors
of low- and high-context communication styles across cultures than cultural
individualism-collectivism” (1996, p. 510), thus supporting the coexistence of individual
and cultural factors in influencing one’s communicative behaviours. In the case of Korea,
the Korean language can be considered an adhesive that bonds all Koreans as one.
According to Lee and Ramsey,
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The Korean people are fond of saying that they are a unified nation speaking
one language, and linguistically it is clearly true. Korea itself may still be
politically divided, but the people on both sides of the border speak one and the
same language. (2000, p. 1)
Yet “the group” as an entity in and of itself is perhaps not as vital or focal as unity within
the group, which is predicated upon harmonious relationships. This cultural background
information is important because it suggests that, in social interactions, Korean people are
inclined to focus on the relationship between people as well as the people interacting and
the content of the message. Various comparative studies of Korean and North American
students (Ambady et al., 1996; Cho, 1999; Kwon, 2001; Smith & Jang, 2001) have
identified a relational quality in Korean students’ communicative styles as compared to
that of their North American counterparts.
The relevance of this cultural influence, i.e., the propensity to focus on
relationships between things (including people) rather than on the things themselves,
sheds light on why participants considered some Canadian students to be disrespectful in
the classroom. The actions were objectionable to the extent that they demonstrated
disregard for relationships, particularly the cherished teacher-student relationship. This
situation is well explained by van Dijk (1997), in his discussion of interaction in society
from a discourse perspective. Using himself as an example, van Dijk asserts that it is not
the objective social facts of his age and profession that cause people to address him
politely but rather, the socially based subjective constructions of these social facts that are
reasons to be polite. “It is at this point that cognition and context meet, and indeed
become mutually relevant” (van Dijk, 1997, p. 16). As such, he claims, language users
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are not simply engaging in communication but continually making sense of it; continually
coming to a deeper and more personal understanding. Van Dijk’s example is particularly
appropriate for Korean students, who come from a society where age and profession must
be known and made sense of before interactions can ensue. An example of the transition
from broad cultural values to meaning making and ultimately to behaviours, begins with
Kim-Yoon’s explanation of a long held commitment to proper conduct prescribed by
Confucian theory, which remains beneath Korea’s modem fagade:
Of great relevance to teaching and learning English is the Confucian
relationship between teacher and student. An old adage, ‘One should not step
even on the shadow of one’s teacher,’ emphasizes the degree of respect
traditionally accorded to teachers, which has long been a signpost for students’
attitudes and an enduring feature of Korean education. (2001, p. 9)
Participants’ objections to the Canadian students’ classroom behaviour was based on the
Korean cultural value of respect within this important teacher-student relationship. The
importance of the relationship (cultural value) and the appropriate conduct (behaviour)
that maintains that relationship, from the perspective of Korean students, is not being
followed and is therefore offensive. The meaning making is based on unobservable
values attributed to observable behaviours, or what Hall (1996) calls “codes”. According
to Hall,
children learn the system and conventions of representation, the codes of their
language and culture, which equip them with cultural ‘know-how’ enabling
them to function as culturally competent subjects. Not because such knowledge
is imprinted in their genes, but because they learn its conventions and so
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gradually become ‘cultured persons’ - i.e., members of their cultures. They
unconsciously internalize the codes. (1996, p. 22)
The result in a cross-cultural situation is that people judge others’ observable behaviours
based on the codes from their own culture, until they have been in the new culture long
enough to have learned its conventions, which lie beneath the surface. Until that time,
they give meaning to the observable behaviours of Canadian students based on
unobservable Korean cultural codes. This is, I believe, where cultural misunderstandings
occur.
Cho (1999), in his contrastive rhetoric study of essays written by Korean and
American university students, made claims about the differences in thinking and
perception of the world:
East Asian culture is interested in finding out how interdependence works
among people/things. ... In contrast, Anglo-European and North American
cultures are characterized by a quest for the arche, which is constituted from a
single, material substance. (Cho, 1999, p. 37)
Cho goes on to explain that, for East Asian people, the focus must be on the relationship
between two or more people or things to be perceived as meaningful. He contrasts this
with a Western view, in which the fundamentals of the world are assumed to be particles
of substance that can be arranged in a predictable way. This “particle” view parallels
what Smith (1999) called a western propensity toward fragmentation. While the original
cultural dichotomization articulated by Hofstede (1986) informs the comparison between
Korean (collectivist) and Canadian (individualist) societies, it does not capture the
tendency toward division and solidarity. More to the point, in the current study, I felt that
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“cohesive” reflected more clearly than “collectivist”, Korean culture as voiced by
participants. Recurring properties revealed a commitment to solidarity and the centrality
of harmony in maintaining that solidarity, which translates directly into discourse style.
Since Koreans live in a world fundamentally defined by social relationships,
they are expected to know a great deal about the people around them, including
their beliefs and attitudes. Not only is public argumentation considered
unnecessary but it is actively shunned because engaging in it means to stand
out, to risk public disagreement and to lose favor with fellow members of
society. (Smith & Jang, 2000, p. 64)
Related to solidarity is another aspect of Korean society wherein relationships
among students are pre-ordained according to Confucian doctrine based on age, gender
and grade level. By virtue of being the same age, gender and grade level, people are
automatically “friends.” If they attend the same school, the friendship is even closer. In
comparison to the Korean setting, where group membership is predetermined for all, the
Canadian setting may be experienced as relatively fragmented socially, since friendship is
not an automatic, or given, part of the social structure. In Canada, friendships take time to
evolve and are based on mutual interests. During the focus group, Kang, in his second
year of university study in Canada, asked with great sincerity how to “talk to” and “make
friends with” Canadian students. The other five participants showed interest in this topic
through body language. The question was one of the most informative parts of this study
in that it demonstrated the social voids they experienced. It is possible that during their
first weeks and months in Canada, Korean students feel somewhat out-of-sorts in the
absence of strict age and gender rules governing who socializes with whom, and
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linguistically, without rigid rules regarding register when using English. It takes time to
“internalize the codes” (Hall, 1996), i.e., to make sense of the implicit understandings
about socializing in Canada and at a very basic level, it takes time to get to know people.
Furthermore, learning the codes of a second culture as compared to a first is
different in that the second time, the process is not unconscious. Rather, and especially
for the adult who has come to Canada from Korea and finds that “everything is different”,
the internalizing process is accomplished with effort because, unlike the child who learns
cultural know-how for the first time, now the adult has a primary culture against which to
compare and weigh these new customs, values, behaviours, etc. She or he has a value
system upon which to make decisions of whether to enter or not, particular aspects of the
discourse within the new culture.
Examining the concept of identity from a cultural perspective, Hsu contended
that, “the stranglehold of the western ideal of individualism on our intellectual
deliberations must at least be loosened” (1985, p. 24). Keeping in mind earlier
observations of Korean culture as cohesive and the primacy of relationships for making
things meaningful, the concept of identity as an individualistic construct may need to be
assuaged in the present study. Specifically, in communicative encounters, Korean
students do not place emphasis on their own personal identity as much as the relationship
between themselves and others. As such, it is important to know how and with whom
they identify, not what their identity is as a separate entity per se. I would suggest then
that the concept under scrutiny is not “identity” but “identifying with”. Results show
clearly that Korean students “identify with” other Koreans and Asians. Returning once
again to the work of Hsu (1985), who formulated a model of “how man [sic] lives as a
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social and cultural being” (p. 27), we find a framework that aids in identifying what
aspects o f the new context cause cultural disconnect. Hsu identifies eight layers of
woman/man, culture and society (p. 28) (see Figure 4, below).
Figure 4: Woman/man, culture, and society

0 = outer world
1 = wider society and culture
2 = operative society and culture
3 = intimate society and culture
4 = expressible conscious
5 = unexpressible conscious
6 = pre-conscious
7 = unconscious

Note: This figure is taken from Hsu (1985).
Of relevance to this discussion are Layer 2, Operative society and culture, and
Layer 3, Intimate society and culture. Layer 2 is characterized by role relationships, i.e.,
people, ideas and things useful to the individual but which do not imply or demand
intimacy. Examples of relationships usually found in Layer 2 include employeremployee, merchant-customer, and government official-citizen relationships. Layer 3, on
the other hand, is that part of the world for which the individual has strong feelings of
attachment to people, cultural usages, artefacts and material collections, for example,
one’s relationships with family, close friends and partners. Those parts of the world in
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Layer 3 give a person a sense of identity and fulfillment and therefore, any change within
them is strongly resisted, whereas individuals do not respond strongly to changes in
Layer 2. As an example of a cultural usage in Layer 3, Hsu identifies “the American
male’s aversion to physical intimacy with another male” (Hsu, 1985, p. 30), a usage that
would not be considered rational in Korea. This particular cultural usage was identified in
the present study as one difference between Canadian and Korean culture (Minoo, LI 32).
In Korea, it is not uncommon for heterosexual males to touch one another in public, e.g.,
to hold hands. According to Hsu, “changes in layer 3 are most upsetting to the individual
and therefore likely to be strongly resisted” (p. 30). As a part of Minoo’s Layer 3 in
Korea, physical contact with other males was a loss he felt strongly in the Canadian
context.
Hsu (1985) also suggests that we have different views of what the individual is,
i.e., the western view of an independent personality in contrast to the eastern view of
individuals as relational parts of the whole. This again has implications for the placement
of the teacher-student relationship in relation to society and one’s self. Though this
relationship might be most logically placed in Layer 2, where there is little affect or
intimacy, in the case of Korean culture, heavily influenced by Confucian tradition, the
relationship could also be placed in Layer 3, where there are strong feelings of
attachment, for in the Confucian tradition,
Even at the risk of losing one’s individual autonomy, the Confucian chooses
fellowship of companionable people, i.e., “like-minded friends,” to develop
themselves jointly through mutual exhortation. In this connection, the father-son
relationship, not unlike the teacher-student relationship, or for that matter the
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husband-wife relationship, is in the last analysis a covenant based upon a
fiduciary commitment to a joint venture. Through the significant other, one
deepens and broadens one’s selfhood. (Wei-ming, 1985, p. 249)
It is possible that the teacher-student relationship may best reside in Layer 3 (Intimate
society and culture) for Korean students, given the importance of this relationship and the
parallel made with the intimate father-son and wife-husband relationships. On the other
hand, Canadian students may consider the teacher-student relationship, especially at the
university level, as a part of Operative society and culture (Layer 2) and may have
weaker feelings of attachment to their professors than do Korean students. As Hsu points
out, “the same human beings, ideas, and materials may be in either layers 2 or 3 for
members of different societies” (1995, p. 31). This would explain why a number of
participants mentioned the affronts to teachers made by students. Cross-cultural
misunderstanding, then, might largely reside in cultural-specific differences between
Layers 2 and 3.
Jong, who emigrated from Korea at age 10, spoke at length and depth about
cultural learning. He urged his Korean friends to realize that everyone has different
values: “So I would tell them that - try to understand why it’s like this - understand why
they don’t speak jone dae mal. Try to understand that. Of course it might be disrespectful
but that’s just our ideas” (Jong, L414-418). What Jong was, in effect beseeching his
friends to do was to learn the cultural codes in Canadian society; to let go of their Korean
meaning-making system and see things from a Canadian perspective. However, unlike
Jong, the friends he advised had lived in Korea most of their lives and arrived in Canada
as adults. Therefore, their meaning making was deeply ingrained and could not, or would
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not, be immediately, if ever, altered. According to participants’ responses, it appears
quite likely that many Koreans in Canada chose not to learn more about this culture,
perhaps because it conflicted too greatly with their values and beliefs.
If the gap is too great, a person might choose to not engage in communication
with these “others.” The question then becomes, how is this related to participants’
English language development? Ngugi (1986) provides answers in his conceptualization
of culture, wherein “values are the basis of a people’s identity, their sense of particularity
as members of the human race. All this is carried by language” (p. 15). If we accept that
communication is an essentially human endeavour requiring negotiation and interaction
between and among human beings, then the cultural influences that affect one’s decisions
to interact and negotiate or not with other human beings, in this case, other Englishspeaking human beings, are influential on one’s language development. I agree that
decisions are made at the level of values and are moderated by personal motivations.
Putting motivations aside for the moment, if one perceives that another person has
similar values, one is more apt to engage in communication. Yet, even when newcomers
do figure out the codes, they may then choose to not follow them if they conflict with
their core human values such as respect, a commitment to social harmony and perhaps
even the value placed on speaking. For instance, in the present study, most participants
reported not speaking during their early days in Canada, when they were constructing
their own understandings in this new context. To call this process a “silent period”
(Krashen, 1982) does not necessarily capture the complexity of meaning making that is
ongoing within the individual. What is more, the conceptualization of “silence” has been
described as culture-specific. Discussing results on cross-cultural communication
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apprehension, Kim et al. (2001) remind readers that, “people differ dramatically in the
degree to which they actually value talking behavior” (p. 391). Kwon (2001), in a
detailed study of Korean and American communication patterns of self-expression,
concluded that “Koreans view taciturnity or silence positively and that Americans have a
negative view of it as compared to Koreans” (p. 45). “What should be understood as well
is that the way one acts, the way one speaks, much less than the words themselves, are of
importance to Korean students” (Kim et al., 2001). It is important, then, in the present
study, to use such taken-for-granted terms as “silence”, carefully, in order to avoid
unintentionally contributing to the positioning of international students in North
American universities as deficient (Koehne, 2004).
Critical scholarship (Alptekin, 2002; Guest, 2002; Hall, 1996, 1997; Koehne,
2004; Kubota, 2002; Pai & Adler, 1997; Razack, 1995; Zaid, 1999) cautions against the
overuse of cultural overgeneralizations that perpetuate inaccurate, historical stereotypes.
In the context of studying South and East Asian students, Razack (1995) warns against
the perils of talking about culture: “For Asian populations, the deficit paradigm focuses
on culture. If Asians do well in school, it is because of their unique cultural
characteristics; in a classic double bind, culture also explains dysfunction, most often the
failure to ‘aceulturate’” (Razack, 1995, p. 70). Overuse of the term “culture”, she claims,
can lead to “culturalized racism”, a critique that comes to life in the present study, in the
conflation of race, culture, language, nationality and identity. Culture, as an allencompassing term, can mask issues and disable us from identifying differences in
meaning construction that compose cross-cultural misunderstanding. Indeed, Bhabha
(1996) colludes with T.S. Eliot regarding “a certain incommensurability, a necessary
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impossibility in thinking culture” (p. 53). The point is well taken that, in this ever-shifting
multicultural world, the idea of a self-contained, uncontaminated culture is unimaginable.
As such, it is time to delve beneath the cultural generalizations, to make connections
between specific words and actions (observable) and their concomitant (unobservable)
meaning-making constructions. Discourse is an ideal conceptual tool for facilitating such
incision.
Discourse
The key to Discourses is “recognition.” If you put language, action, interaction,
values, beliefs, symbols, objects, tools, and places together in such a way that
others recognize you as a particular type of who (identity) engaged in a
particular type of what (activity) here and now, then you have pulled off a
Discourse (and thereby continued it through history, if only for a while longer).
Whatever you have done must be similar enough to other performances to be
recognizable. ... If it is not recognizable, then you're not “in” the Discourse.
(Gee, 1999, p. 18)
If this description of Discourse is true, then most participants, most often, “pulled
o ff’ discourses in Canada with international students of Korean and other Asian
backgrounds, and less often, with non-Asian Canadians. Overall, participants identified
with and were identified by people with a similar appearance and accent. These were the
people with whom they engaged in “small d” discourses.
Making the Transition: Single to Multiple
In Korea, English discourse was confined almost exclusively to the classroom.
For a minimum of six years, within and beyond the classroom setting, there was little
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opportunity or impetus to converse in English. As such, participants learned one
particular English language discourse very well before coming to Canada: the discourse
of the English classroom with its main focus on test preparation. Applying Gee’s
description of recognition as the key to Discourses, in Korea, identity was clearly
prescribed for participants in that they were students so the “what” was reasonably
straightforward. Students were expected to sit, listen, read, write, memorize, study
grammar, follow the teacher, follow their textbooks, study for tests and get high scores on
tests. To be recognizable in this context, students needed to be physically and
emotionally passive but cognitively vigorous. The vast majority of interactions were not
person-to-person but person-to-text. Most verbal language during English class was
Korean, while written language was a combination of Korean and English. The people
were 100% Korean and the entire setting outside of the English classroom was the
monolingual, racially homogeneous, densely populated country of Korea. Then they
departed the peninsula for Canada.
Target participants, i.e., those who came here as adult university students,
reported feeling happy and excited, enjoying the freedom and adventure of this new
environment, with its slower pace of life and abundance of nature. Thus, they
experienced the euphoric stage of cultural transition in response to the environment.
When asked about their first English language experiences, the emotions were vastly
different: horrible, terrible, fearful, embarrassed and frustrated. The intensity of emotions
was greatest during the first two weeks in Canada. It is important to acknowledge that
before coming to Canada, students had no need to “create” English themselves, either in
written or verbal form. They read, translated and wrote English but for the most part, did
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not create their own thoughts and ideas using English. Further, most of their interactions
were text-based (English with Korean) in general - in the absence of “con-text”. The
context of Canada bombarded them with people of different races with differentsounding accents.
Entering English discourse in Canada demanded a shift from interacting with
immobile, inanimate, predictable text to interacting with dynamic, unpredictable human
beings. Making this transition more challenging was the disappearance of previously
ubiquitous Korean scaffolding: linguistic, environmental and human. At the same time,
Canadian-accented English was different from what participants had heard in Korea and
finally, as two participants observed, Canadians do not speak grammatically in
conversations so in many ways, participants were initially encountering not just
figuratively but in reality, a new language within multiple new discourses.
Slang: A discourse icon
Slang, an informal jargon that signifies group membership, provides an incisive
view to participants’ entry into or exclusion from informal discourses in the Canadian
setting. When the term arose during data collection, it was always in reference to not
understanding. Though participants did not explicitly position themselves as being
excluded from the discourse, that was, in effect, the effect slang had. In Minoo’s case,
“They say something ‘Oh man, man ...’ I say, what are you talking about? And they
don’t teach me. If I don’t understand, ‘Never mind.’ Just say ‘Never mind’” (Minoo, 99101). In this situation, Minoo was not being invited into the discourse but rather, denied
access. He did not have the codes; when he asked for an explanation, "they" said, “Never
mind.” Here, the in-group was able to recognize and exclude outsiders who did not
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possess the slang codes. “Slang thus serves social functions, setting and proclaiming
social boundaries” (Spolsky, 1998, p. 36).
Slang is a certain "kind" of talk, which is culturally and contextually embedded,
regional and ephemeral. To understand a certain slang utterance, then, one has to live in
the same place and socialize with the same group of people over a period of time. This
points to temporal, social and geographic requirements for understanding and involves a
shift from understanding the literal meanings of words (denotative) to understanding the
non-literal, hidden, contextual and group-shared meanings (connotative). Joohyun said
when he talked to Korean people, even if he did not understand certain words, he could
guess what they were. Thus, Joohyun had connotative understanding with the Korean
language and Korean people, “But English, I can’t understand anything about their
conversation. Just too fast or too much slang” (L178-179). Another way to say it is that
Joohyun had greater connotative understanding of Korean than English as a result of a
deeper understanding of the words (text level) based on shared experiences with people
in context (subtext level).
Joohyun also draws attention to time; in this instance, time for deep
understanding. To gain a deep understanding, i.e., to learn the cultural codes, requires
interest and persistence on the part of people “in” the discourse and those “outside” the
discourse. “And then I don’t understand it. Even though I understood and I know the
vocabularies I don’t understand what they’re talking about” (Joohyun, L168-170).
Germane in this passage is the word “about”, which alludes to knowledge of the whole;
the overall, contextualized essence of the conversation. Given that Koreans have for years
studied English literally, taking words in their usual or primary sense, it is logical to
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expect that connotative understanding will take time to develop through shared language
and shared experiences in the Canadian context. Further, “When I talk to Korean people,
even if I don’t understand some words, but I can guess. But English, sometimes I don’t
understand anything about their conversation” (L177-178). Here, Joohyun gives insight
into deep understanding and surface level understanding. In his first language, when he
does not understand literally, he can guess because he has deep level understanding based
on years of lived experiences with the language and with other people. As such, he can
intuit meaning even in the absence of words; he can make sense of the whole.
It appears that what contributes to slang’s strength as an agent of exclusion, is that
a person only gains access after being in (at least partially) a discourse. Thus, slang
symbolizes inner membership and acts as a barrier to outsiders. Take Yoon-Hee, for
instance. She learned some slang only after working at a number of jobs in Toronto, not
before. Her story illustrates how one has to somehow get “into” the discourse before she
or he can learn some of its particularities, like slang. This study of how “slang” operates
resembles the concepts identified by Lave and Wenger (1991) in communities of
practice, where meaning and learning are deepened through repeated, shared practices.
An “outsider” or “partial outsider”, in order to learn the codes of slang, needs: a) to know
somebody in the discourse well enough to ask them the meaning of a particular word; b)
that person to be willing to explain and spend time to help the person understand. While
slang can serve as an inclusive device, in the experience of study participants, it is
overwhelmingly exclusive.
I have chosen to examine slang at length because I perceive its potentially
inclusive and exclusive nature to be iconic of the discourse barriers which participants
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incur early in their Canadian lives, illustrating linguistic, social and temporal aspects of
the context. An examination of a particular “kind of talk” also enables us to observe and
analyze changes over time, as barriers become passageways.
Studying “talk” is vital in the case of additional language learners in general,
since it represents the essential components of both input and output (Block, 2003;
Krashen, 1981; Swain, 1985). “Talk” may be particularly relevant to international
students in Canada because there is reason to believe that speaking in turn influences
one’s academic writing. Deborah Tannen (1987), for instance, has demonstrated that
ordinary conversations have much in common with literary discourses, arguing that
literary works are “constructed dialogues” and, thus, that the influence of “talk” reaches
beyond conversation to the written word.
On a related note, but from a historical perspective, Heath (1989) recalls that,
before the end of the nineteenth century, acceptable literary style in North American high
schools and universities included spontaneous, emotional, and original writing. However,
when changes in the economy and population distribution brought farmers and adult
immigrant workers with new languages, accents and vernaculars into the cities, schools
responded by imposing an ordered, predictable, scientific brand of writing. “The science
of teaching writing could tolerate no longer any reminders that spoken language uses and
the observation and analysis of one’s own experiences could lie at the core of learning”
(Heath, 1989, p. 117). The author laments the diminishing role that schools have
subsequently allowed students’ prior knowledge and talk to play in students’ writing, for
she contends that talk and personal experience are important in formulating ideas and
learning how to compose essays. Both Heath and Tannen question the dichotomization of
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written and spoken language, which has come to be taken for granted as the rightful and
natural state of affairs. If we accept to even a small degree Tannen’s claim that, “orality
and literacy, speaking and writing, are not dichotomous but rather complex, overlapping,
and intertwined” (1987, p. 85), then we must consider seriously the possibility that, for
university students studying in a language other than their first, as those in the present
study, improved facility in “talking” may well carry over into their academic writing. The
importance of “language in use” has been highlighted here, and the next section will
address one of the driving questions in this study: Is it possible to identify a transition
from English knowledge to English use!
From language knowledge to language use
The short answer to the question of whether it is possible to identify a transition
from English knowledge to English use is “yes.” To explain, the participants will speak
for themselves, followed by my interpretation of their processes.
Min-Ji: When I came here I was, I studied in my country I studied English six
years, over six years but I’m not good student. I wasn’t good student. Especially
English. I hate English before. When I came here, I couldn’t speak no yes, yes
no, I couldn’t. I scare. I hided. B u t ... uhhh ... this is my .... my my home is
this now. I change place so I had to ... so it’s difficult - that was difficult but in
my ... in now at that time, I was divorce ... three years ago. So when I divorce,
I had to do everything by myself. So I try and now, it’s little bit okay (laughing)
now I understand but still now it’s difficult.
In this example, Min-Ji was placed in a position where, despite her fear, she had no
choice but to begin communicating in order to take care of her children. Crucial in her
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situation was the lack of choice, i.e., “I had to” and her motivation to care for her
children.
Hyun: Actually first time I came to Canada, after a month later my brother was
teasing me for just not doing anything. So I went out and got a job for me and
my brother as a janitor at the Vancouver Hotel 10 o’clock until 5 in the morning
I was working. And where I was working, people come and go and they ask me,
“How are you tonight?” But I understood, “How are you?” “Fine” but I just
know how are you so after a while, I pause and - oh - 1 should say something.
So that was a month later.
In this example, Hyun placed himself in a situation where he had no choice but to speak
English. He articulated his growth from denotative to connotative understanding, with the
example of “how are you” and “how are you tonight?” He also mentioned the time frame,
one month after coming to Canada. It was repeated, shared experiences with other human
beings that moved Hyun from a surface knowledge of the words to a contextualized and
deeper understanding of the language. Hyun thus personified Gee’s contention that one
cannot learn a language “without having fully and repeatedly participated in the typical
experiences that render that form of language meaningful” (Gee, 1999, p. 64). Though he
had heard and repeated the utterance, “How are you?” hundreds of times during his eight
years of study in Korea; though he had the symbolic representation in his head; none of
this was personally meaningful until one month after working at the hotel, because the
language had never been situated in practice. To move from language knowledge to
language use, Hyun needed repeated shared experiences that rendered the language
meaningful to him. Next is Yoon-Hee’s experience:
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Yoon-Hee: I do not have many chance to speak. Even in the classroom or even
in Korea because kind of I just really shy to speak. I just so afraid do I speak
long or do I speak in complete sentence or something not what I want to but I
just so afraid of i t ... but after I do the part time job [in Toronto], I hhhave to
speak, right? I hhave to understand something so after that experience, I learned
more confidence of me speak more ... until now I do not speak a lot. I just
listen. I just afraid to speak.
In this interview excerpt, Yoon-Hee was emphatic about the absence of choice, i.e., “I
hhhaave to” speak and understand. She also explained her change in disposition from
shy to increasingly confident. Significant in Yoon-Hee’s progression is that first, she
made a decision; second, she acted on that decision by placing herself in a context where
she had no choice but to speak English; then her language ability changed; and lastly, her
confidence level changed. Common to these first three examples is the passage of time
and the decision to engage in contextualized English discourse despite the difficulty of
this undertaking. Sometimes, the decision was made for the person, as in the case of MinJi once she decided to stay in Canada, and in other cases, the individual consciously
chose to interact with EPL speakers. In the case of Hyea-Jin, below, it appears she never
did make the decision to engage, nor was the decision made for her.
S: So, what did you do in English class in high school?
Hyea-Jin: Just remember much vocabularies as I can and just know some
grammar and then, just listening to tapes. And we have some tests also.
S: Okay, and were the tests like comprehension?
Hyea-Jin: Yes, comprehension but not person to person. We just listen to
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comprehension tapes and then do some problems. Like, they’re saying we
all meet by 7:00 by the subway station. And the question is, what time
are they gonna meet or where are they gonna meet?
S: So those tests, do you think that helped improve your English
listening abilities?
Hyea-Jin: Not much, ‘cause there’s some - school right? - they have some
limits. The conversation is less than a minute. There’s nothing right but some
vocabulary, some grammars.
S: In Canada now, do you hang around with mostly Korean friends or
Canadian friends or both?
Hyea-Jin: For me, mostly just Korean friends. (L337-255)
This segment of Hyea-Jin’s interview encapsulates much of her high school English
experience in Korea (e.g., memorizing vocabulary, knowing grammar, listening to tapes
and doing tests). Another key point is her perception that the listening comprehension
tests were not helpful because they were not person-to-person. Given this as background,
it is not completely surprising that most of Hyea-Jin’s friends in Canada were Korean.
Later in the interview, she expressed disappointment at her English not having improved
as much as she wanted in her two-and-a-half years in Canada. I believe that Hyea-Jin is
representative of international students who move to Canada but choose not to socialize
with EPL speakers outside of the university classroom. Their English language ability
improves but not as much as others who engage the language in context more often.
It is widely accepted that the optimal environment for additional language
learning is “in context”, in authentic communicative situations (Canale & Swain, 1980;
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Kramsch, 1998; Krashen, 1981; Wendt, 2003). While this belief is sound, it must also be
considered critically, i.e., the implicit assumption that if a person is in a particular
context, she or he will be communicating with other language users. The reality for
participants in this study, is that the context itself does not guarantee interaction because
opportunities for engaging in discourse, i.e., for using the language, within those
contexts, do not immediately exist. Communicative encounters must be negotiated or in
fact, created. Moreover, the processes involved in negotiating or creating communicative
interactions - processes that are often unacknowledged - need to be enlightened.
From a discourse perspective, it has been claimed, for example, that to become a
part of the context where language is being used, one needs to create an identity within
that context, which is recognizable to the other language users in that context (Gee,
1999). As participants’ experiences demonstrate, negotiating and establishing a
recognizable position within a new context is a complex undertaking, which, according to
Bourdieu, is linked to power or “linguistic capital” (Bourdieu, 1977). Bourdieu’s critique
of the assumption that the conditions for the establishment of communication are already
in place is pertinent to the present study for, as participants’ experiences have made
abundantly clear, the conditions for establishing communication have not been met.
Bourdieu cautioned against assuming “that people talk and talk to each other, are ‘on
speaking terms’, that those who speak regard those who listen as worthy to listen and
those who listen regard those who speak as worthy to speak” (p. 648). When describing
their minimal interactions with Canadian classmates in university, focus group members
said that it was difficult to talk; that the Canadian students did not want to talk to them or
have them in their groups. In most circumstances, it seemed that participants were judged
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as unworthy to be listened to. Regardless of their intelligence or language ability, their
appearance and/or accent seemed to obstruct the establishment of communication. As
Bourdieu further discussed in his explication of power relations related to language use,
“What speaks is not the utterance, the language, but the whole social person” (p. 653).
Within this whole person, accent functions as one index of authority; the body as another.
Though Bourdieu’s discussion of linguistic capital identified the dominant and non
dominant populations in terms of social class, the same concepts apply to the present
study, with the dominant population being Caucasians with Canadian accents and the
non-dominant population being Koreans with non-Canadian accents. This analysis has
implications for engagement in English discourse, which will be the focus of the
concluding section.
Conclusion
To conclude, I will offer my interpretation of the process of language acquisition
as experienced by this group of Korean students attending a Canadian university, by
describing the relationships between the various factors that compose the process,
beginning with the Korean setting (see diagram, next page).
In Korea’s Confucian-based society, which values education highly and where
filial piety remains the norm, students are under constant pressure from parents to excel
academically; pressure compounded by an intensely competitive system. On the whole,
students do not enjoy learning English in Korea: they do so because it is mandatory. For
the most part, the learning is text-based, denotative, constructed with Korean substratum
and acquired cognitively through intense study for tests. Students have a generally
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negative disposition toward English study before departing Korea. At the same time, the
Korean language symbolizes Korea as a unified nation speaking one language.
Therefore, the importance of the Korean language in Koreans’ individual and
cultural identity cannot be underestimated. As such, when participants arrived in Canada,
they faced at least two immediate challenges: using the English language in context, and
gaining a sense of identity or “identity with” in this foreign environment. It is crucial to
acknowledge the multi-racial makeup of Canada in comparison to Korea, one of the most
racially homogenous countries in the modem world. With a fear toward speaking English
and sudden exposure to a world of racially different people, participants chose to
socialize mainly with other Koreans or with other Asians who, metaphorically, were
wearing “the same shoes.”
Having studied English exclusively in the classroom in Korea, entry into the
Canadian context, where Korean explanations and translations were not readily available,
was the beginning of personal meaning making in English. Though many participants
reported speaking little in their first days and weeks in Canada, their minds were actively
constructing meaning as they began to make sense of the cultural codes beneath the
surface of the English language in this context. Since all participants were students, they
all attended lectures and experienced the academic environment. Many reported having
difficulty understanding their professors during the first semester, but then having less
trouble thereafter. Learning strategies employed in the Canadian classroom resembled
those of the Korean classroom: participants used dictionaries and Internet sites to find
Korean translations of difficult terms, they asked their friends for help or they tried to get
the meaning from context. Participants reported that some professors were more helpful
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to them regarding their English writing abilities. Most had made use of the writing centre
on campus but added that often the service was too busy to help them. One participant
hired a tutor to help him with the writing of his Masters thesis. In general, however,
despite language difficulties, participants were succeeding in their academic pursuits in
Canada.
Regarding language learning and language use in Canada, there was much
variability among participants as a function of personal motivations, socialization
choices, openness of EPL speakers (i.e., the willingness of EPL speakers to engage in
conversation and to socialize with participants), emotions (i.e., many participants chose
not to engage because they felt embarrassed or ashamed in certain settings), and cultural
negotiation. The term cultural negotiation refers to the ongoing “making sense o f ’
English language in context, which requires a continual referring back to Korean cultural
codes and concepts. During negotiation, participants became aware not only of the
culture and context of Canada but also, the values, attitudes, and beliefs of Korean culture
because, “until we are exposed to another culture, most of these are operative in our
subconsciousness” (K. H. Kim, 1975, p. 5).
It seemed that personal motivations as a moderating variable could override all
other moderating influences. For instance, the participants who came to Canada with a
clear sense of the need for improved English ability made it their priority to engage
regularly with EPLS in using English. One such case was Kyu, whose life ambition was
to become a corporate executive. Kyu had excellent command of English and spent a
great deal of time with his graduate student colleagues, most of whom were international
students; all of whom spoke English. Similarly, with respect to motivation, Eunchan
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(L62-67) indicated that now, because he and his wife had come to Canada to live, he had
no choice but to learn English well: it was a matter of survival. This is where they had
chosen to live and his personal motivation was to succeed in Canada. For both Eunchan
and Kyu, personal motivations propelled them to make socialization choices that allowed
them to engage in English often. They did not allow negative emotions to stall their
communicative efforts and they were interested in learning the cultural codes of the
Canadian context. Consequently, their level of engagement with English was high and
their command of English, exceptional.
On the other hand, beyond graduating from university, some participants did not
have a clear goal that included the English language and as a result, other moderating
variables influenced their socialization choices. For instance, Hyea-Jin socialized mainly
with Korean friends and was disappointed at her lack of language progress. Similarly,
Minoo socialized almost exclusively with Korean friends because he had decided, after
unsuccessful communicative attempts, that the cultural differences were too great to be
overcome. Without a strong personal motivation in which English figured prominently,
and having encountered EPL speakers who did not take the time to explain the codes of
their slang, Minoo made socialization choices that resulted in his speaking much more
Korean than English and which therefore reduced his level of human engagement with
English and resulted in a relatively low rate of English language learning.
In the end, those participants who engaged the language with other human beings
and who themselves engaged the English language with not only their cognitive
capacities (as in the university classroom) but also their emotional, physical and social
selves, were able to come to a deeper understanding of and greater facility with the
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language through cultural understanding. The main point of this theory is that the level of
engagement determines the level of additional language learning (which encompasses
what has been traditionally termed, “acquisition”). It is necessary as well to clarify two
different aspects of engagement within the model. First, engagement refers to physical,
emotional and cognitive engagement of the individual with the English language: the
more ways in which a person is engaged, the deeper, more lasting and more personal is
the learning. Secondly, engagement refers to the social aspect of engagement with other
human beings. As Hall (1997) contends, cultural meaning making comes through
interactions with other human beings and cannot be done individually. Or, stated aptly by
Gee, “Meaning is not general and abstract, not something that resides in dictionaries, or
even in general symbolic representations inside people’s heads. Rather, it is situated in
specific social and cultural practices, and is continually transformed in those practices”
(1999, p. 63). It could be said that formal study of the language provides surface level
understanding while deep level understanding is accelerated through personal
engagement with the language and shared experiences with others.
Pedagogical Implications
Based on participants’ responses, it became clear that some professors
accommodate EAL university students while others do not. Given that the university in
this study recruits large numbers and percentages of international students, and given that
these students pay high tuition fees to get a post-secondary education, I believe it is
incumbent upon the universities to put into place policies that enable these students to
succeed. Following are some accommodations perceived by participants in this study as
being helpful to their university education. One helpful accommodation was being able to
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hand in their essays early to get feedback and then to re-submit the papers a second time
for grading. Another participant who had difficulty taking notes in class said his professor
had paired him up with a volunteer classmate who was his note-taker for the course. After
each class, within 24 hours, the volunteer emailed the notes she or he had taken to the
EAL student. This, he said, was immensely helpful. All focus group members agreed that
Power Point presentations were very helpful for understanding during lectures. Some
students said that in their first year of study, if time was a constraint on their test-writing,
they received partial marks for answering essay questions in point form. Participants said
they preferred when the professor set up the groups for group work, because they were
then able to interact and engage in shared experiences with EPL speakers as well as EAL
speakers. This study highlights the importance of EAL students having opportunities to
engage in the English language. Having the groups set up is the first step in enabling
EAL students to negotiate the language setting; group membership provides a beginning
identity for all group members. I would suggest that all of these accommodations should
be offered to all EAL university students in their first year of study in Canada, when they
are adjusting to the language and the culture. Then, it would be beneficial to have a
developmental system for subsequent years, so that accommodations are gradually
reduced so that, by the end of their university careers in Canada, EAL students are
operating without accommodations.
Research Implications
The concept of identities across borders should be further investigated. In the
present study, participants used a number of terms when discussing identity, e.g., race,
language, nationality and culture. The present study was not looking at identity
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specifically, but identity did emerge as a concept and a dimension within other concepts.
I believe that investigation into identity or perhaps even the idea of “identifying with”
will yield valuable information about cross-cultural transition. As well, there are
indications that one’s identity was partially dependent on the amount of time spent in
Canada as compared to amount of time spent in Korea. One question that arose for me as
the study unfolded was, could there be a “critical age” related to cultural identity?
Regarding methodology, it was clear that the use of Korean language on the
survey made an impression on the participants. In the earlier interviews, based on advice
from Korean friends who were also students, I had the survey available only in English.
However, when I used the Korean and English survey (Appendix G) for the later
interviews, each participant commented and demonstrated pleasure at seeing their own
language. Early on in the study, I was cognizant of and committed to not contributing to a
“deficit perspective” and therefore did not want to assume participants would have
difficulty with the English survey. In fact, the participants did not appear to have any
trouble with the English language only survey but my recommendation for future studies
would be to include participants’ primary language to show appreciation for that culture
and language. In the focus group interview as well, I had planned to have a Korean
graduate student lead the focus group interview to encourage open sharing in the
language that the participants were more comfortable. In the end, however, my friend
became ill and was unable to attend. Although I did invite focus group participants to
speak in Korean or English, they spoke almost exclusively in English, perhaps to help
me, the researcher, maintain “face.” In future studies, I would recommend providing a
situation in which participants feel comfortable speaking in either or both languages.
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Appendix A

Letter of Invitation
November **, 2004
Dear student:
This is an invitation to participate in a research study conducted by me, Sheila Windle,
Ph.D. candidate, Faculty of Education at the University of Windsor. Results will
contribute to my dissertation project. The title of my study is, “The English language
acquisition process as experienced by Korean university students: A grounded theory”. I
became interested in additional language acquisition when I taught English conversation
in Busan, South Korea for four years (Sungsim College and Pusan University of Foreign
Studies).
PURPOSE
The purpose of the study is to gain an understanding of the English acquisition process of
Korean learners. Results will add to our knowledge about additional language acquisition
in general and may enlighten our understanding of cultural influences on additional
language learning.
YOUR VALUABLE EXPERIENCES
Your reflections on your experiences in Korea and Canada will be informative to English
language teachers and learners in Canada and South Korea. Your contributions will help
Canadians understand the experiences of newcomers to Canada and particularly the role
that language plays in the adaptation process.
PROCEDURES
If you volunteer to participate in this study, I will ask you to do the following things:
1. Attend an interview in October or November 2004 at the University of Windsor and at
the end of the interview, fill out a biographical questionnaire. This will take
approximately 90 minutes.
2. A week after the interview, check over the interview transcript to ensure that your
responses were accurately reported (approximately 30 minutes).
3. Attend a group interview with other Korean students at the University of Windsor to
discuss preliminary results and provide input regarding data interpretation and analyses
(January 2005; approximately 90 minutes).
The total time that you will devote to this study will be approximately 4 hours.
FUN
After the final group interview, we will go to dinner to enjoy good food, drink and
socializing. In my opinion, all work and no play makes for a boring study. Also, I would
like to offer my assistance with regard to academic information, language support and
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“life in Canada”. I know that your experiences will add to my understanding of language
learning, and I hope that I will be able to also help you as well. Please email or phone by
September 10th to let me know if you will be participating. I look forward to hearing from
you.
Sincerely,
Sheila Windle
Email: windlel@uwindsor.ca
Phone: 253-3000, ext. 3808
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Appendix B
English learning process: Participant summaries
(questionnaire data;
identifies target participants)
Su-Jin
Hometown: Seoul
Gender: Female
Age started learning E in Korea: 10
English study in Korea: 3 years middle school, Vi year high school
Age at immigration to Canada: 15
3 years of high school ESL in Canada; received high school diploma in Canada
# years in Canada: 5 years, 3 months
Age at interview: 21
During week, speaks 40% Korean, 60% E; on weekend 80% K, 20% E
Comfortable speaking to NESs: Usually
Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: Language, Culture & FOOD!!!
Other notable differences between the two countries? Environment (Korea more busy &
less nature, Canada - nature & less busy environment)
Motivation: to go to university, I had to learn English
U Major: Music Therapy
Main belief re how to improve English language ability: Talk to English speaking people
and not to be afraid of speaking to them
Jong
Hometown: Seoul
Gender: Male
Age started learning English in Korea: 7
English Study in Korea: 4 years elementary school; 1 year hakwon in Seoul
Age at immigration to Canada: 10
# years in Canada: 14
Age at interview: 24
Main belief: you can’t translate from English to K or vice-versa
During week, speaks 50% Korean, 50% E; on weekend 70% K; 30% E
Comfortable speaking to NESs: All the time
Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: Respect
Other notable differences between the two countries? Food
Motivation: Global opportunity because English is becoming Global
U Major: Business Marketing
# Minoo
Hometown: Seoul
Gender: Male
Age started learning English in Korea: 7
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English Study in Korea: 6 years elementary school, 3 years middle school, 3 years high
school, 10 years at hakwon
Age at immigration to Canada: 18
Length o f residence in Canada: 4 years, 3 months
Age at interview: 22
Main belief: to improve English ability, make English-speaking friends
During week, speaks 60% Korean, 40% E; on weekend 80% K, 20% E
Comfortable speaking to NESs: Sometimes
Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: Individual/United
Other notable differences between the two countries?
Motivation: to watch movies
U Major: Communications
Don
Hometown: Bom in Chatham, Ontario, Canada in 1984; first language is English
Gender: Male
Age at interview: 21
During week, speaks 10% Korean, 90% E; on weekend 40% K, 60%E
Comfortable speaking to NESs: All the time
Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: Respect, discipline within
communities
Other notable differences between the two countries? A sense of unity in Korean
communities
Motivation: Bom in Canada
U Major: Criminology
Rob
Hometown: Bom in London, Ontario, Canada in 1983; First language is English
Gender: Male
Age at interview: 21
During week, speaks 20% Korean, 80% E; on weekend 20% K, 80% E
Comfortable speaking to NESs: All the time
Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: Respect/Collectivist
Other notable differences between the two countries?
Motivation to come to Canada: Parent’s idea for a better life
U Major: Criminology
Main belief re language learning: integrate with the people who speak E
Min
Hometown: Seoul
Gender: Male
Age at interview: 23
Age started learning English in Korea: 10
English Study in Korea: 4 months in grade 3
Age at immigration to Canada: 10
# years in Canada: 12 years, 8 months
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During week, speaks 70% Korean, 30% E; on weekend 80% K, 20% E
Comfortable speaking to NESs: All the time
Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: respecting elders - there is no gaps
between students and professors, parents and their kids, and etc.
Other notable differences between the two countries? Education - here in Canada,
students study more harder in university. In Korea, students only sleep 3 hours a day in
high school to study for exams. There are a lot of private institutions in Korea, while
there is very few here in Canada.
Motivation to come to Canada: no choice - follow parents. Other motivations: less stress.
Better education. In Korean, studying in high school is really hard (even applying to
university is worse) compare to Western education.
U Major: Biological Science
Advice for improving English: One-on-one conversation with native English speakers
even watching (English) TV programmes helps
* Hyea-Jin
Hometown: Incheon
Gender: Female
Age started learning English in Korea: 11
English Study in Korea: 2 years elementary school, 3 years middle school, 2 Vi years high
school, 1 year hakwon
Age at immigration to Canada: 17 years, 8 months
# years in Canada: 2 years, 7 months
Age at interview: 20 (Oct. 31/84)
During week, speaks 60% Korean, 40% E; on weekend 70% K, 30% E
Comfortable speaking to NESs: Usually
Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: grammar
Other notable differences between the two countries?
Motivation to learn English in Korea: myself and social environment
U Major: Business Administration
Jungin
Not university student; did not ask him to complete questionnaire
* Haw-Ju
Hometown: Seoul
Gender: Female
Age started learning English in Korea: 14
English Study in Korea: 3 years middle school, 3 years high school, 2 years university, 8
months hakwon
Age at immigration to Canada: 22
# years in Canada: 3 years, 7 months
Age at interview: 25 years, 9 months
During week, speaks 60% Korean, 40% E; on weekend 60% K, 40% E
Comfortable speaking to NESs: Usually
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Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: city traffic
Other notable differences between the two countries? Mind system
Motivation for coming to Canada: adventure; experience for big world
Motivation for studying English in hakwon in Korea: travel to Canada
University Major in Korea: Creative Writing
University Major in Canada: Communication Studies
Main belief re language: prepare for the big exam
Bo
Not university student; did not ask him to complete questionnaire
* Yoon-Hee
Hometown: Jin-Ju
Gender: Female
Age started learning English in Korea: 13
English Study in Korea: 3 years middle school, 3 years high school, 2 years university, 34 years hakwon
Age at immigration to Canada: 22
# years in Canada: 4 years, 9 months (went to college for 3 years, now 8 months in
university)
Age at interview: 27
During week, speaks 70% Korean, 30% English; on weekend 90% Korean, 10% English
Comfortable speaking to NESs: Usually
Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: culture
Other notable differences between the two countries? Mind
Motivation for coming to Canada: didn’t want to stay in Korea anymore
Motivation for learning English in Korea - do well on tests
U Major: in Korea - Arabic; in Canada - Business Administration - Marketing
Main belief re language: best way to improve English - speaking (conversation)
* Kyu
Hometown: Seoul
Gender: Male
Age started learning English in Korea: 13
English Study in Korea: 3 years middle school, 3 years high school, 4 years university, 1
year hakwon
Age at immigration to Canada: 29
# years in Canada: 2 years, 7 months
Age at interview: 31 years, 9 months
During week, speaks 25% Korean, 70% English, 5 % other (knows German & Chinese);
on weekend 70% Korean, 30% English
Comfortable speaking to NESs: Usually
Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: land size and weather
Other notable differences between the two countries?
Motivation for coming to Canada: get some better life
U Major: Mechanical Engineering (major in Korea was automotive engineering)
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Main belief re language: Listening is the key
* Joohyun
Hometown: Seoul
Gender: Male
Age started learning English in Korea: 14
English Study in Korea: 1 year elementary school, 3 years middle school, 3 years high
school, 1 year university, 6 months hakwon
Age at immigration to Canada: 25
# years in Canada: 4 years, 3 months
Age at interview: 29
During week, speaks 30% Korean, 70% English; on weekend 80% Korean, 20% English
Comfortable speaking to NESs: Sometimes
Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: diversity
Other notable differences between the two countries? Size of the nation
Motivation for coming to Canada: 1) education; 2) to live in better environment than
Korea
U Major: Business
Main belief re language: talking with native speakers most effective way
* Min-Ji
Hometown: Busan
Gender: Female
Age started learning English in Korea: 13
English Study in Korea: 3 years middle school, 3 years high school, 1 year University
Age at immigration to Canada: 32
# years in Canada: 4 years, 9 months
Age at interview: 37
During week, speaks 30% Korean, 70% English; on weekend 60% Korean, 40% English
Comfortable speaking to NESs: Sometimes
Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: Space; road
Other notable differences between the two countries? Culture
Motivation for coming to Canada: get some experience; get English
U Major in Korea: Science; major in Canada: nursing
Main belief re language: best way to learn is through play, like her kids do
* Hyun
Hometown: Seoul
Gender: Male
Age started learning English in Korea: 12
English Study in Korea: 3 years middle school, 3 years high school., 2 years university, 1
month hakwon
Age at immigration to Canada: 21
# years in Canada: 14 years
Age at interview: 34
During week, speaks 60% Korean, 40% English; on weekend 40% Korean, 60% English
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Comfortable speaking to NESs: Sometimes
Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: language, competitiveness
Other notable differences between the two countries? Fashion trends
Motivation for coming to Canada: immigration with family
U Major: Korea - ocular optics; Canada - B.A. Intercultural Studies and
Communications
* Yungoo
Hometown: Seoul
Gender: Male
Age started learning English in Korea: 14
English Study in Korea: 8 years
Age at immigration to Canada: 25
* years in Canada: 0 years, 1 month
Age at interview: 25
During week, speaks 60% Korean, 40% E; on weekend 70% K, 30% E
Comfortable speaking to NESs: Never
Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: culture and food
Motivation for coming to Canada: study
U Major: Business Marketing
Main belief re language: speaking w/ native speakers, other people, learning words by
heart
* Han
Hometown: Busan
Gender: Male
Age started learning English in Korea: 14
English Study in Korea: 10 years
Age at immigration to Canada: 29
* years in Canada: 3 years, 6 months
Age at interview: 33
During week, speaks 50% Korean, 50% English; on weekend 50% Korean, 50% English
Comfortable speaking to NESs: Usually
Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: Korea is more dynamic, Canada is
more systematic
Other differences: language and culture; Canada more transparent; idealistic (re: helping
disabled & poor people)
Motivation for coming to Canada: study computer science
U Major: Physics in Korea, Computer Science in Canada (Ph.D.)
Main belief re language: “Try to learn the culture. That is the bottom line.”
* Eunchan
Hometown: Busan
Gender: Male
Age started learning English in Korea: 13
English Study in Korea: 7 years
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Age at immigration to Canada: 31
# years in Canada: 2 years, 3 months
Age at interview: 31
During week, speaks 10% Korean, 70% E, 20% Chinese; on weekend 10% K, 70% E,
20% Chinese
Comfortable speaking to NESs: Sometimes
Most obvious difference between Korea and Canada: in general, more relaxed in Canada
Motivation for coming to Canada: to live
U Major in Canada: Civil Engineering (Ph.D.)
Main belief re language: recommends to Korean students - enjoy learning and have fun
Lived 3 years in Taiwan
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Appendix C
Consent to Participate
TITLE OF STUDY: The English language acquisition process as experienced by
Korean university students: A grounded theory
You are asked to participate in a research study conducted by Sheila Windle, Ph.D.
candidate, Faculty of Education at the University of Windsor. Results will contribute to
her dissertation project.
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact Dr.
Norm Diffey, Faculty Supervisor, at (519) 253-3000, ext. 3814.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The study is designed to gain an understanding of the English acquisition process of a
group of Korean learners with similar cultural, linguistic and educational backgrounds.
Results will add to our knowledge about cultural influences on additional language
learning. Particular attention will be paid to cross-cultural methodological issues in order
to enlighten cultural implications of research methodologies.
PROCEDURES
If you volunteer to participate in this study, we would ask you to do the following things:
1. Attend an interview (October or November, 2004) at the University of Windsor (one
hour).
2. At the end of the interview, fill out a background questionnaire (20 minutes).
3. By email, check over the interview transcript to ensure that your responses were
accurately reported (approximately 30 minutes; October or November, 2004).
4. Attend a final focus group interview with other Korean students at the University of
Windsor (January 2005; approximately 90 minutes).
The total time that you will devote to this study will be approximately 4 hours.
POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOM FORTS
There are no foreseeable risks or discomforts connected to participation in this study. The
only inconvenience may be the scheduling of the interviews. It is of primary importance
that your participation in this study not interfere with your academic schedule. Therefore,
interviews will be scheduled so as not to conflict with your classes, study time and mid
term and final exams.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS TO SUBJECTS AND/OR TO SOCIETY
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In sharing their experiences, participants will benefit from this study by becoming more
aware o f their English language development. They will also learn about the experiences
of others, which may result in their learning new language and cultural adaptation
strategies.
Participants will understand, through the researcher’s interest and enthusiasm, that they
are a valued and unique group in multicultural Canada.
All participants will be invited to attend a dinner, where they will have the opportunity to
socialize with other Korean student sojourners and the Canadian researcher. In this way,
participants will have the opportunity to widen their emotional and social support
networks.
The participants will have an advocate in the researcher, who will offer assistance with
regard to academic information, language support and “life in Canada” in general.
Participants’ reflections on their experiences in Korea and Canada will be informative to
English language teachers and learners in South Korea.
The results of this study will contribute to our understanding of the experiences of
newcomers to Canada. While Canada’s official policies reflect equality and non
discrimination, research studies of minority groups suggest that the policies are not
followed in day-to-day interactions. This study may offer insight to the experiences of
newcomers to Canada and particularly the role that language plays in their adaptation.
PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION
Participants will not receive payment for participation.
CONFIDENTIALITY
Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified
with you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission. The
interviews will take place in a private room where others can’t hear. Interviews will be
audio taped; the audiotapes will be locked in my office from the interview day until the
final dissertation has been written (approximately one year). If a participant would like to
listen to her or his audio taped interview, she or he need only contact the researcher by
phone or email to request to listen to the interview in the researcher’s office. This
information will not be released to any other party for any reason.
On the tapes and transcripts, each participant will be identified by research participant
number and a corresponding pseudonym. Thus, there will be no connection between the
interview data and the individual’s true identity. In the writing up of the study,
pseudonyms will be used to protect the anonymity of participants.
After the dissertation has been written and accepted, the audiotapes will be erased.
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PARTICIPATION AND WITHDRAWAL
You can choose whether to be in this study or not. If you volunteer to be in this study,
you may withdraw at any time without consequences of any kind. You may also refuse
to answer any questions you don’t want to answer and still remain in the study. The
investigator may withdraw you from this research if circumstances arise which warrant
doing so. Also, you have the option of removing your data from the study.
FEEDBACK OF THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY TO THE SUBJECTS
A paper copy of the results section of the dissertation will be available to all participants.
They will have the option of receiving these results through Canada Post or by personal
delivery. Participants will also be able to view the entire dissertation once it has been
shelved at the Leddy Library, University of Windsor.
SUBSEQUENT USE OF DATA
After the dissertation has been written, the data will be used as the basis for articles for
publication. In subsequent research, the data may be reanalyzed according to Gee’s
(1999) and Briggs’s (1986) systems of discourse analysis, which will investigate at a
minute level interviewer- interviewee interactions.
I agree that these data can be used in subsequent studies.
RIGHTS OF RESEARCH SUBJECTS
You may withdraw your consent at any time and discontinue participation without
penalty. This study has been reviewed and received ethics clearance through the
University of Windsor Research Ethics Board. If you have questions regarding your
rights as a research subject, contact:
Research Ethics Coordinator
University of Windsor
Windsor, Ontario
N9B 3Don

Telephone: 519-253-3000, ext. 3916
E-mail: ethics @uwindsor.ca

SIGNATURE OF RESEARCH SUBJECT/LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE
I understand the information provided for the study, “The English language acquisition
process as experienced by Korean university students: A grounded theory” as described
herein. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction, and I agree to participate in
this study. I have been given a copy of this form.

Name of Subject
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Signature of Subject
Date

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR
These are the terms under which I will conduct research.

Signature of Investigator

Date
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Appendix D
Consent to Audiotape

U
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I
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O F

WINDSOR
CONSENT FOR AUDIO TAPING

Participant Name: _____________________________
Title of the Project: The English language acquisition process as experienced by
Korean university students: A grounded theory
ID# Number:________________________________

I consent to the audio taping of interviews.
I understand these are voluntary procedures and that I am free to withdraw at any
time by requesting that the taping be stopped. I also understand that my name
will not be revealed to anyone and that taping will be kept confidential. Tapes will
be filed by number only and stored in a locked cabinet.
I understand that confidentiality will be respected and the listening of materials
will be for professional use only.

Signature of Participant

Date
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Appendix E
Individual Interview Questions
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

When did you start learning English?
What did English learning in Korea involve?
Scenario: I have a Korean friend in high school in Korea now. She is planning to
come to university in Canada two years from now. In your opinion, what should
she do (during the next 2 years) to prepare to come to Canada?
Your English level is much higher than before. What are some of your own
personal learning habits/strategies that you think are effective?
Looking back on your English learning in Korea, what parts were most beneficial
to your being able to function in Canadian society? (Do you wish you had spent
more time on certain language aspects than others?)
What motivated you to study English in Korea?
Was there any distinct turning point in your English language study, when you
suddenly decided to study diligently?
Did any person or persons influence your English language study?
Did you have any native-speaking English friends or teachers in Korea? (If yes to
teachers, what was the foreign teacher’s classroom environment like in
comparison to Korean professors’ classes?)
What motivated you to come to Canada?
Tell me about your first few days in Canada: what happened, how did you feel,
what did you notice, who did you talk to, where did you go, etc.?
In what settings are you comfortable speaking or listening to English in Canada?
In what settings are you uncomfortable speaking or listening to English in
Canada?
Are there any situations where language is still a challenge? What do you do
when these challenges arise?
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Appendix F
Background Questionnaire
Part A: English Study in Korea
Elementary School
In elementary school in Korea, did you study English? (circle one) Yes No
If yes, for how many years of elementary school did you study English?_____
Middle School
In middle school in Korea, did you study English? (circle one) Yes No
If no, go to High School section.
If yes, for how many years of middle school did you study English?_____
About how much time was spent in English study each week of school?______
What did middle school English study involve? (check appropriate answer, estimate % of
100)
Grammar study: about
% Reading: about
% Writing about
%
Listening: about
% Speaking: about
% Other: about
%
Specify Other:

High School
In high school in Korea, did you study English? (circle one) Yes No
If no, go to University section.
If yes, for how many years of high school did you study English?_____
What did high school English study involve? (check appropriate answer and estimate %
of 100)
Grammar study: about
% Reading: about
% Writing about
%
Listening: about
% Speaking: about
% Other: about
%
Specify Other:

University
In university in Korea, did you study English? (circle one) Yes No
If yes, for how many years of university did you study English?______
What did university English study involve? (check appropriate answer and estimate % of
100)
Grammar study: about
% Reading: about
% Writing about
%
Listening: about
%
Speaking: about
% Other: about ____ %
Specify O ther:_________________ ____________________________________________
Other English Learning Experiences
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In Korea, did you ever study English at a private institute (hakwon) or elsewhere outside
of school? Yes No
If yes, where and for how long?

In Korea, were you ever taught by a native English speaker? Yes No
beneficial to your language development?

If yes, was that

Motivations, Strategies
In Korea, what were your main motivations to develop your English language ability?

Looking back on your own English training before coming to Canada, what strategies
were most effective in improving your ability to have conversations with native English
speakers?

What learning strategies were most effective for enabling you to communicate in writing
in Canada?

Part 2: English in Canada
Based on your experience, what would you recommend to students in Korea who want to
improve their English abilities?

On an average weekday (Monday to Friday), what % of your conversational language is:
Korean
%
English
%
O ther
%
On Saturday and Sunday, what % of your conversational language is:
Korean
% English
%
O ther
%
Do you feel comfortable speaking to native English speakers?
1) Never 2) Only a few times 3) Sometimes 4) Usually 5) Yes
Since coming to Canada, what aspects of your English language ability have improved?

What areas of English ability do you still want to improve?
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In what particular setting(s) is language a problem?

In what situation(s) is language no problem?

What was your primary motivation for coming to Canada?

Secondary motivations?

In your opinion, what is the most obvious difference between Korea and Canada?

Other notable differences between the two countries?

Part 3: Demographic and Background Information
Date of birth______________
Email address ______________________________________
University Major in Korea_________________________________________
How many years did you attend university in K orea?_____
University Major in Canada_________________________________________
Until now, how many years have you attended university in Canada? ______
How old were you when you first started learning English?
years old
What is the name of your hometown in K orea?____________________________
When did you first come to Canada?_____________________________________
Have you gone home to Korea since you came to Canada? Yes / No
If yes, how many times and for how long?
IV: How long have you lived in Canada?
years,
months
What is your first language?_______________________________
What is your second language?_____________________________
Do you know any additional languages?
Have you traveled to other countries?

Where and for how long?
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Appendix G
UHo 5.A|- Background Questionnaire
tM *o

\\M^ o i g ^
Elementary School
<23oil t i m 3 0 | &#L-|77|-? ( oil, o |- g o )

1.

In elementary school in Korea, did you study English?( Yes No )
2 . EhefoHI

£ y § o h sgsfjjuH IA H <23oi»
If yes, for how many years of elementary school did you study English?

§S|-jH. Middle School
3.

gtfJuLOilAH <230 -1 1 - HHir- 5301 S ^ L - W ? ( 0i|, 0[lASL )
In middle school in Korea, did you study English?( Yes No )

4 . Ehsfoil a ic F S s

y s e h g s f M lA H <23o i l uHfy^L-1771-?_____
If yes, for how many years of middle school did you study English?__

5. OU^ S
§ o h o ^ o i l d H « £ L -W ? ___________
About how much time was spent in English study each week of school?
6. gtHjuoilA-i <23oi^<yoi|Ai ^ S c ! g t M £ L - W ?
What did middle school English study involve?
% (3 £ ) i i 7 |

% (S J E ) M 7 | _____ % ( § £ )

Grammar: about_____% Reading: about_____%
M 7 | _____ % ( 3 £ )

s

Writing: about

' 7 1_____ % ( S E )

Listening: about_____% Speaking: about____ % O ther
C H 5J:

7 1E|-

%

Specify other:_________

ILgtfJiL High School
7. ILgt[JILOi|Ai <230il HHm- * |0 | ?M U77|-? ( Oil, 0|-L-|° )
In high school in Korea, did you study English?( Yes N o )
8. GJ-ef<H|
a td 5 2 !- aigsTJiLoilAH <23o i l - b H ^ ^ u p 7 h ___
If yes, for how many years of high school did you study English? ___
9. ZL§^HL0i|Ai <230 ^

03 0i|Ai

H H & 6I-W ?
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What did high school English study involve?
% (SJE) § 3 7 |_____% ( S £ ) M 7 I
% ( S E .)
Grammar: about
% Reading: about
%
Writing: about
# 7 | _____ % ( S E )
Listening: about

%

1^71
Speaking: about

CHI 51:______________

%( § E )
% Other

%

7 |E f _____ %
%

Specify other:______________________

CH^-juL University
10 .

<23o-l» HUS =s=|o|
o \ l \ 2 .)
In university in Korea, did you study English?( Yes No )

11.

s y
cHt[jiLoiiAH <230-11 h h ^ l - w ? ____________
If yes, for how many years of university did you study English?__________

12. c m ^ o-| # o \ \ M ¥ ° ^ i UHS^L-I^?
What did university English study involve?
%(3 E ) W \
% ( S E ) M 7 |_____ % ( S E )
Grammar: about
% Reading: about
%
Writing: about
1 7 | _____% ( § E )
Listening: about

%

SI,S|’7 | _____ % ( § E )
Speaking: about
%

%

7|E|-_____ %
O ther___ _%

c m 51:________________________________Specify other:_____________________
7 1Ef ?30-|ijrHr

Other English Learning Experiences

13. £R(H|AH <230-1 7H° i x |E U sTftKHI c(-y *3o| & 6 U 0 I ■? ( (HI, o|-l | o }
^ 2 fo || ^ c |- y , y o -l
£ g o | E lS J ^ u W ?
In Korea, did you ever study English at a private institute or elsewhere outside of
school? ( Yes, N o ) If yes, where and for how long?

14. 2R<H| ail- cm, S R e jo M <230-11- Him S|0| a!£U77h? ( oil, o^L|o )
In Korea, were you ever taught by a native English speaker? ( Yes, No )

15. Ehsfofl

yo-l

Egol

e |? M l R ?

If yes, was that beneficial to your language development?
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4jH.X:ljl|-

Motivations, Strategies

16.

0,1# HH, <gO-| ^ £ j o | i l J i

0 | ¥ oH0 |oH^u|77h?

In Korea, what were your main motivations to develop your English language ability?

17. ?HL-|-Cl-^. £ 7 |

S o il, 0 -|E

4 |o g

HH°

^ 0 ^7|. ?HM-C:|-Oi|A-l 71-S ' £ g O |

EI& 6L-W ?
Looking back on your English learning before coming to Canada, what strategies
were most effective in preparing you to converse with native English speakers?

18. 0)-i£j A]0| 71-S- 5 i f | 0 |

7flLj-C|-0l|AH

° i 6 L-| 77|-? What learning strategies were most effective?

English in Canada

19.

^ r^ 6 0 -i|7 i| (H E m u 5 E b

<£oi-s

^ L -W ?
Based on your experience, what would you recommend to students in Korea who
want to improve their English abilities?

20.

^ § 0 - ||

oHo-I

% ° 3 0 i ____ % 7 |E |- ____

%

On an average weekday, what % of your conversational language is:
Korean
%
English
%____________O ther____ %
21. s & iJ jil-

A^-g§[-b

t ^ 0 - | ___ _%

DHb!Mb?

<gO]

%

7 1E l-

%

On Saturday and Sunday, about what % of your conversational language is:
Korean
%
English
%
O ther____ %
22. <£0-1*

bOi|7-||

1) SlCH 0|-L.|o

Dj E t|-ijL -|7 7 b
2 )0 -|^ CCH

3 )7 \^7 K \

4 )A ^

Do you feel comfortable speaking to native English speakers?
1) Never
2) Rarely
3)Sometimes 4)Usually

5)£*l|L f

5) Always

23. 7HUCHHI 2|-AH 0-|El
<£0-|7|- D| * 1 * |5 2 6 L -W ?
Since coming to Canada, what aspects of your English ability have improved?
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24. 0-0=. 3 5 0 ^ g -A |0 | O^0-j

7 |O j7 A J ^ U|;7(.?

What areas of English do you still want to improve?

25. O m C[H ojcH S-0i|7H| oj^L_p7h?
In what particular setting(s) is language a problem?

26. 0-10 m m <y(Hfj- 5JSH 0 * i m S M L |;;f?
In what situations is language no problem?

27. S £ J ° I n U C U 2 .? \m ^ S o |
What was your primary motivation for coming to Canada?

28.

& 0 4 IL M ?
Other motivations?

29. £TS A
J 74 ° S e R 4
7 ^ M S s o l ¥ 5 J 0 |B U
In your opinion, what is the most obvious difference between Korea and Canada?

30. SE
countries?

M

o0

ha—

fej 1—|77|-?

Other notable differences between the two

HUS S M Background Information
31. c>td ^ i4(date of birth):___________________
32. OllHliJ

(Email address):_____________________

33. S 5 I- lL!^ (Phone #):____________________
34. E!"^0-|| AH

lIo

(University Major in Korea):____________________________

3! td 5 0 - Eh^o-IIAH cn«r* dt a3^I—|77h? How many years did you attend university
in Korea?_____________
35. ^HL-I-Cl-O-IIAH E^ S

o

(University Major in Canada):__________________________

36. A|^77|-A| td o Et 7HL|^<H|AH P m S
Until now, how many years
have you attended university in Canada?________________
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37.

Mm°Jo]mA |* m

cm id
o | 5 M U ^ ? ________
How old were you when you first started learning English in Korea?________
| ZLlf (Hometown in Korea):___________________________

38.

39. ‘id A|| 7HW01I St^L-l^l-? When did you first come to Canada?_________________

mc F § t R o i

* |o | $i#u|7)F? ( oil, o |-l . | £ )
Have you gone back to Korea since you came to Canada? ( Yes, No )
41. a/W S!, id *£! H B |J I ^D FlF 7|- a/!a/!oI-|^F? If yes, for how long?

40.

I—hdJ-OHI id td oSF eh2 t « I—|77h? How long have you lived in Canada?

42.

td (years)

SI"(months)

43. ^

uJO^F “

tJl-I^F? First language:__________________________

44. ^

^d^H ujO-l^ “ Sd tJU ^F? Second language:___________________

45. H 2.| CF0 ud0"IS SI'j I
46.

a a s U^F?

&UBl-oil omz} 5H0| & £ l M ?

Additional languages?__________________
( oil, 0 F u |o }

Have you traveled to other countries? ( Yes, No )
nj-of0i| °J[i|-oj, O-jDlsL ^ n m 7F ° a° a

s

L-|^F? If so, where and for how long?
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Appendix H
Focus Group Interview Questions
1. Where do you speak English the most? Spaces of interaction?
2. With whom do you speak English? Where?
3. In Canada, do you find the student-teacher relationship is different from Korean?
How?
4. For difficult vocabulary in university classes, how do you find the meaning?
5. Some people said that when they came to Canada, at first, the language was like a new
language. Did you have that experience?
6. Some participants said they could talk with Canadian classmates mostly about surface
things but not inner feelings. What do you think about that? Does it change over time?
7. Has anyone in here done a presentation? How did you prepare for that?
8. About how long do you think it took until it was no problem to listen to lectures?
9. Is there support on campus for English writing?
10. Any speaking support?
11. With whom do you interact mostly?
12. Do you read up on material before you go to class? E.g., read chapter in text book?
Does it help?
13. What is missing on campus to assist you with language needs?
14. In Korea, Tchaemyun is important. Do you think your Canadian students are aware of
Tchaemyun? Nunchi?
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Appendix I
Summary of English study in Korea: Duration and content
(questionnaire data)
Participant
Su-Jin

Elem.
School
No

Jong
Minoo

4 yrs
6 yrs

Don
Rob
Min
Hyea-Jin

No
No
4 mos

Jungin (no
question
naire)
Haw-Ju

No

3 yrs

No

3 yrs, 2hrs/wk
50% Grammar
40% Reading
10% Writing

No

No

Bo (no
question
naire)
Yoon-Hee

Middle
School
3 yrs, 3 hrs/wk
60% Grammar
30% Reading
10% Listening
No
3 yrs, 9 hrs/wk
50% Grammar
30% Reading
10% Writing
7% Listening
3 % Speaking
No
No
No
3 yrs, 5 hrs/wk
10% Grammar
60% Reading
30% Listening

High
School

University

¥i yr
No
50% Grammar
30% Reading
20% Listening
No
No
3 yrs
No
40% Grammar
30% Reading
10% Writing 10%
Listening 10%
Speaking
No
No
No
No
No
No
3 yrs
10% Grammar
60% Reading
10% Writing
20% Listening
No
3 yrs

Private
Institute
No

1 yr.
Almost 10
yrs. in
Seoul

No
No
No
1 yr.
in Incheon

No

2 yrs
30% Grammar
30% Reading
10% Writing
30% Listening
No

8 mos.
in Seoul

3 yrs

3 yrs
40% Grammar
40% Reading
10% Writing 10%
Listening
3 yrs

3 yrs, 5x/wk
40% Grammar
30% Reading
10% Writing
10% Listening
10% Speaking

3 yrs
40% Grammar
20% Reading
10% Writing
15% Listening
15% Speaking

2 yrs
20% Grammar
20% Reading
20% Writing
20% Listening
20% Speaking

3-4 yrs.
in Jin-Ju

No
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Kyu

No

Joohyun

1 yr

Min-Ji

No

Hyun

No

Yungoo

No

Han

Eunchan

Averages
(M.S., H.s.:
n = 12;
U: n = 9)

3 yrs
50% Grammar
30% Reading
5% Writing
10% Listening
5% Speaking
3 yrs, 5x/wk
47% Grammar
50% Reading
3% Writing

3 yrs
35% Grammar
30% Reading
10% Writing
20% Listening
5% Speaking
3 yrs
50% Grammar
50% Reading

3 yrs, 3 hrs/wk
60% Grammar
20% Reading
15% Writing
5% Listening
3 yrs, 6 hrs/wk
40% Grammar
30% Reading
5% Writing
23% Listening
2% Speaking
3 yrs, 10 hrs/wk
80% Grammar
5% Reading
5% Writing
5% Listening
5% Speaking

3 yrs
80% Grammar
15% Reading
5% Writing

No

No

4 yrs
15% Grammar
15% Reading
10% Writing
30% Listening
30% Speaking
1 yr
15% Grammar
15% Reading
40% Listening
30% Speaking
1 yr
50% Grammar
40%Reading
10% Writing

lyr.
in Seoul

3 yrs
60% Grammar
30% Reading 5%
Writing
5% Listening

2 yrs
90% Reading
10% Speaking

1 mo.
in Seoul

3 yrs
80% Grammar
5% Reading
5% Writing
5% Listening
5% Speaking

2 yrs
45% Grammar
10% Reading
10% Writing
25% Listening
10% Speaking

YBM
English
2 mos.

3 yrs, 4-6 hrs/wk
50% Grammar
40% Reading
10% Writing

3 yrs
50% Grammar
40% Reading
10% Writing

Institute
4 mos.

3 yrs, 5 hrs
50% Grammar
40% Reading
9% Writing
1% Listening
48.9% Grammar
33.8 % Reading
7.7% Listening
7.5 % Writing
2.1% Speaking

3 yrs, 5 hrs/wk
50% Grammar
40% Reading
9% Writing
1% Listening
48.8% Grammar
32.5 % Reading
8.8 % Listening
7 % Writing
2.9 % Speaking

4 yrs
15% Grammar
20% Reading
20% Writing
25% Listening
20% Speaking
1 yr
80% Reading
20% Listening

21.1% Grammar
35.5 % Reading
21.1 % Listening
9 % Writing
13.3 % Speaking
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6 mos
in Seoul

Institute
1 yr.

Appendix J
Estimated percentages of languages spoken in Canada and frequency of being
comfortable speaking to English as primary language speakers (EPLS)
Participant
(age at
interview)
Su-Jin (21)

Duration in
Canada at
interview
5 years
3 months
14 years
4 years
3 months
21 years

% Korean
(weekday)

% English % Korean
(weekday) (weekend)

Comfortable
% English
speaking w/
^weekend)
EPLS

40

60

80

20

usually

50

50

70

30

all the time

60

40

80

20

sometimes

10

90

40

60

all the time

20

80

20

80

all the time

70

30

80

20

all the time

60

40

70

30

usually

60

40

60

40

sometimes

70

30

90

10

usually

70

30

70

30

usually

30

70

80

20

sometimes

30

70

60

40

sometimes

60

40

40

60

sometimes

2 months

60

40

70

30

never

Han (33)

3 years
6 months

50

50

50

50

usually

Eunchan
(33)

2 years
3 months

10

70
(20 other)

10

70
(20
other)

usually

Totals

116 years
3 months

Averages
(n = 16, w/
Rob &

7 years
3 months

47%

52%
(1%

61%

38%
(1%

Jong (24)
Minoo (22)
Don (21)
Rob (21)
Min (23)
Hyea-Jin
(20)
Jungin
Haw-Ju
(25)
Bo
Yoon-Hee
(27)
Kyu (31)
Joohyun
(29)
Min-Ji (37)
Hyun (34)
Yungoo
(25)

(bom in Canada)

21 years
(bom in C anada)

12 years
8 months
3 years
7 months
3 years
7 months
4 years
9 months
3 years
7 months
4 years
3 months
4 years
9 months
14 years

M andarin)

M andarin)
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Don)
Averages
(n = 14,
without Rob &
Don)

Target
Participants
Only (n = 11)

5 years
3 months

52%

4 years
5 months

55%

47%
(1 % o th er)

65%

44%
(1%
M andarin)

34%
(1% other)

37%
62%

(1%
M andarin)
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